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 Wetlands have many ecological and physical properties that are essential for coastal 
communities. These ecosystems sustain local economies, provide essential habitats, are a source 
of  numerous ecological and biological services, and protect coastal populations from storms. Of 
the many wetland types, salt marshes are among the most vulnerable to environmental changes. 
Salt marshes quickly respond to natural and human-driven perturbations and their high rate of loss 
in the last century is cause for concern.  
 In this project the rate of marsh loss driven by channel widening was measured through a 
comparative analysis of modern high resolution images and historic aerial photography. By 
comparing the rates of widening among multiple salt marshes, the contribution of different 
forcings (tidal range, ditching, sediment supply, and relative sea level rise) were evaluated. Tidal 
range was found to be a poor indicator of widening rates. The impact of ditching, only compared 
at Barnstable (MA) and Cape May (NJ) was found not to contribute significantly to the rates of 
widening. The rates of relative sea level rise and changes to sediment supply appear to be the 
primary contributors to the rates of widening. Channel narrowing was observed at locations with 
high sediment supply. 
 Rates of widening within the same salt marsh were also compared. Specifically the rate of 
widening as a function of channel width – here defined as “widening fingerprints” – was analyzed 
for channels smaller than 40 m. The hypothesis was that systems dominated by a reduction in 
sediment supply had different widening fingerprints than systems dominated by relative sea level 
rise. While fingerprints were clearly detected at Mockhorn Island (VA) and Jamaica Bay (NY), 







Wetlands provide ecological goods and services that are lost as they retreat. They are 
barriers to hurricanes, tropical storms, storm surges, and sea level rise (SLR) (Day et al., 2007). 
Wetland services provided to coastal communities change in direct response to anthropogenic and 
natural activities. The anthropogenic mechanisms attributed to wetland loss include navigational 
canal dredging, subsurface fluid withdrawal, fluvial sediment load reduction, public policy, land 
use, flood containment measures, and salinity changes in wetlands (Nilsson, 2000; Turner, 1997; 
Kolker, 2011). 
Globally, 40% of the populace lives within 100 km of the coast (UNCS, 2017) and urban 
proximity has moved populations into coastal wetlands. In 2010, the US Census recorded that 
123.3 million people, or 39% of the United States’ population, lived in coastal counties. The 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), in 2013 reported that coastal 
watershed county populations are expected to increase by another 8% this decade (NOAA, 2013). 
Coastal wetlands in the Continental United States have decreased by 53% and “on average, this 
means that the lower 48 states have lost over 60 acres of wetlands for every hour between the 
1970’s and the 1980’s” (Dahl, 1990, p. 1). 
Studies of the Mississippi River Delta (MRD) document that during the 20th century 
wetland spatial distribution has decreased by 4500 km2 (Kolker, 2011; Day et al., 2007; Reed, 
2002) and may lose another 4500+ km2 of wetland habitat in the next half century (CPRA, 2012). 
The mechanisms responsible for rapid wetland loss in the MRD has been attributed to upstream 
damming, absence of annual floods, and river control measures that have altered both local and 





 1.2 Mechanisms of Salt Marsh Loss 
 A salt marsh is ‘an area of coastal grassland that is regularly flooded by seawater’ (Oxford, 
2018). The most prominent characteristic of a salt marsh is the presence of a tide. Tides are 
necessary to move sediment and nutrients throughout the system while organic processes work to 
build and elevate the marsh platform. While tides are not the direct cause of marsh loss, they are 
associated with the mechanisms of marsh erosion.  
The primary contributions to marsh loss are edge erosion, ponding, drowning, channel 
widening, and anthropogenic interactions. Studies have shown that wave action along the marsh 
boundary is a major contributor to edge erosion (Tonelli et al., 2010). An exposed marsh shoreline 
is subject to high wave energy, contributes to marsh retreat, and can increase the effects of marsh 
ponding. Marsh edge erosion, depending on global location, has been observed at rates ranging 
from ~0.1 to > 4 m yr-1. In the Venice Lagoon, specifically Punta Cane, shoreline retreat through 
edge erosion, was measured at rates of 0.6 – 2.2 m yr-1 while edge erosional rates in Louisiana 
range from 0.0 – 1.59 m yr-1 (Day et al., 1998; Wilson et al., 2008; Wal et al., 2004). 
 Ponding is the process by which plant death contributes to peat collapse and decreases the 
vadose zone area in marsh sediments creating permanent areas of above-ground groundwater in 
salt marshes. At Jamaica Bay, New York, it was found through long-term historic mapping, field 
work, and USGS aerial observations, that the mechanisms of marsh loss through the expansion of 
interior ponds is more significant than that of slumping and widening of tidal channels (Hartig et 
al., 2002). Such contributing factors lead researchers to conclude that the Jamaica Bay salt marshes 
are incapable of long term survival.  
As sea level continues to rise there is a constant inequality to match SLR with marsh 





result in salt marsh drowning. Marsh drowning forces the salt marsh to devolve into a tidal mudflat, 
a type of ecological collapse that has been observed in multiple locations including Louisiana and 
Belgium (French, 1993; Temmerman et al., 2003). 
Erosional mechanisms considered in this project are linked to changes of the marsh 
elevation through changes in rates of sea level rise and sediment supply. The marsh elevation 
impacts the tidal prism which is the total volume of water above the marsh platform and is 
presented by the following equation: 
(Mean High Water − Marsh Elevation) × Marsh Area = Tidal Prism (1.1) 
The tidal prism is strongly influenced by the marsh elevation. Small changes in marsh elevation 
create an increased tidal prism, allowing for more energy to enter the salt marsh, stronger currents, 
and wider and deeper tidal channels to accommodate the energy flow.  
 Tidal channels dissipate the energy of the tides throughout the salt marsh (Day et al., 1998). 
Fagherazzi (2008) described the importance of tidal channels with: “Most of the water, sediment, 
and nutrient fluxes between marshes and the ocean take place through systems of low-order 
networks of tidal creeks, which dissect the salt marsh landscape providing preferential pathways 
for marsh flooding and drainage during the tidal cycle (Fagherazzi et al., 2008, p. 1).” Channel 
widening is the process by which tidal channels increase their average width over time. The process 
of channel widening cannot be observed over a few years’ time, and the extent of channel widening 
can only be seen over long time scales. Channel widening is a significant mechanism behind marsh 
loss (Downs, 1994).  
1.3 Direct Anthropogenic Interactions with Salt Marshes  
Direct anthropogenic interactions include ditching that increases draining in a salt marsh 





(Smith et al., 2016). Ditched marshes may be more susceptible to challenges related to SLR 
(LeMay, 2007). The long-term effects of ditching on salt marsh durability is unknown. 
1.4 Channel Widening at Different Sites 
 Salt marsh channels widen and narrow at different rates depending on location. Two 
examples of this can be found through studies of the Blackwater Estuary, United Kingdom, and 
the Venice Lagoon, Italy. The Blackwater Estuary, studied by Wal and Pye (2004), is located on 
the estuary-dominated coast of the Greater Thames, England. In some areas of the salt marsh 
channel widening rates were measured at rates up to 4 m yr-1. Wal notes that this was unexpected 
as the vertical sediment accretion rates within the estuary are sufficient to keep up with sea-level 
rise. The study of the Blackwater Estuary concludes that many natural and anthropogenic factors 
are needed to explain the observed channel widening and that the rate SLR is not the only 
contributing mechanism of salt marsh loss.  
 The Venice Lagoon is located due south of Venice on the northwest extreme of the Adriatic 
Sea. Day and his team focused on the salt marsh island of Punta Cane, in the southern lagoon, and 
measured the rate of channel widening in two channels. The rate of widening, in both channels, 
was 0.26 m yr-1 and 0.48 m yr-1. Though an extensive study of channel widening was not done by 
Day, nor his team, they concluded all interior marsh loss was attributed to increasing relative SLR 
(Day et al., 1998). 
 These observations demonstrate that while all tidal channels serve the primary purpose to 
diffuse tidal energy, the mechanisms contributing to their rates of widening are different. These 
study sites are insufficiently different to isolate the mechanisms of salt marsh erosion in a one-on-





models, and guide future research. The Blackwater Estuary and the Venice Lagoon are case studies 
in why more field sites and data are necessary to understand the mechanisms of channel widening. 
1.5 Different Widening Rates within the same Tidal Channel 
 Channel widening is not uniform throughout the same channel. Channels tend to widen 
more toward the mouth than toward the head, and as Ensign notes, “Wide channels near an 
estuary’s mouth are prone to wind-driven wave erosion (Ensign et al., 2017, p. 281)” which 
increases the rate at which the channel mouth erodes in relation to its distal appendages.  
 Deposition is also variable within a channel. Channel width is a constant inequality 
between erosional and depositional mechanism. Wider downstream portions of a channel have 
more suspended sediment moving through the system than the narrower upstream segments. When 
sediment supply decreases the wider downstream segments of a channel are impacted more by the 
decrease of sediment and widen proportionately to their initial width and as such a wide 
downstream segment of a channel will widen more than a narrow upstream segment under the 
same decreased sediment concentration constraints. 
1.6 Model of Channel Widening 
 Previous work, by Mariotti, is built on the principle that channel widening and deformation 
can operate independently of changes to the tidal prim. Models show that by lowering SS, while 
leaving the tidal prism the same, marsh channels will deepen and widen to accommodate the same 
amount of energy moving through the system while accommodating for the decreased deposition, 





Figure 1.1. Conceptual Model of Erosional Mechanisms 
Computer model’s, based on the assumption that channel widening may be independent of 
changes to the tidal prism, are fundamental to this study. These models are used to predict how 
changes in SLR and SS may affect the rates of salt marsh channel widening at various locations. 
The rate at which these channels deform is correlated to the channel’s initial width.  
The models, shown in Figure 1.2, predict that increasing the rate of SLR will have a natural 
log relationship of marsh channel widening in relation to initial channel width. A decrease in SS 
is predicted to have a linear relationship with erosional rates and initial channel width. At this time 
these two mathematical relationships are not attributed to mechanisms associated with salt marsh 
loss observations. Providing sufficient data from real world locations and analyzing the datasets 






Figure 1.2. Modeled Widening of Channel Width, SLR and SS  
(modified from Mariotti, 2018) 
 
 
Figure 1.3. Conceptual Diagram of Fingerprints. These figures demonstrate the proposed 
erosional patterns attributed to two forcing mechanisms. Blue denotes the initial channel while 
the dashed line represents the change in channel width over time. Red for a decrease in sediment 
supply and larger erosional rates for larger initial widths. Black for increased rates of sea level 







1.6.1 Use of the Terms “Fingerprint” and “Ditched” 
 The term “fingerprint” is used to express the mathematical regression used to represent the 
trends seen in the data. Any use of the term “fingerprint” refers to either a linear, log, or natural 
log regression used to understand the data set. “Ditched” will be used in this thesis to describe salt 
marshes where regular ditching of the salt marsh takes place for drainage, agricultural, or pest 
control purposes. Uses of the term ‘anthropogenic activity’ refer to ditching and ditched marshes. 
All ditched salt marshes, and ditched portions of salt marshes, are easily recognizable in historic 
aerial photographs and modern day high resolution images.  
1.7 Project Objective 
 The objective of this thesis is to understand and isolate the mechanisms causing salt marsh 
channels to widen at differing rates depending on location, tidal range, SS, and anthropogenic 
activities. Using field observations, published literature, and online databases the following 
hypotheses will be tested: 
1. High SLR and decreased SS cause salt marsh channel widening. 
2. Salt marsh ditching causes existing tidal channels to widen. 
3. SLR and changes in SS have different spatial erosional fingerprints that can be seen in the 
rates of channel widening.  
1.8 Project Overview 
 The first chapter introduces the observation that salt marsh channels widen at differing 
rates depending on location, gives a brief overview of the environmental and anthropogenic 
mechanisms responsible for differences in widening rates, and provides models created by Mariotti 





may be mathematically represented in a way that demonstrates that individual forcing mechanisms 
have unique mathematical fingerprints. 
 Chapter 2 describes the methods used to study multiple study sites and isolate individual 
forcing mechanisms. 
 Chapter 3 discusses the quantitative results from this project. 
Chapter 4 includes a discussion of the quantitative and qualitative results, conclusions, and 






2.1 EarthExplorer and the USGS Datasets 
 The United States Geologic Survey, under the direction of the U.S. Department of the 
Interior, provides a free database of images, Aerial Imagery, MODIS Data, Landsat, and Satellite 
Imagery that is all made available through the Freedom of Information Act on the department’s 
EarthExplorer.usgs.gov website. Imagery spatial range, temporal extent, resolution, and 
availability is variable by site.  
2.1.1 High Resolution Orthoimagery 
 High resolution orthoimagery is a uniform-scale image where corrections have been made 
for feature displacement and scale variations due to terrain relief, sensor geometry, and camera tilt 
(Long Term Archive, 2015). All orthoimages are georeferenced for the datum of image location. 
were retrieved from the USGS through the earthexplorer.usgs.gov website. Image selection 
priority was given to the most recent years but was modified depending on spatial range, 
resolution, and availability. For consistency, and to avoid errors in the project, only images taken 
at low tide were used. 
2.1.2 Historic Aerial Photographs 
 Historic aerial photographs refer to aerial photography single frames acquired by Federal 
organizations from 1937 to the present (Long Term Archive, 2015). Single frame photographs 
were retrieved from the USGS through the earthexploer.usgs.gov website. Priority of photograph 
selection was given to the oldest photographs with good resolution, spatial range, and availability. 





2.2 Site Selection and Site Description 
 Study sites were selected along the Eastern Seaboard and the Gulf of Mexico. All sites are 
well studied salt marshes with sufficient data to allow for statistical comparison of tidal channel 
erosional mechanisms. Appendix C shows the GIS high resolution images used for the analysis 
and Figure 2.1 shows the locations of each study site. 
Figure 2.1. Location of Study Sites 
Plum Island, Massachusetts, hereafter ‘Plum Island’ or ‘PIE’ in the datasets, referrers to 
the 60 km2 Great Marsh that lies behind the 18 km linear barrier beach island of Plum Island. The 
Great Marsh is located adjacent to the municipalities of Newburyport, Newbury, Rowley, and 
Ipswich, a combined population of nearly 500,000. Land use is regionally extensive, and the Great 
Marsh has been ditched for agricultural purposes and for pest mitigation measures. Fluvial 
influences include the Merrimack, Parker, and Ipswich rivers which all drain into the salt marsh. 





temperate climate and 118 cm of annual precipitation the salt marsh vegetation thrives during a 
productive six month growing season. Fluvial inputs of SS to the marsh are low due to river 
diversions necessary for municipal water needs. The dominant vegetation in the brackish regions 
of the salt marsh are Spartina alterniflora and Spartina patens (Morris et al., 2013; MBL, 2018). 
The current rate of sea level rise for the region is 2.82 mm yr1 (NOAA, 2013). 
 The high resolution orthoimagery of Plum Island has a pixel resolution of 0.09 m2 pixel-1 
while the historic aerial photography is 0.44 m2 pixel-1. The years of the image datasets are 2013 
and 1938 respectively, a span of 75 years.  
 Barnstable, Massachusetts, hereafter ‘Barnstable’ or ‘BARN’ in the datasets, referrers to 
the Barnstable Great Marsh located at the southern extreme of Cape Cod Bay. The Barnstable 
Great Marsh is located adjacent to the municipalities of Sandwich, Barnstable, and Yarmouth, a 
combined population of 85,000. Barnstable tides are semidiurnal and have an average tidal range 
of 2.97 m. Land use is extensive regionally and portions of the Barnstable Great marsh have been 
ditched for agricultural purposes and pest mitigation measures. With a northern temperate climate 
and over a meter of annual precipitation, the Barnstable salt marsh vegetation thrives during the 
six-month growing season. Barnstable vegetation is primarily Spartina and Distichlis with 
Spartina alterniflora in the lower elevations and Spartina patens and Distichlis spicata in the 
higher elevations (Kearney et al., 2016). The current rate of sea level rise for the region is 2.86 
mm yr1 (NOAA, 2013). 
 The high resolution orthoimagery of Barnstable has a pixel resolution of 0.09 m2 pixel-1 
while the historic aerial photography is 1.0 m2 pixel-1. The years of the image datasets are 2009 





 Jamaica Bay, New York, hereafter ‘Jamaica Bay’ or ‘JFK’ in the datasets, referrers to the 
salt marshes located in Jamaica Bay, New York and the South Oyster Bay Salt Marsh located to 
the immediate east. This series of salt marshes are located on the southern shore of Long Island 
and the population centers of Brooklyn, Woodmere, Oceanside, Freeport, Merrick, Bellmore, and 
Seaford, a combined population around three million. Tides in this region are semidiurnal and have 
a mean range of 1.66 m. Predominant vegetation includes Spartina alterniflora and Spartina 
patens. The salt marshes reside in a humid subtropical climate zone and receive 1.25 m of annual 
precipitation. The salt marshes face extensive challenges due their proximity to dense population 
centers, SLR, and land use. The marshes have been heavily ditched for pest mitigation measures. 
These salt marshes are actively monitored and studied for marsh loss (GNRA, 2007). The current 
rate of sea level rise for the region is 2.84 mm yr1 (NOAA, 2013). 
 The high resolution orthoimagery of Jamaica Bay has a pixel resolution of 0.02 m2 pixel-1 
while the historic aerial photography is 0.26 m2 pixel-1. The years of the image datasets are 2014 
and 1954 respectively, a span of 60 years.  
 Cape May, New Jersey, hereafter ‘Cape May’ or ‘DEV’ in the datasets, referrers to the salt 
marsh located east of Cape May, New Jersey in the Jarvis, Richardson, Jenkins, and Great Sounds. 
The Cape May salt marshes are surrounded by the communities of Stone Harbor, Wildwood, Cape 
May, Erma, and Cape May Court House, a total population of 16,000 inhabitants. Tides in the 
region are semidiurnal and have a mean range of 1.31 m. Portions of the salt marsh have been 
ditched for pest mitigation measures leaving vast areas of the marsh undisturbed by extensive 
anthropogenic activities. Predominant vegetation includes Spartina alterniflora and Spartina 





subtropical climate zone (Smith et al., 1978). The current rate of sea level rise for the region is 
4.57 mm yr1 (NOAA, 2013). 
 The high resolution orthoimagery of Cape May has a pixel resolution of 1.0 m2 pixel-1 
while the historic aerial photography is 2.25 m2 pixel-1. The years of the image datasets are 2015 
and 1957 respectively, a span of 58 years. 
 Mockhorn Island Virginia, hereafter ‘Mockhorn Island,’ ‘Virginia North,’ ‘Virginia South’ 
or ‘VIR’ / ‘VIRN’ in the datasets, referrers to the salt marshes located around the Mockhorn Island 
State Wildlife Management Area, South Bay, Hog Island Bay, which are all located north of the 
mouth of the Chesapeake Bay. The Mockhorn Island salt marshes are encompassed by the 
municipalities of Wachapreague, Exmore, Eastville, and Cape Charles, a total population of 2500. 
Tides in the region are semidiurnal with a mean tidal range of 1.38 m. The salt marshes have not 
been ditched and have been allowed to evolve without major anthropogenic perturbations of the 
marsh sediment. Suspended sediment is elevated in the region due to the proximity of the 
Mockhorn Island salt marshes to the mouth of the Chesapeake Bay and its associated sediment 
plumes (Ondrusek et al., 2012). Spartina alterniflora is the dominant vegetation and Spartina 
patens is present sporadically throughout the marsh. Mockhorn Island is located in a humid 
subtropical climate zone and receives over a meter of annual precipitation (Erwin et al., 2004). 
The current rates of sea level rise for the two regions are 3.64 mm yr1 and 5.35 mm yr-1 for the 
Virginia South and Virginia North sites respectively (NOAA, 2013). 
The high resolution orthoimagery of Mockhorn Island has a pixel resolution of 0.09 m2 
pixel-1 while the historic aerial photography is 2.25 m2 pixel-1. The years of the Virginia North 
study site image datasets are 2013 and 1959 respectively, a span of 54 years. The years of the 





 Terrebonne Bay, Louisiana, hereafter ‘LUMCON’ or ‘LUM’ in the datasets, referrers to 
the salt marshes immediately surrounding Cocodrie, Louisiana and the margins of Terrebonne 
Bay. The salt marshes boarder the villages of Cocodrie and Leeville and are adjacent to Port 
Fourchon, Louisiana’s southernmost port. The population of the surrounding area is roughly 
20,000. The salt marshes have not been ditched but a majority of the channels have been dredged 
for navigational purposes or to allow for oil and gas infrastructure. Relative sea level rates are the 
highest, of all selected sites, at the LUMCON salt marshes. Tides are diurnal and have a mean tidal 
range of 0.31 m. The predominant vegetation is Spartina alterniflora. LUMCON is located in a 
humid subtropical climate zone and receives over 1.5 m of precipitation annually (Jadhav et al., 
2012). The current rate of sea level rise for the region is 9.65 mm yr1 (NOAA, 2013). 
The high resolution orthoimagery of LUMCON has a pixel resolution of 1.0 m2 pixel-1 
while the historic aerial photography is 0.25 m2 pixel-1. The years of the image datasets are 2015 
and 1963 respectively, a span of 52 years.  
 Wax Lake Delta, Louisiana, hereafter ‘Wax Lake’ or ‘WLD’ in the datasets, referrers to 
the salt marshes located southeast of the Wax Lake Delta. The closest municipality is Morgan City 
with a surrounding population of 20,000. Tides are diurnal with a mean tidal range of 0.35m. 
Spartina patens and Spartina alterniflora are the dominant vegetation. The area has been 
extensively studied but the marshes have not undergone systematic diching though there is 
evidence of navigational dredging. The Wax Lake Delta is an actively growing delta and SS is 
high. The Wax Lake marshes are located in a humid subtropical climate zone and receives over 
1.5 m of precipitation annually (Martin et al., 2002). Studies have shown that concentrations of 





marsh platform (Roberts et al., 2015). The current rate of sea level rise for the region is 9.65 mm 
yr1 (NOAA, 2013). 
The high resolution orthoimagery of Wax Lake has a pixel resolution of 1.0 m2 pixel-1 
while the historic aerial photography is 0.36 m2 pixel-1. The years of the image datasets are 2012 
and 1972 respectively, a span of 40 years. 
Table 2.1 numerates the pertinent data needed to begin the project. Tidal range data comes 
from NOAA Tides and Currents (2013) online datums and rates of sea level rise are extracted from 
NOAA Sea Level Trends (2013) monitoring stations. 
























































No High 0.35 9.65 mm 
Spartina alterniflora 
Spartina patens 
Table 2.1. Pertinent Parameters for All Study Sites. SS supply was determined to be low, 
medium, or high depending on historical documentation of sediment flux in the region or 








2.3 Erosional Mechanisms Selected for Study 
 The purpose of this project is to determine the impact that anthropogenic activities, 
specifically salt marsh ditching, differences in SS, tidal range, and effects of differing relative SLR 
on channel deformation. Each site was selected for one or more of these analyses, as follows 
2.3.1 Comparison Sites for Analysis of Sediment Supply 
 Barnstable and Plum Island have very high tidal ranges. The salt marshes located at each 
site have the same types of vegetation, ditching, and rates of relative sea level rise. Plum Island, 
however, does not receive significant inputs of sediment from the fluvial systems that run through 
the Great Marsh due to channel alterations for municipal water needs. Barnstable is located near 
multiple fluvial systems that provide a constant source of mineral sediment. Demonstrating that 
there is a difference in the rate at which the tidal channels deform between Barnstable and Plum 
Island makes sediment supply concentrations a candidate for further study.  
Two of the salt marshes selected for this project are located at the mouth of the Chesapeake 
Bay. Designated at ‘Virginia North’ and ‘Virginia South’ they are located within 30 km of one 
another. The tidal range, relative sea level rise, anthropogenic interactions, lack of ditching, and 
vegetation are the same at both locations. Proximity of Virginia South to the mouth of the 
Chesapeake Bay is the only significant difference between sites. 
The Chesapeake Bay is a well-documented source of sediment. Sediment plumes, 
especially during the spring and summer months, are well documented and have been shown to 
move out of the mouth of the Chesapeake and flow southward (Dzwonkowski et al., 2005). If there 





Virginia South, the leading hypothesis provides that the sediment supply at the two locations is 
unequal. 
 Two locations in Louisiana were also chosen for the study of sediment supply and rates of 
channel widening. LUMCON is located in Terrebonne Bay which has relatively low inputs of 
sediment. The second location, the Wax Lake Delta region, is an active river diversion depositing 
tons of sand sized sediment into the Gulf of Mexico (Roberts et al., 2015). Both sites have similar 
tidal ranges, relative sea level rise, vegetation, and anthropogenic histories, their extreme 
differences in sediment supply make them ideal candidates for the study of how sediment supply 
influences tidal channel widening.  
2.3.2 Comparison Sites for the Analysis of Anthropogenic Activity 
 Selecting sites that had regions of ditching and regions of unaltered marsh is invaluable. 
By selecting salt marshes that have regions of alteration allows for an analysis exclusively of 
anthropogenic forcing. Tidal range, vegetation, relative sea level rise, sediment supply, and 
ecological history are all equal.  
 The eastern regions of the Barnstable and New Jersey salt marshes are heavily ditched. 
These regions are easily identifiable, and the tidal channels therein can be analyzed independently 
of the tidal channels located in the unaltered western portions of the marshes. Differences in the 
rate at which the tidal channels deform, within the same marsh, will demonstrate the effect ditching 
has on tidal channel widening.   
2.3.3 Sites Selected for the Overall Project and Fingerprint Analysis 
 All sites that demonstrate active widening of the tidal channels are included in the 





comparison site. Jamaica bay does not have a direct relation or comparison with any one site or 
any one identifiable erosional mechanism. 
2.4 QGIS 
 Using QGIS and NAD 1983 the high resolution orthoimages were analyzed for project 
suitability. Only the segments of the study sites where tidal channels were clearly visible, not 
widened for commercial purposes, not dredged, and easily identifiable were used. High resolution 
image files were downloaded from USGS EarthExplorer website, uploaded into QGIS, assigned 
their respective UTM Zone, and analyzed for pixel resolution. Error estimation for high resolution 
images is 0.2 m and 1.0 m for historic aerial photographs. 
2.4.1 Georeferencing 
 Historic aerial photography was downloaded from the USGS EarthExplorer website, 
uploaded into QGIS, and overlain on the raster files of the georeferenced high resolution image 
files. Georeferencing was then completed manually using roads, intersections, buildings, and 
landmarks that remained constant. Once the georeference program resized and oriented the aerial 
photographs each image was manually checked for accuracy and quality control.  
2.4.2 Defining the Channel and Measurements 
 Defining the tidal channel can be done in multiple ways. Marsh channels are associated 
with bank slumping, blocking, and vegetative changes that can all be easily seen in aerial 
photography and in high resolution images. Discussions involved what portion of the bank 
determines the ‘high bank’ and the ‘low bank’ and how each would be distinguished in the project. 
For purposes of consistency all tidal channels were defined by the same individual, using changes 





in Figure 2.1. The ‘low bank,’ in this project, is defined as the point in the tidal channel where 
marsh vegetation ceases to extend into the channel, a property easily identified in both aerial 
photographs and high resolution images.  
Figure 2.2. Defining the Tidal Channel. Mean high water (MHW) is the mean high tide 
while mean low water (MLW) is the mean low tide. 
 Once a channel has been defined the length of the channel is measured, along the thalweg, 
to determine the total usable length of the channel in both aerial photographs and high resolution 
images. The channel becomes unusable in the study once the channel is undiscernible in either 
image set or narrows below that of the pixel resolution. The channels total usable length is then 
divided, in most of the selected channels, into ten equal segments and a shapefile is created on 
each segment, centered on the thalweg, and an area algorithm is used to calculate the total area of 
each shapefile segment. 
 The naming convention for each segment is LOCATION (a three letter site abbreviation), 
ZONE (a two letter ‘ZA’ for all sites), CHANNEL (‘C’ followed by the channel number), YEAR 
(four digit year), TERRESTRIAL MARKER (‘H’ or ‘L’ depending on if the high bank or low 





project, but all tidal cannels were analyzed using the low bank vegetative marker previously 
described in Figure 2.1. For example, the twelfth tidal channel selected at Plum Island, in the years 
of 1938 and 2013, would have the nomenclature: PIEZAC121938L and PIEZAC122013L 
respectively. 
 The length of each channel segment is uploaded into the parameter field in QGIS and then 
a spatial operation is executed to calculate the segment area.  
2.5 MATLAB 
 Once all channel segments, for both years, have been completed in QGIS the individual 
segment lengths and areas are uploaded into MATLAB. Using the A.1 Individual Site Code, in 
Appendix A, the average width of each segment is extracted by dividing the segment area by 
segment length. MATLAB then compares the difference of the two spatially equal segments and 
calculates the total change of width in time. This is then plotted with initial width on the x-axis 
and the change in width on the y-axis. After multiple channels have been analyzed a ‘cloud’ is 
created and plotted. 
 To help visualize trends within the ‘cloud,’ MATLAB is used to create “20-meter bins.” 
The ’20-meter bins’ show the average value of all the channel segments within the designated area 
of the 20 meter bin. The bins are created by averaging all the points, every twenty meters of initial 
width, and plotting them separately from the individual channel segments. Centered on the bin, 
MATLAB was also used to show a single standard deviation of all the points within the bin. This 
demonstrates not only the average of the bin but also the variability of all the points contained 
within. The bins do not contain an equal number of channel segments. Most channels are narrow 





as common and the bins that represent the largest channels have significantly fewer segments to 
average to calculate a standard deviation from. 
 Using the A.2 All Site Comparison Code, from Appendix A, the channel segments from 
all project sites are normalized to show the rate of widening per year. All the 20-meter bins, from 
all locations, are plotted on the same graph for a visual comparison of all sites. 
 Using the A.3 Two Site Comparison Code, from Appendix A, salt marshes selected for 
comparison can be analyzed independently. 
2.6 Statistical Tests 
 To demonstrate that rates of channel widening are significantly different between locations 
and/or by erosional mechanisms a statistical test was selected to demonstrate that the differences 
in the populations of each data set was statistically significant. 
2.6.1 Kolmogorov – Smirnov Test 
 The two-sample Kilmogorov-Smirnov Test (KS Test) is a nonparametric test of the 
equality of continuous, one-dimensional probability distributions that can be used to compare two 
samples to determine if both samples are drawn from the same reference distribution. This is an 
extremely useful tool as the KS test is general and nonparametric. Using MATLAB, the A.4 Two 
Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test Code, from Appendix A, was used to compare the 20-meter 
bins from comparison sites and to determine if the rate of widening was significantly different in 
each population. 
 The KS Test can only be applied to two populations where there is sufficient data to meet 





(Population 1 ×  Population 2) ÷ ( Population 1 +  Population 2) ≥ 4  (2.1) 
Within the 20-meter bins for each site there is not always enough data to run the KS Test. Other 
statistical tests were used to determine if there was a significant difference between the widening 
rates of two populations when the dataset was insufficiently large for the KS Test. 
2.6.2 Two Sample Z-Test 
 The two sample Z-Test uses the known variances of two populations, parameters extracted 
through MATLAB from each 20-meter bin, and the standard deviations to determine if the means 
of the two populations are statistically different. Normally distributed populations are assumed. 
The A.5 Two Sample Z-Test Code, from Appendix A, was used to compare the 20-meter bins 
from comparison sites and to determine if the rate of widening was significantly different in each 
population. 
2.7 Qualitative MODIS Data for Total Suspended Sediment and Sediment Supply 
For the Virginia North and Virginia South study sites a qualitative assessment of 
concentrations, spatial extent, and movement of sediment plumes originating from the Chesapeake 
Bay was done. Using previous studies as a reference to find historic sediment plumes the Louisiana 
State University Earth Scan Laboratory was accessed to process total suspended sediment 
concentrations and plume movement on the eastern seaboard. In situ data was not available for 
historic sediment plumes. Level 1 and 2 data was used for a qualitative assessment of sediment 





3. RESULTS AND SUMMARY 
3.1 Widening Rates for All Sites 
 Before blocking individual sites to isolate specific erosional mechanisms all sites were 
combined into Figure 3.1, to see if any trends were uniform among all sites or if sites appeared to 
be unique in relation to the entire study, and in Figure 3.2 to describe the relationship, if any, tidal 
range has on widening rates.  
Figure 3.1. Widening Rates for All Study Sites 
The averages for widening rates in Figure 3.1 range from -0.15 – 0.30 m yr-1 for the 
narrowest channels to -0.20 – 0.75 m yr-1 in the largest channels. For all sites, excluding Virginia 
South, rates of channel widening increases with initial channel width. Any value below zero 
denotes a 20-meter bin average of channels actively shallowing and narrowing. No blocking and 





Figure 3.2. Widening Rates and Tidal Range for All Study Sites 
Figure 3.2 is identical to Figure 3.1 except for the fact that each site has been grouped and 
colored based on the tidal range of the salt marsh. Green sites have a tidal range of 0.0 – 1.0 meter, 
yellow sites have a tidal range of 1.0 – 2.0 meters, and red sites have a tidal range of 2.0 – 3.0 
meters. Green sites, both located in Louisiana, can be found at both widening rates extremes while 
sites with medium tidal ranges cover all widening rates ranging from -0.2 – 0.75 meters yr-1. There 
does not appear to be any correlation of a location’s tidal range an the rate of tidal channel 
widening.  
3.2 Inter-site Impact of Marsh Ditching 
 Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4 are the salt marsh sites located in New Jersey and Massachusetts 
respectively. These sites have been selected for the inter-site impact of marsh ditching because all 
variables within the salt marsh, such as relative sea level rise, tidal range, vegetation, and sediment 
supply, are equal. The variable at these locations are the regions of the salt marshes that have 





Figure 3.3. Impact of Ditching at Cape May, NJ 
The Cape May, NJ salt marsh has regions of the marsh that are actively ditched for pest 
mitigation and agricultural purposes, shown in blue stars in Figure 3.3. Widening rates of tidal 
channels is slightly larger in the ditched region of the salt marsh. There is no significant difference 
between the widening rates of ditched and non-ditched channels except for the initial channel 
widths from 20 – 60 meters. Both ditched and non-ditched populations have a general trend of 





Figure 3.4. Impact of Ditching at Barnstable, MA 
The Barnstable, MA salt marsh has regions of the marsh that are actively ditched for pest 
mitigation and agricultural purposes as shown in black circles in Figure 3.4. Widening rates of 
tidal channels is slightly less, on average, in the ditched region of the salt marsh. There is no 
significant difference between the widening rates of ditched and non-ditched channels except for 
the initial channel widths from 60 – 80 meters. Both ditched and non-ditched populations have a 
general trend of slightly increased rates of erosion with increased initial channel width. 
In both Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4 there is not sufficient statistical difference between the 
ditched and non-diched populations to conclude that ditching has a significant impact on the rate 
of tidal channel widening. From here forward ditched and non-ditched marshes segments of a 
marsh will be combined as one allowing for comparisons between marshes that are ditched with 






3.3 Inter-site Impact of Sediment Supply 
Figure 3.5, Figure 3.6, and Figure 3.7 are comparisons of duel salt marsh sites located in 
Virginia, New England, and Louisiana respectively. These sites have been selected for the inter-
site impact of sediment supply due to the fact that all variables within the salt marsh, such as 
relative sea level rise, tidal range, vegetation, and ditching are equal. The variable at these locations 
are their proximities to potential sources of new sediment or an active reduction of sediment. 
Figure 3.5. Impact of Sediment Supply at Virginia North/South Sites 
The two salt marshes in Virginia, shown in Figure 3.5, are Virginia South in red triangles, 
and Virginia North in black circles. The widening rates of tidal channels is significantly greater in 
the Virginia North than Virginia South. The statistical tests show a significant difference at all 
initial widths. The tidal channels at the Virginia South site are actively narrowing and the trend of 





tidal channels at the Virginia North site as tidal channels have a greater rate of widening with 
relation to initial channel width.  
Figure 3.6. Impact of Sediment Supply at New England Sites 
The two salt marshes in New England, shown in Figure 3.6, are Plum Island in blue 
triangles, and Barnstable in black circles. The widening rates of tidal channels is significantly 
greater in the Plum Island salt marsh than the Barnstable salt marsh. The statistical tests show a 
significant difference at all initial widths except for the initial widths of 80 – 100 meters and 120 
– 140 meters. The smallest tidal channels at the Barnstable site are actively narrowing and trend 
toward widening with increased initial channel width. The same is true with the widening of tidal 






Figure 3.7. Impact of Sediment Supply at Louisiana Sites 
The two salt marshes in Louisiana, shown in Figure 3.7, are LUMCON in maroon stars, 
and Wax Lake in black circles. The widening rates of tidal channels is significantly greater in the 
LUMCON salt marsh than the Wax Lake salt marsh. The statistical tests show a significant 
difference at all initial widths. The smallest tidal channels at the Wax Lake salt marsh are actively 
narrowing and trend toward widening with increased initial channel width. The same is true with 
the widening of tidal channels at LUMCON as tidal channels have a greater rate of widening with 
relation to initial channel width. 
3.4 Intra-site Fingerprints of Erosional Mechanisms 
Figure 3.8 explores the normalized rate of widening within channels for sites that only 
underwent widening and no narrowing of the channels. These sites are Plum Island, New York, 
Virginia North, New Jersey, and LUMCON. The purpose of this analysis to help identify 





rise, a linear-like and logarithmic-like relationship respectively. The 20-meter bins have been 
replaced with smaller 5-meter bins and the data has been normalized for the 8th bin. This was done 
to compare with the model created by Mariotti (2018) where only initial widths up to 60 meters 
were used. The majority of the data points from each of these sites resides within the first 40 
meters. 
Figure 3.8. Normalized Widening Rates 
The two salt marshes with a curved normalized relationship in Figure 3.8, are Plum Island 
in black triangles and LUMCON with maroon stars. The three sites with a more visually linear 
trend are New York in green circles, Virginia North in red circles, and New Jersey in blue stars. 
A second analysis was done, using A.5 Fingerprint Analysis Code in Appendix A, to 
determine what percentage of the data at each site is explained by a linear function or a square root 





on the five locations where only widening was observed and only for channels narrower than 40 
m. The percentage of the variance explained by the two functions is shown in Table 3.1. 
Linear and X1/2 Fits 
Site X1/2 X R2 
PIE 0.69 0.31 0.22 
JFK 0.93 0.07 0.45 
DEV 0.66 0.34 0.26 
VIRN 0.01 0.99 0.30 
LUM 0.77 0.23 0.07 
Table 3.1. Linear and X1/2 Fits. Using MATLAB an algorithm was used to determine how 
much of the variance at each site is explained by a curved or linear model. A curved model is 
proposed to be representative of changes in rate of sea level rise while a linear model is proposed 
to be indicative of changes and reductions in sediment supply. Numbers are percentages 







4.1 Trends of Channel Widening 
From Figures 3.1 I concluded that there was no evidence that the forcing mechanisms 
causing channel evolution in salt marshes are similar. Each site has different inputs that are 
causing unique patterns in the rates of channel widening. Figure 3.2 shows that though the tidal 
range influences how a salt marsh evolves it has no impact on the contribution of marsh loss 
through channel widening. The greatest rates of channel widening and narrowing are both in 
Louisiana microtidal systems while the mesotidal systems of New England show characteristics 
of channel narrowing and widening.  
4.2 Inter-site Comparison of Marsh Ditching 
Cape May, NJ and Barnstable, MA demonstrate that anthropogenic forcing, such as 
ditching, has a negligible impact on the rate at which channels widen. At Cape May ditched marsh 
channels were shown to widen faster but within the expected rate ranges for the overall salt marsh. 
The Barnstable salt marsh had similar differences between the ditched an non-ditched channels 
whereas the channels at Cape May were widening at a faster rate the channels at Barnstable were 
narrowing in the smallest channels and widening at a slower rate for the larger channels.  
It is reasonable to assume that ditching has an impact on salt marsh geomorphology and 
tidal channel evolution. However, the impact of other erosional mechanisms overshadows the 
contribution of salt marsh ditching or salt marsh ditching creates a new equilibrium within the 
channel system where the rate of widening is not significantly different from the overall observed 





Finding that the impact of marsh ditching is not significant to the rate of channel widening 
is important as it allows entire salt marshes that have alternate regions of diched and non-ditched 
channels to be combined in the same population. This also allows for the comparison of salt 
marshes, within this study, that are ditched with salt marshes that are non-ditched and to explore 
other forcing mechanism that are impacting erosional rates. This conclusion should not be 
extrapolated to all salt marshes within the region nor for salt marshes outside of this project. 
4.3 Inter-site Comparison of Sediment Supply 
 There are significant differences in the rates of channel widening and narrowing at sites 
with high levels of sediment supply with sites with low sediment supply. Sediment supply and the 
proximity to sources of sediment supply impacts marsh evolution greatly. 
 Plum Island had peak sediment supply in the 1700s due to deforestation and changes of 
land use for agricultural purposes (Priestas et al., 2012). Since peak sediment supply in the 1700s, 
municipal diversions of groundwater has starved the system of much needed suspended and 
inorganic sediment. Though the Barnstable and Plum Island salt marshes have the same tidal range, 
vegetation, and relative sea level rise the channels at Plum Island are widening at a faster rate due 
to the loss of suspended sediment. 
 Virginia North and Virginia South are the best example of two systems separated by 
sediment disparities. The sites are less than 50 km apart and inhabit the same barrier island system. 
Virginia North is undergoing constant marsh loss due to channel widening while Virginia South 
has seen a steady infilling and narrowing of its channels over the last half century. Proximity to a 
sediment source appears to be the logical explanation for these differences. In a 2005 study of 





Bay, move out of the system, south along the coast, and then east off of the continental shelf and 
into the Atlantic basin (Dzwonkowskie et al., 2005). Oriented North and centered on the eastern 
seaboard due south of the Chesapeake Bay mouth, Figure 4.1, from Dzwonkowskie (2005), maps 
the movements of a large 2003 Chesapeake Bay sediment plume. 
 
Figure 4.1. Chesapeake Bay Sediment Plume Movement. This image maps the spatial movement 
of the 2003 sediment plume through time. Red was the spatial extent of the sediment plume on 
12 April 2003, and the following days are colored in the order of Yellow, Green, Light Blue, and 
Purple. The Virginia South site is located just north of the Chesapeake Bay mouth and just north 
of this image. (modified from Dzwonkowskie et al., 2005) 
Using Dzwonkowskie (2005) as a point of reference, the inorganic sediment concentration 
values were extracted for the Chesapeake Bay region during April 2003. Figure 4.2 shows how 





site. This is important as the Virginia South site has a two kilometer wide inlet on the southern 
side that allows for sediment rich water to enter the Virginia South salt marsh system. The influx 
of new sediment is important for marsh creation as it is simply not the resuspension of sediment 
already in the system or a biproduct of erosion within the system. 
 
Figure 4.2. Inorganic Sediment Concentrations of a 2003 Chesapeake Bay Sediment Plume. Left 
panel is a NIR image with land mask. No site specific calibration has been done on the data. 
 Proximity to the source of new sediment is important in understanding the relationship 
between widening tidal channels at Virginia North and narrowing tidal channels at Virginia South. 
This is the relationship suspected to be the mechanism behind the trends seen in the analysis 





 Our final sites for differences in sediment supply are in Louisiana. The salt marshes 
surrounding the Wax Lake Delta have a constant influx of sediment. The Wax Lake Delta has 
grown eight kilometers into the Gulf of Mexico during its active 70 years. The LUMCON salt 
marshes have an extremely low influx of new sediment and are drowning under the combined 
influences of sea level rise and rapid subsidence. The difference between the widening rates of 
tidal channels at both locations is significant. The wider channels at both sites are widening but 
the narrower channels of the Wax Lake site are actively narrowing. 
 The combined analysis from all three sites leads to the conclusion that available new 
sediment and proximity to a sediment source is important to marsh creation, decreased rates of 
marsh loss through channel widening, and active infilling and narrowing of tidal channels. 
4.4 Intra-site Comparison of Erosional Mechanism Fingerprints 
  After normalizing the data the data for the 8th bin, decreasing the 20-meter bins to 5-meter 
bins, and superimposing logarithmic-like and linear trends for increased rates of sea level rise and 
decreased sediment supply, respectively I conclude that the Plum Island and LUMCON salt 
marshes match the modeled pattern of marshes actively eroding due to sea level rise. This is no 
surprise as the Plum Island site, though it has a decreased sediment supply, has undergone 
increased rates of sea level rise for a far greater time than the relative reduction in sediment supply. 
LUMCON is documented as having extremely high rates of subsidence and relative sea level rise 
and was expected to display the increased sea level rise fingerprint. 
 New York, New Jersey, and Virginia North all had a proportional trend of widening rates 
to initial channel width. This linear trend is modeled to be systematic of a decreased sediment 





new sediment into these sites. To say that there is a difference of sediment supply between two 
locations is quantitative. To demonstrate that one site has been actively receiving less sediment 
over the period of the study is difficult. 
 The analysis based on the fitting of the linear and square root models (Table 3.1) suggests 
that the widening observed at each location is primarily a factor of changes in sea level rise. 
Jamaica Bay (NY) has the highest percentage of variance explained by an increase to the rate of 
sea level rise while Mockhorn Island (VA) has the highest percentage of variance attributed to a 






5. CONCLUSIONS  
 By comparing the rates of widening among multiple salt marshes, the contribution of 
different forcings (tidal range, ditching, sediment supply, and relative sea level rise) were 
evaluated. Tidal range was found to be a poor indicator of widening rates. The impact of ditching, 
only compared at Barnstable (MA) and Cape May (NJ) was found not to contribute significantly 
to the rates of widening. The rates of relative sea level rise and changes to sediment supply appear 
to be the primary contributors to the rates of widening. Channel narrowing was observed at 
locations with high sediment supply.  
Widening fingerprints within the same salt marsh were analyzed for channels smaller than 
40 m. The hypothesis was that systems dominated by a reduction in sediment supply had different 
widening fingerprints than systems dominated by relative sea level rise. While fingerprints were 
clearly detected at Mockhorn Island (VA) and Jamaica Bay (NY), more data is necessary to 
validate this hypothesis. 
Future research should isolate erosional forcing mechanisms and their impact on marsh 
evolution by varying the timespans between photographs, adding more sites, and identifying sites 
where sea level rise can be exclusively isolated between sites. Evidence that intra-site fingerprints 
exist for channel erosion is strong. In situ data for the temporal influx of sediment to a salt marsh 
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APPENDIX A: MATLAB CODE 





year=[1972 2012];%%% [Aerial Photography, High Resolution] %%% 
numcreek=10; 
limit=200;%%% X-axis Limit %%% 










[a, NAMES] = dbfread(str);a=cell2mat(a(:,1:2)); 










str=strcat('WLDZAC',num2str(Ch),'2012L');eval(['w12L =' str]);w12L=w12L(:,3); 




plot(w72L,w12L-w72L,'s');title('Wax Lake Low Bank','fontsize',20);xlim([0 limit]);ylim([-20 



























limit]);ylim([-20 80]);ylabel ('\Delta Width (m)','fontsize',18); xlabel ('1972 Channel Width 
(m)','fontsize',18);hold on 
hold on;terrorbar(mxL,myL,stdyL,.5,'centi'); 
legend('Individual Channel Segments','Bin Average') 
 
figure; 
hist(W72L,50);xlim([0 limit]);title('Wax Lake Channel 
























load ('C:\Users\Giulio Mariotti\Desktop\Marshcreeks\PIE\creekselaborations\new\PIEcr.mat') 
load ('C:\Users\Giulio Mariotti\Desktop\Marshcreeks\JFKAirportmaps\new\JFKcr.mat') 
load ('C:\Users\Giulio Mariotti\Desktop\Marshcreeks\LUMCONmaps\new\LUMcr.mat') 
load ('C:\Users\Giulio Mariotti\Desktop\Marshcreeks\VIRGINIAmaps\new\VIRcr.mat') 
load ('C:\Users\Giulio Mariotti\Desktop\Marshcreeks\VIRNORTHmaps\new\VIRNcr.mat') 
load ('C:\Users\Giulio Mariotti\Desktop\Marshcreeks\BARNmaps\new\BARNALLcr.mat') 
load ('C:\Users\Giulio Mariotti\Desktop\Marshcreeks\DEVmaps\new\DEVALLcr.mat') 




























hold on;terrorbar(VIRcr.mxL-3,VIRcr.myL,VIRcr.stdyL/dtVIR,.25,'centi');  
hold on;terrorbar(PIEcr.mxL-2,PIEcr.myL,PIEcr.stdyL/dtPIE,.25,'centi');  
hold on;terrorbar(VIRNcr.mxL-01,VIRNcr.myL,VIRNcr.stdyL/dtVIRN,.25,'centi');  
hold on;terrorbar(JFKcr.mxL,JFKcr.myL,JFKcr.stdyL/dtJFK,.25,'centi');  
hold on;terrorbar(LUMcr.mxL+1,LUMcr.myL,LUMcr.stdyL/dtLUM,.25,'centi');  









xlim([0 200]);ylim([-.25 .75]);title('Adjusted Rates','fontsize',28);ylabel('Widening Rate 
(m/yr)','fontsize',24);xlabel('Initial Channel Width (m)','fontsize',24); 











load ('C:\Users\Giulio Mariotti\Desktop\Marshcreeks\LUMCONmaps\new\LUMcr.mat') 












hold on;terrorbar(LUMcr.mxL-1,LUMcr.myL,LUMcr.stdyL/dtLUM,.25,'centi');  
hold on;terrorbar(WLDcr.mxL,WLDcr.myL,WLDcr.stdyL/dtWLD,.25,'centi');  
 
xlim([0 200]);ylim([-.2 1]);title('Louisiana Adjusted Rates','fontsize',28);ylabel('Widening Rate 











load ('C:\Users\Giulio Mariotti\Desktop\Marshcreeks\WLDmaps\new\kz_wld.mat') 











if (length(x1)*length(x2)==0 | length(x1)*length(x2)/(length(x1)+length(x2))<4) 




[h(i),p(i)] = kstest2(x1,x2); 
end 























par=[x.^0.5 x]\y; %Two Parameters 
yi=par(1)*x.^0.5+par(2)*x;SStot=mean((y-mean(y)).^2);SSres=mean((y-yi).^2); 
R2=1-SSres/SStot; %R2 of fit 
 
figure %this is just to plot the data and the fit 
plot(x,y,'.',x,yi,'.');xlim([0 limit]);ylim([0 100]); 
  
var([x.^0.5*par(1) x*par(2)])/(var(x.^0.5*par(1))+var(x*par(2))) 





APPENDIX B: TIDAL CHANNEL DATA 
Table B.1 – Plum Island, 1938 - 2013 
PIE 
  Year: 1938 Year: 2013 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
250 PIEZAC11938L 12.80 PIEZAC12013L 16.51 
250 PIEZAC11938L 12.30 PIEZAC12013L 14.82 
250 PIEZAC11938L 9.89 PIEZAC12013L 11.99 
250 PIEZAC11938L 9.35 PIEZAC12013L 11.91 
250 PIEZAC11938L 6.67 PIEZAC12013L 8.29 
250 PIEZAC11938L 4.66 PIEZAC12013L 5.43 
150 PIEZAC21938L 23.39 PIEZAC22013L 29.10 
150 PIEZAC21938L 23.56 PIEZAC22013L 27.48 
150 PIEZAC21938L 16.94 PIEZAC22013L 19.31 
150 PIEZAC21938L 15.95 PIEZAC22013L 19.21 
150 PIEZAC21938L 13.52 PIEZAC22013L 16.92 
150 PIEZAC21938L 7.74 PIEZAC22013L 11.00 
150 PIEZAC21938L 7.54 PIEZAC22013L 10.67 
150 PIEZAC21938L 6.00 PIEZAC22013L 8.01 
75 PIEZAC31938L 9.18 PIEZAC32013L 8.74 
75 PIEZAC31938L 8.24 PIEZAC32013L 8.52 
75 PIEZAC31938L 6.61 PIEZAC32013L 8.25 
75 PIEZAC31938L 8.60 PIEZAC32013L 11.72 
75 PIEZAC31938L 7.84 PIEZAC32013L 10.60 
75 PIEZAC31938L 6.78 PIEZAC32013L 10.90 
75 PIEZAC31938L 5.32 PIEZAC32013L 7.20 
75 PIEZAC31938L 3.62 PIEZAC32013L 5.45 
75 PIEZAC31938L 3.84 PIEZAC32013L 5.25 
75 PIEZAC31938L 2.65 PIEZAC32013L 4.04 
100 PIEZAC41938L 9.63 PIEZAC42013L 11.36 
100 PIEZAC41938L 9.36 PIEZAC42013L 10.57 
100 PIEZAC41938L 9.06 PIEZAC42013L 12.22 
100 PIEZAC41938L 8.90 PIEZAC42013L 13.11 
100 PIEZAC41938L 6.53 PIEZAC42013L 8.61 
100 PIEZAC41938L 4.00 PIEZAC42013L 4.68 






  Year: 1938 Year: 2013 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
50 PIEZAC51938L 10.92 PIEZAC52013L 12.58 
50 PIEZAC51938L 7.86 PIEZAC52013L 8.99 
50 PIEZAC51938L 6.51 PIEZAC52013L 8.99 
50 PIEZAC51938L 5.47 PIEZAC52013L 8.00 
50 PIEZAC51938L 5.22 PIEZAC52013L 6.91 
50 PIEZAC51938L 5.24 PIEZAC52013L 7.21 
50 PIEZAC51938L 3.89 PIEZAC52013L 3.82 
50 PIEZAC51938L 3.13 PIEZAC52013L 3.16 
50 PIEZAC61938L 10.72 PIEZAC62013L 10.01 
50 PIEZAC61938L 7.38 PIEZAC62013L 7.23 
51 PIEZAC61938L 6.03 PIEZAC62013L 7.45 
50 PIEZAC61938L 4.56 PIEZAC62013L 5.84 
51 PIEZAC61938L 5.19 PIEZAC62013L 6.34 
50 PIEZAC61938L 3.83 PIEZAC62013L 6.36 
50 PIEZAC61938L 4.00 PIEZAC62013L 5.60 
50 PIEZAC61938L 3.52 PIEZAC62013L 4.98 
50 PIEZAC61938L 3.03 PIEZAC62013L 4.67 
50 PIEZAC61938L 3.25 PIEZAC62013L 4.69 
51 PIEZAC61938L 2.05 PIEZAC62013L 3.96 
50 PIEZAC61938L 2.26 PIEZAC62013L 2.87 
25 PIEZAC71938L 6.71 PIEZAC72013L 7.22 
25 PIEZAC71938L 5.50 PIEZAC72013L 6.86 
25 PIEZAC71938L 5.48 PIEZAC72013L 6.16 
25 PIEZAC71938L 4.52 PIEZAC72013L 4.74 
25 PIEZAC71938L 2.65 PIEZAC72013L 3.82 
25 PIEZAC71938L 1.70 PIEZAC72013L 3.52 
101 PIEZAC81938L 5.56 PIEZAC82013L 11.17 
101 PIEZAC81938L 6.28 PIEZAC82013L 7.74 
100 PIEZAC81938L 4.01 PIEZAC82013L 5.16 
51 PIEZAC91938L 9.39 PIEZAC92013L 10.19 
50 PIEZAC91938L 7.59 PIEZAC92013L 8.88 
50 PIEZAC91938L 5.64 PIEZAC92013L 9.12 
40 PIEZAC91938L 4.14 PIEZAC92013L 7.34 
25 PIEZAC101938L 2.36 PIEZAC102013L 4.23 
25 PIEZAC101938L 3.15 PIEZAC102013L 4.24 






  Year: 1938 Year: 2013 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
25 PIEZAC101938L 4.36 PIEZAC102013L 3.54 
25 PIEZAC111938L 2.40 PIEZAC112013L 3.92 
25 PIEZAC111938L 2.31 PIEZAC112013L 3.99 
25 PIEZAC111938L 2.01 PIEZAC112013L 3.52 
25 PIEZAC111938L 1.22 PIEZAC112013L 3.09 
250 PIEZAC121938L 4.90 PIEZAC122013L 6.40 
250 PIEZAC121938L 4.14 PIEZAC122013L 5.59 
250 PIEZAC121938L 3.53 PIEZAC122013L 6.12 
250 PIEZAC121938L 2.85 PIEZAC122013L 4.79 
250 PIEZAC121938L 2.85 PIEZAC122013L 4.58 
151 PIEZAC131938L 98.78 PIEZAC132013L 107.23 
151 PIEZAC131938L 87.52 PIEZAC132013L 99.86 
150 PIEZAC131938L 122.00 PIEZAC132013L 137.98 
151 PIEZAC131938L 107.69 PIEZAC132013L 117.19 
150 PIEZAC131938L 57.69 PIEZAC132013L 62.56 
150 PIEZAC131938L 94.13 PIEZAC132013L 103.12 
150 PIEZAC131938L 77.10 PIEZAC132013L 80.83 
151 PIEZAC131938L 79.07 PIEZAC132013L 82.38 
151 PIEZAC131938L 54.53 PIEZAC132013L 60.41 
150 PIEZAC131938L 69.45 PIEZAC132013L 76.15 
150 PIEZAC131938L 58.58 PIEZAC132013L 59.96 
150 PIEZAC131938L 53.64 PIEZAC132013L 56.42 
150 PIEZAC131938L 36.64 PIEZAC132013L 36.71 
150 PIEZAC131938L 34.32 PIEZAC132013L 38.12 
151 PIEZAC131938L 31.57 PIEZAC132013L 34.47 
151 PIEZAC131938L 29.70 PIEZAC132013L 32.80 
151 PIEZAC131938L 20.16 PIEZAC132013L 19.84 
150 PIEZAC131938L 18.98 PIEZAC132013L 20.60 
150 PIEZAC131938L 21.63 PIEZAC132013L 19.93 
150 PIEZAC131938L 14.23 PIEZAC132013L 17.25 
151 PIEZAC131938L 17.45 PIEZAC132013L 15.21 
150 PIEZAC141938L 157.75 PIEZAC142013L 188.82 
150 PIEZAC141938L 159.68 PIEZAC142013L 190.05 
150 PIEZAC141938L 167.81 PIEZAC142013L 195.12 
150 PIEZAC141938L 154.73 PIEZAC142013L 184.75 






  Year: 1938 Year: 2013 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
151 PIEZAC141938L 203.44 PIEZAC142013L 226.39 
151 PIEZAC141938L 176.40 PIEZAC142013L 211.74 
150 PIEZAC141938L 218.18 PIEZAC142013L 251.52 
151 PIEZAC141938L 248.08 PIEZAC142013L 271.74 
150 PIEZAC141938L 195.70 PIEZAC142013L 236.00 
151 PIEZAC141938L 175.56 PIEZAC142013L 199.40 
151 PIEZAC141938L 182.74 PIEZAC142013L 206.63 
150 PIEZAC141938L 139.62 PIEZAC142013L 151.72 
150 PIEZAC141938L 124.26 PIEZAC142013L 137.73 
151 PIEZAC141938L 89.58 PIEZAC142013L 98.47 
150 PIEZAC141938L 81.52 PIEZAC142013L 93.90 
150 PIEZAC141938L 102.14 PIEZAC142013L 116.01 
150 PIEZAC141938L 100.18 PIEZAC142013L 113.32 
151 PIEZAC141938L 96.57 PIEZAC142013L 109.42 
151 PIEZAC141938L 74.21 PIEZAC142013L 86.52 
150 PIEZAC141938L 58.65 PIEZAC142013L 68.45 
151 PIEZAC141938L 54.68 PIEZAC142013L 64.17 
150 PIEZAC141938L 45.85 PIEZAC142013L 52.96 
151 PIEZAC141938L 37.72 PIEZAC142013L 47.04 
151 PIEZAC141938L 37.10 PIEZAC142013L 42.87 
151 PIEZAC141938L 35.45 PIEZAC142013L 41.09 
151 PIEZAC141938L 30.67 PIEZAC142013L 38.79 
151 PIEZAC141938L 28.00 PIEZAC142013L 31.10 
150 PIEZAC141938L 29.67 PIEZAC142013L 30.97 
151 PIEZAC141938L 31.96 PIEZAC142013L 30.35 
151 PIEZAC141938L 30.35 PIEZAC142013L 31.13 
150 PIEZAC141938L 23.62 PIEZAC142013L 29.19 
150 PIEZAC141938L 24.68 PIEZAC142013L 25.28 
150 PIEZAC141938L 19.74 PIEZAC142013L 26.76 
151 PIEZAC141938L 22.87 PIEZAC142013L 25.28 
150 PIEZAC141938L 18.30 PIEZAC142013L 19.01 
151 PIEZAC141938L 13.50 PIEZAC142013L 18.97 
151 PIEZAC141938L 10.43 PIEZAC142013L 15.13 
150 PIEZAC141938L 8.31 PIEZAC142013L 12.29 
201 PIEZAC151938L 23.37 PIEZAC152013L 33.39 






  Year: 1938 Year: 2013 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
201 PIEZAC151938L 23.73 PIEZAC152013L 31.90 
201 PIEZAC151938L 19.59 PIEZAC152013L 29.96 
201 PIEZAC151938L 15.77 PIEZAC152013L 23.26 
200 PIEZAC151938L 10.87 PIEZAC152013L 20.47 
200 PIEZAC151938L 9.98 PIEZAC152013L 16.73 
200 PIEZAC151938L 8.30 PIEZAC152013L 14.85 
201 PIEZAC151938L 7.77 PIEZAC152013L 13.84 
50 PIEZAC161938L 5.70 PIEZAC162013L 8.81 
50 PIEZAC161938L 5.44 PIEZAC162013L 6.09 
50 PIEZAC161938L 4.13 PIEZAC162013L 7.44 
51 PIEZAC161938L 3.73 PIEZAC162013L 7.63 
101 PIEZAC171938L 18.85 PIEZAC172013L 25.52 
100 PIEZAC171938L 15.46 PIEZAC172013L 23.12 
101 PIEZAC171938L 11.13 PIEZAC172013L 19.07 
101 PIEZAC171938L 7.23 PIEZAC172013L 11.77 
50 PIEZAC181938L 6.59 PIEZAC182013L 11.49 
50 PIEZAC181938L 4.57 PIEZAC182013L 7.49 
50 PIEZAC181938L 5.87 PIEZAC182013L 6.95 
50 PIEZAC181938L 4.14 PIEZAC182013L 4.84 
201 PIEZAC191938L 13.53 PIEZAC192013L 18.05 
201 PIEZAC191938L 11.90 PIEZAC192013L 18.36 
200 PIEZAC191938L 10.13 PIEZAC192013L 17.12 
200 PIEZAC191938L 8.60 PIEZAC192013L 16.13 
200 PIEZAC191938L 7.65 PIEZAC192013L 15.25 
201 PIEZAC191938L 6.47 PIEZAC192013L 13.40 
201 PIEZAC191938L 5.36 PIEZAC192013L 8.85 
100 PIEZAC201938L 28.49 PIEZAC202013L 38.26 
101 PIEZAC201938L 35.49 PIEZAC202013L 43.38 
100 PIEZAC201938L 22.02 PIEZAC202013L 28.43 
101 PIEZAC201938L 27.57 PIEZAC202013L 34.84 
101 PIEZAC201938L 17.20 PIEZAC202013L 23.20 
100 PIEZAC201938L 14.97 PIEZAC202013L 22.40 
100 PIEZAC201938L 9.81 PIEZAC202013L 18.52 
101 PIEZAC201938L 11.97 PIEZAC202013L 17.61 
101 PIEZAC201938L 6.53 PIEZAC202013L 8.93 






  Year: 1938 Year: 2013 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
100 PIEZAC201938L 8.56 PIEZAC202013L 13.73 
100 PIEZAC201938L 8.27 PIEZAC202013L 11.89 
101 PIEZAC201938L 6.58 PIEZAC202013L 12.78 
50 PIEZAC211938L 6.02 PIEZAC212013L 7.66 
50 PIEZAC211938L 4.57 PIEZAC212013L 7.02 
50 PIEZAC211938L 3.63 PIEZAC212013L 3.17 
51 PIEZAC211938L 3.77 PIEZAC212013L 3.68 
51 PIEZAC211938L 2.88 PIEZAC212013L 3.26 
300 PIEZAC221938L 405.12 PIEZAC222013L 441.98 
300 PIEZAC221938L 342.81 PIEZAC222013L 365.66 
301 PIEZAC221938L 190.64 PIEZAC222013L 204.33 
301 PIEZAC221938L 163.78 PIEZAC222013L 181.59 
300 PIEZAC221938L 170.99 PIEZAC222013L 190.02 
300 PIEZAC221938L 138.66 PIEZAC222013L 149.58 
301 PIEZAC221938L 150.91 PIEZAC222013L 158.17 
301 PIEZAC221938L 82.80 PIEZAC222013L 95.39 
301 PIEZAC221938L 78.32 PIEZAC222013L 91.58 
300 PIEZAC221938L 53.22 PIEZAC222013L 64.28 
300 PIEZAC221938L 24.59 PIEZAC222013L 38.08 
301 PIEZAC221938L 19.02 PIEZAC222013L 36.63 
101 PIEZAC231938L 27.06 PIEZAC232013L 39.09 
100 PIEZAC231938L 25.05 PIEZAC232013L 34.03 
100 PIEZAC231938L 24.76 PIEZAC232013L 33.41 
101 PIEZAC231938L 19.25 PIEZAC232013L 29.81 
100 PIEZAC231938L 16.77 PIEZAC232013L 22.52 
101 PIEZAC231938L 13.14 PIEZAC232013L 17.55 
101 PIEZAC231938L 12.43 PIEZAC232013L 17.46 
100 PIEZAC231938L 8.27 PIEZAC232013L 14.02 
100 PIEZAC231938L 10.21 PIEZAC232013L 14.57 
101 PIEZAC231938L 6.25 PIEZAC232013L 12.22 
101 PIEZAC231938L 6.12 PIEZAC232013L 9.69 
100 PIEZAC231938L 6.02 PIEZAC232013L 8.51 
101 PIEZAC231938L 6.37 PIEZAC232013L 8.57 
100 PIEZAC231938L 5.04 PIEZAC232013L 6.14 
100 PIEZAC231938L 4.16 PIEZAC232013L 5.00 






  Year: 1938 Year: 2013 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
90 PIEZAC241938L 23.62 PIEZAC242013L 36.83 
91 PIEZAC241938L 22.82 PIEZAC242013L 34.84 
91 PIEZAC241938L 26.48 PIEZAC242013L 30.48 
91 PIEZAC241938L 23.28 PIEZAC242013L 29.99 
91 PIEZAC241938L 17.53 PIEZAC242013L 21.86 
91 PIEZAC241938L 11.49 PIEZAC242013L 18.23 
90 PIEZAC241938L 9.24 PIEZAC242013L 14.63 
90 PIEZAC241938L 10.56 PIEZAC242013L 14.46 
90 PIEZAC241938L 6.69 PIEZAC242013L 10.17 
90 PIEZAC241938L 5.39 PIEZAC242013L 7.18 
100 PIEZAC251938L 15.45 PIEZAC252013L 24.80 
100 PIEZAC251938L 14.17 PIEZAC252013L 23.70 
101 PIEZAC251938L 12.53 PIEZAC252013L 24.20 
101 PIEZAC251938L 13.31 PIEZAC252013L 24.01 
100 PIEZAC251938L 11.96 PIEZAC252013L 19.93 
100 PIEZAC251938L 12.03 PIEZAC252013L 17.53 
101 PIEZAC251938L 8.83 PIEZAC252013L 16.97 
100 PIEZAC251938L 7.68 PIEZAC252013L 16.17 
100 PIEZAC251938L 6.16 PIEZAC252013L 15.79 
101 PIEZAC251938L 8.69 PIEZAC252013L 12.02 
41 PIEZAC261938L 6.18 PIEZAC262013L 9.83 
40 PIEZAC261938L 5.17 PIEZAC262013L 7.78 
40 PIEZAC261938L 6.44 PIEZAC262013L 12.65 
40 PIEZAC261938L 8.73 PIEZAC262013L 18.20 
40 PIEZAC261938L 6.74 PIEZAC262013L 13.32 
40 PIEZAC261938L 5.68 PIEZAC262013L 10.19 
40 PIEZAC261938L 5.12 PIEZAC262013L 9.44 
40 PIEZAC261938L 5.65 PIEZAC262013L 10.51 
40 PIEZAC261938L 5.09 PIEZAC262013L 7.66 
40 PIEZAC261938L 4.37 PIEZAC262013L 7.25 
200 PIEZAC271938L 77.11 PIEZAC272013L 116.37 
200 PIEZAC271938L 71.96 PIEZAC272013L 103.77 
201 PIEZAC271938L 75.12 PIEZAC272013L 90.45 
201 PIEZAC271938L 71.50 PIEZAC272013L 88.77 
201 PIEZAC271938L 56.17 PIEZAC272013L 69.69 






  Year: 1938 Year: 2013 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
200 PIEZAC271938L 43.66 PIEZAC272013L 60.46 
200 PIEZAC271938L 25.41 PIEZAC272013L 34.91 
201 PIEZAC271938L 18.68 PIEZAC272013L 27.45 
201 PIEZAC271938L 12.32 PIEZAC272013L 23.14 
200 PIEZAC281938L 48.63 PIEZAC282013L 73.19 
201 PIEZAC281938L 58.94 PIEZAC282013L 79.09 
200 PIEZAC281938L 51.85 PIEZAC282013L 62.78 
200 PIEZAC281938L 45.99 PIEZAC282013L 62.07 
201 PIEZAC281938L 36.87 PIEZAC282013L 51.35 
200 PIEZAC281938L 36.53 PIEZAC282013L 47.46 
200 PIEZAC281938L 27.33 PIEZAC282013L 37.33 
201 PIEZAC281938L 24.02 PIEZAC282013L 34.05 
201 PIEZAC281938L 11.41 PIEZAC282013L 18.65 
200 PIEZAC281938L 7.56 PIEZAC282013L 13.07 
21 PIEZAC291938L 10.28 PIEZAC292013L 14.98 
20 PIEZAC291938L 8.34 PIEZAC292013L 13.96 
21 PIEZAC291938L 8.34 PIEZAC292013L 12.21 
21 PIEZAC291938L 8.37 PIEZAC292013L 13.58 
21 PIEZAC291938L 8.81 PIEZAC292013L 13.28 
20 PIEZAC291938L 7.27 PIEZAC292013L 11.25 
20 PIEZAC291938L 4.85 PIEZAC292013L 9.33 
21 PIEZAC291938L 4.85 PIEZAC292013L 7.18 
20 PIEZAC291938L 4.16 PIEZAC292013L 4.86 
20 PIEZAC291938L 3.95 PIEZAC292013L 5.12 
250 PIEZAC301938L 39.23 PIEZAC302013L 47.04 
201 PIEZAC301938L 33.30 PIEZAC302013L 38.48 
201 PIEZAC301938L 36.21 PIEZAC302013L 41.51 
300 PIEZAC301938L 32.41 PIEZAC302013L 39.85 
250 PIEZAC301938L 29.19 PIEZAC302013L 34.19 
250 PIEZAC301938L 23.06 PIEZAC302013L 28.57 
251 PIEZAC301938L 19.54 PIEZAC302013L 25.71 
251 PIEZAC301938L 15.92 PIEZAC302013L 31.27 
250 PIEZAC301938L 16.80 PIEZAC302013L 27.88 
250 PIEZAC301938L 11.91 PIEZAC302013L 23.19 
150 PIEZAC311938L 43.47 PIEZAC312013L 51.98 






  Year: 1938 Year: 2013 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
151 PIEZAC311938L 27.89 PIEZAC312013L 33.05 
150 PIEZAC311938L 16.70 PIEZAC312013L 26.98 
150 PIEZAC311938L 14.22 PIEZAC312013L 21.15 
151 PIEZAC311938L 16.98 PIEZAC312013L 27.85 
150 PIEZAC311938L 11.57 PIEZAC312013L 22.37 
150 PIEZAC311938L 12.90 PIEZAC312013L 19.89 
151 PIEZAC311938L 9.77 PIEZAC312013L 14.89 
150 PIEZAC311938L 6.96 PIEZAC312013L 11.35 
151 PIEZAC321938L 18.73 PIEZAC322013L 28.81 
150 PIEZAC321938L 20.43 PIEZAC322013L 28.10 
150 PIEZAC321938L 21.25 PIEZAC322013L 28.31 
150 PIEZAC321938L 15.85 PIEZAC322013L 22.46 
151 PIEZAC321938L 11.70 PIEZAC322013L 15.08 
151 PIEZAC321938L 7.93 PIEZAC322013L 12.86 
150 PIEZAC321938L 7.18 PIEZAC322013L 11.56 
151 PIEZAC321938L 8.89 PIEZAC322013L 17.01 
151 PIEZAC321938L 7.65 PIEZAC322013L 12.40 
151 PIEZAC321938L 4.33 PIEZAC322013L 7.15 
81 PIEZAC331938L 23.19 PIEZAC332013L 36.63 
80 PIEZAC331938L 26.55 PIEZAC332013L 34.18 
81 PIEZAC331938L 29.14 PIEZAC332013L 33.24 
80 PIEZAC331938L 26.50 PIEZAC332013L 32.45 
80 PIEZAC331938L 20.26 PIEZAC332013L 26.87 
80 PIEZAC331938L 14.18 PIEZAC332013L 21.72 
80 PIEZAC331938L 12.56 PIEZAC332013L 17.69 
80 PIEZAC331938L 8.38 PIEZAC332013L 12.42 
81 PIEZAC331938L 4.97 PIEZAC332013L 8.50 
80 PIEZAC331938L 5.98 PIEZAC332013L 8.39 
126 PIEZAC341938L 46.86 PIEZAC342013L 62.96 
126 PIEZAC341938L 61.08 PIEZAC342013L 72.11 
125 PIEZAC341938L 43.59 PIEZAC342013L 52.29 
125 PIEZAC341938L 41.16 PIEZAC342013L 52.04 
126 PIEZAC341938L 47.89 PIEZAC342013L 56.96 
126 PIEZAC341938L 33.88 PIEZAC342013L 40.25 
125 PIEZAC341938L 26.43 PIEZAC342013L 39.17 






  Year: 1938 Year: 2013 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
125 PIEZAC341938L 19.26 PIEZAC342013L 28.15 
125 PIEZAC341938L 17.25 PIEZAC342013L 27.24 
91 PIEZAC351938L 40.59 PIEZAC352013L 57.16 
91 PIEZAC351938L 30.03 PIEZAC352013L 41.57 
90 PIEZAC351938L 13.58 PIEZAC352013L 28.00 
91 PIEZAC351938L 11.17 PIEZAC352013L 19.79 
91 PIEZAC351938L 10.20 PIEZAC352013L 19.93 
91 PIEZAC351938L 9.99 PIEZAC352013L 19.11 
90 PIEZAC351938L 8.14 PIEZAC352013L 16.93 
90 PIEZAC351938L 6.24 PIEZAC352013L 14.25 
90 PIEZAC351938L 6.74 PIEZAC352013L 12.36 
91 PIEZAC351938L 7.10 PIEZAC352013L 11.58 
100 PIEZAC361938L 22.29 PIEZAC362013L 31.52 
100 PIEZAC361938L 22.32 PIEZAC362013L 30.24 
101 PIEZAC361938L 20.61 PIEZAC362013L 27.57 
101 PIEZAC361938L 17.46 PIEZAC362013L 25.74 
100 PIEZAC361938L 17.25 PIEZAC362013L 24.83 
101 PIEZAC361938L 11.97 PIEZAC362013L 23.99 
100 PIEZAC361938L 9.80 PIEZAC362013L 19.97 
100 PIEZAC361938L 8.29 PIEZAC362013L 19.86 
100 PIEZAC361938L 5.77 PIEZAC362013L 11.23 
100 PIEZAC361938L 5.79 PIEZAC362013L 10.15 
85 PIEZAC371938L 12.96 PIEZAC372013L 19.11 
85 PIEZAC371938L 9.40 PIEZAC372013L 18.61 
85 PIEZAC371938L 8.47 PIEZAC372013L 17.05 
85 PIEZAC371938L 9.97 PIEZAC372013L 17.66 
85 PIEZAC371938L 8.78 PIEZAC372013L 15.64 
86 PIEZAC371938L 8.85 PIEZAC372013L 17.28 
86 PIEZAC371938L 8.27 PIEZAC372013L 15.02 
85 PIEZAC371938L 5.94 PIEZAC372013L 12.32 
86 PIEZAC371938L 6.24 PIEZAC372013L 9.97 
86 PIEZAC371938L 4.12 PIEZAC372013L 6.39 
70 PIEZAC381938L 16.99 PIEZAC382013L 25.52 
71 PIEZAC381938L 11.77 PIEZAC382013L 20.28 
70 PIEZAC381938L 8.29 PIEZAC382013L 13.18 






  Year: 1938 Year: 2013 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
71 PIEZAC381938L 9.07 PIEZAC382013L 13.55 
70 PIEZAC381938L 6.83 PIEZAC382013L 15.36 
70 PIEZAC381938L 6.12 PIEZAC382013L 11.44 
71 PIEZAC381938L 5.46 PIEZAC382013L 9.83 
70 PIEZAC381938L 5.56 PIEZAC382013L 10.79 
71 PIEZAC381938L 4.24 PIEZAC382013L 9.28 
45 PIEZAC391938L 3.97 PIEZAC392013L 8.81 
46 PIEZAC391938L 7.09 PIEZAC392013L 9.41 
46 PIEZAC391938L 5.74 PIEZAC392013L 9.93 
45 PIEZAC391938L 5.68 PIEZAC392013L 8.93 
45 PIEZAC391938L 5.19 PIEZAC392013L 10.67 
46 PIEZAC391938L 7.19 PIEZAC392013L 11.23 
45 PIEZAC391938L 8.38 PIEZAC392013L 12.24 
46 PIEZAC391938L 4.64 PIEZAC392013L 7.51 
46 PIEZAC391938L 3.60 PIEZAC392013L 8.61 
46 PIEZAC391938L 3.56 PIEZAC392013L 6.57 
61 PIEZAC401938L 7.16 PIEZAC402013L 13.05 
60 PIEZAC401938L 7.19 PIEZAC402013L 13.33 
60 PIEZAC401938L 8.46 PIEZAC402013L 13.70 
61 PIEZAC401938L 7.07 PIEZAC402013L 12.19 
61 PIEZAC401938L 5.08 PIEZAC402013L 9.70 
60 PIEZAC401938L 4.87 PIEZAC402013L 8.17 
60 PIEZAC401938L 4.01 PIEZAC402013L 8.61 
61 PIEZAC401938L 3.67 PIEZAC402013L 8.89 
60 PIEZAC401938L 3.10 PIEZAC402013L 5.54 
60 PIEZAC401938L 3.52 PIEZAC402013L 3.77 
1518 PIEZAC411938L 872.61 PIEZAC412013L 946.96 
1505 PIEZAC421938L 1054.56 PIEZAC422013L 1151.00 







Table B.2 – Barnstable, 1938 - 2009 
BARN 
  Year: 1938 Year: 2009 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
200 BARNZAC11938L 21.88 BARNZAC12009L 16.79 
200 BARNZAC11938L 18.02 BARNZAC12009L 14.47 
200 BARNZAC11938L 20.58 BARNZAC12009L 13.39 
200 BARNZAC11938L 19.86 BARNZAC12009L 17.52 
201 BARNZAC11938L 16.01 BARNZAC12009L 11.47 
200 BARNZAC11938L 18.85 BARNZAC12009L 15.14 
200 BARNZAC11938L 14.65 BARNZAC12009L 10.06 
201 BARNZAC11938L 11.50 BARNZAC12009L 7.83 
200 BARNZAC11938L 9.46 BARNZAC12009L 6.57 
201 BARNZAC11938L 7.01 BARNZAC12009L 4.75 
151 BARNZAC21938L 58.82 BARNZAC22009L 56.93 
151 BARNZAC21938L 33.32 BARNZAC22009L 33.75 
151 BARNZAC21938L 29.91 BARNZAC22009L 24.99 
151 BARNZAC21938L 23.13 BARNZAC22009L 17.50 
150 BARNZAC21938L 13.91 BARNZAC22009L 7.86 
150 BARNZAC21938L 12.86 BARNZAC22009L 8.46 
150 BARNZAC21938L 11.54 BARNZAC22009L 6.72 
150 BARNZAC21938L 9.33 BARNZAC22009L 5.26 
150 BARNZAC21938L 8.62 BARNZAC22009L 5.97 
151 BARNZAC21938L 8.23 BARNZAC22009L 6.46 
100 BARNZAC31938L 17.62 BARNZAC32009L 14.34 
101 BARNZAC31938L 20.28 BARNZAC32009L 14.78 
100 BARNZAC31938L 17.14 BARNZAC32009L 12.69 
100 BARNZAC31938L 24.57 BARNZAC32009L 17.41 
100 BARNZAC31938L 15.02 BARNZAC32009L 12.95 
101 BARNZAC31938L 10.19 BARNZAC32009L 9.57 
100 BARNZAC31938L 11.50 BARNZAC32009L 8.84 
101 BARNZAC31938L 10.76 BARNZAC32009L 8.26 
100 BARNZAC31938L 10.87 BARNZAC32009L 7.48 
100 BARNZAC31938L 9.31 BARNZAC32009L 7.43 
50 BARNZAC41938L 7.32 BARNZAC42009L 5.67 
50 BARNZAC41938L 10.27 BARNZAC42009L 5.70 
51 BARNZAC41938L 6.40 BARNZAC42009L 4.53 






  Year: 1938 Year: 2009 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
50 BARNZAC41938L 7.63 BARNZAC42009L 4.98 
50 BARNZAC41938L 6.70 BARNZAC42009L 4.69 
51 BARNZAC41938L 6.63 BARNZAC42009L 4.35 
50 BARNZAC41938L 5.08 BARNZAC42009L 3.49 
50 BARNZAC41938L 6.40 BARNZAC42009L 3.39 
50 BARNZAC41938L 5.74 BARNZAC42009L 3.20 
151 BARNZAC51938L 17.49 BARNZAC52009L 14.72 
126 BARNZAC51938L 16.46 BARNZAC52009L 13.13 
125 BARNZAC51938L 16.57 BARNZAC52009L 13.96 
125 BARNZAC51938L 15.96 BARNZAC52009L 13.42 
125 BARNZAC51938L 18.50 BARNZAC52009L 14.66 
125 BARNZAC51938L 15.90 BARNZAC52009L 13.34 
126 BARNZAC51938L 16.26 BARNZAC52009L 13.44 
125 BARNZAC51938L 13.25 BARNZAC52009L 9.83 
126 BARNZAC51938L 14.03 BARNZAC52009L 9.50 
125 BARNZAC51938L 18.32 BARNZAC52009L 9.65 
125 BARNZAC61938L 60.61 BARNZAC62009L 59.48 
125 BARNZAC61938L 51.42 BARNZAC62009L 52.54 
126 BARNZAC61938L 43.08 BARNZAC62009L 46.87 
126 BARNZAC61938L 44.15 BARNZAC62009L 47.15 
125 BARNZAC61938L 44.64 BARNZAC62009L 43.01 
125 BARNZAC61938L 45.32 BARNZAC62009L 42.00 
125 BARNZAC61938L 33.34 BARNZAC62009L 32.98 
126 BARNZAC61938L 29.57 BARNZAC62009L 27.16 
125 BARNZAC61938L 31.26 BARNZAC62009L 23.09 
125 BARNZAC61938L 32.26 BARNZAC62009L 21.39 
150 BARNZAC71938L 137.25 BARNZAC72009L 144.30 
100 BARNZAC71938L 115.38 BARNZAC72009L 115.15 
100 BARNZAC71938L 113.61 BARNZAC72009L 120.41 
101 BARNZAC71938L 107.79 BARNZAC72009L 114.49 
101 BARNZAC71938L 111.83 BARNZAC72009L 112.36 
101 BARNZAC71938L 84.68 BARNZAC72009L 93.49 
101 BARNZAC71938L 63.58 BARNZAC72009L 64.82 
101 BARNZAC71938L 71.15 BARNZAC72009L 84.50 
101 BARNZAC71938L 59.11 BARNZAC72009L 66.90 






  Year: 1938 Year: 2009 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
126 BARNZAC81938L 14.50 BARNZAC82009L 14.64 
126 BARNZAC81938L 10.92 BARNZAC82009L 9.76 
126 BARNZAC81938L 11.76 BARNZAC82009L 10.81 
125 BARNZAC81938L 10.74 BARNZAC82009L 8.70 
126 BARNZAC81938L 9.53 BARNZAC82009L 6.81 
126 BARNZAC81938L 10.05 BARNZAC82009L 6.52 
126 BARNZAC81938L 8.24 BARNZAC82009L 6.13 
125 BARNZAC81938L 9.02 BARNZAC82009L 6.31 
125 BARNZAC81938L 6.44 BARNZAC82009L 5.70 
126 BARNZAC81938L 6.07 BARNZAC82009L 4.64 
66 BARNZAC91938L 13.64 BARNZAC92009L 16.71 
66 BARNZAC91938L 16.07 BARNZAC92009L 11.73 
66 BARNZAC91938L 11.99 BARNZAC92009L 12.03 
65 BARNZAC91938L 14.37 BARNZAC92009L 13.69 
65 BARNZAC91938L 9.41 BARNZAC92009L 11.94 
66 BARNZAC91938L 6.54 BARNZAC92009L 5.75 
66 BARNZAC91938L 7.32 BARNZAC92009L 7.56 
66 BARNZAC91938L 4.74 BARNZAC92009L 6.15 
66 BARNZAC91938L 5.02 BARNZAC92009L 7.78 
106 BARNZAC91938L 4.73 BARNZAC92009L 7.00 
65 BARNZAC101938L 18.40 BARNZAC102009L 19.03 
66 BARNZAC101938L 16.40 BARNZAC102009L 16.48 
66 BARNZAC101938L 12.61 BARNZAC102009L 10.96 
66 BARNZAC101938L 10.95 BARNZAC102009L 8.05 
65 BARNZAC101938L 8.03 BARNZAC102009L 7.13 
65 BARNZAC101938L 8.83 BARNZAC102009L 7.55 
65 BARNZAC101938L 5.48 BARNZAC102009L 7.58 
65 BARNZAC101938L 6.54 BARNZAC102009L 5.08 
65 BARNZAC101938L 5.61 BARNZAC102009L 4.49 
66 BARNZAC101938L 5.93 BARNZAC102009L 4.40 
101 BARNZAC111938L 218.73 BARNZAC112009L 246.38 
80 BARNZAC111938L 224.59 BARNZAC112009L 246.47 
101 BARNZAC111938L 81.38 BARNZAC112009L 80.74 
100 BARNZAC111938L 62.66 BARNZAC112009L 81.11 
100 BARNZAC111938L 62.77 BARNZAC112009L 84.40 






  Year: 1938 Year: 2009 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
101 BARNZAC111938L 94.99 BARNZAC112009L 110.01 
100 BARNZAC111938L 73.02 BARNZAC112009L 67.22 
100 BARNZAC111938L 56.96 BARNZAC112009L 46.45 
66 BARNZAC111938L 61.16 BARNZAC112009L 65.79 
80 BARNZAC121938L 12.56 BARNZAC122009L 12.05 
81 BARNZAC121938L 11.60 BARNZAC122009L 10.65 
80 BARNZAC121938L 8.44 BARNZAC122009L 10.76 
80 BARNZAC121938L 9.75 BARNZAC122009L 10.47 
80 BARNZAC121938L 9.46 BARNZAC122009L 10.05 
81 BARNZAC121938L 7.09 BARNZAC122009L 8.76 
80 BARNZAC121938L 5.84 BARNZAC122009L 7.68 
80 BARNZAC121938L 7.13 BARNZAC122009L 6.65 
80 BARNZAC121938L 5.08 BARNZAC122009L 5.47 







Table B.3 – Jamaica Bay, 1954 - 2014 
JFK 
  Year: 1954 Year: 2014 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
40 JFKZAC11954L 12.97 JFKZAC12014L 23.59 
40 JFKZAC11954L 12.20 JFKZAC12014L 18.12 
40 JFKZAC11954L 11.17 JFKZAC12014L 16.88 
41 JFKZAC11954L 8.47 JFKZAC12014L 16.01 
41 JFKZAC11954L 7.44 JFKZAC12014L 16.87 
41 JFKZAC11954L 4.02 JFKZAC12014L 12.72 
41 JFKZAC11954L 4.02 JFKZAC12014L 7.97 
40 JFKZAC11954L 3.67 JFKZAC12014L 7.01 
41 JFKZAC11954L 3.31 JFKZAC12014L 6.53 
40 JFKZAC11954L 3.45 JFKZAC12014L 6.44 
80 JFKZAC21954L 14.36 JFKZAC22014L 21.49 
81 JFKZAC21954L 11.78 JFKZAC22014L 19.39 
80 JFKZAC21954L 9.17 JFKZAC22014L 14.95 
81 JFKZAC21954L 9.12 JFKZAC22014L 15.31 
80 JFKZAC21954L 8.56 JFKZAC22014L 12.25 
81 JFKZAC21954L 7.64 JFKZAC22014L 12.27 
81 JFKZAC21954L 9.45 JFKZAC22014L 14.26 
81 JFKZAC21954L 8.29 JFKZAC22014L 11.72 
81 JFKZAC21954L 4.93 JFKZAC22014L 7.71 
81 JFKZAC21954L 3.94 JFKZAC22014L 8.11 
16 JFKZAC31954L 3.59 JFKZAC32014L 5.89 
16 JFKZAC31954L 4.57 JFKZAC32014L 5.67 
16 JFKZAC31954L 3.37 JFKZAC32014L 6.67 
16 JFKZAC31954L 3.66 JFKZAC32014L 5.57 
15 JFKZAC31954L 3.20 JFKZAC32014L 6.09 
15 JFKZAC31954L 2.60 JFKZAC32014L 4.53 
16 JFKZAC31954L 2.82 JFKZAC32014L 3.70 
15 JFKZAC31954L 2.21 JFKZAC32014L 2.44 
15 JFKZAC31954L 2.36 JFKZAC32014L 2.26 
15 JFKZAC31954L 2.15 JFKZAC32014L 2.86 
7 JFKZAC41954L 4.33 JFKZAC42014L 6.56 
7 JFKZAC41954L 4.15 JFKZAC42014L 6.24 
7 JFKZAC41954L 3.33 JFKZAC42014L 5.37 






  Year: 1954 Year: 2014 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
8 JFKZAC41954L 2.30 JFKZAC42014L 3.24 
8 JFKZAC41954L 2.33 JFKZAC42014L 3.29 
8 JFKZAC41954L 2.17 JFKZAC42014L 2.84 
7 JFKZAC41954L 2.06 JFKZAC42014L 3.01 
7 JFKZAC41954L 1.76 JFKZAC42014L 3.80 
8 JFKZAC41954L 2.23 JFKZAC42014L 2.93 
20 JFKZAC51954L 5.13 JFKZAC52014L 6.58 
20 JFKZAC51954L 5.59 JFKZAC52014L 9.99 
20 JFKZAC51954L 5.04 JFKZAC52014L 9.37 
21 JFKZAC51954L 4.65 JFKZAC52014L 6.11 
20 JFKZAC51954L 3.83 JFKZAC52014L 7.47 
20 JFKZAC51954L 4.75 JFKZAC52014L 5.70 
20 JFKZAC51954L 4.61 JFKZAC52014L 5.62 
20 JFKZAC51954L 5.40 JFKZAC52014L 8.90 
20 JFKZAC51954L 4.07 JFKZAC52014L 3.93 
20 JFKZAC51954L 3.27 JFKZAC52014L 5.57 
11 JFKZAC61954L 10.40 JFKZAC62014L 23.28 
10 JFKZAC61954L 7.24 JFKZAC62014L 13.36 
10 JFKZAC61954L 7.89 JFKZAC62014L 12.39 
10 JFKZAC61954L 5.48 JFKZAC62014L 9.33 
11 JFKZAC61954L 13.51 JFKZAC62014L 28.33 
11 JFKZAC61954L 9.07 JFKZAC62014L 24.35 
11 JFKZAC61954L 3.79 JFKZAC62014L 7.86 
10 JFKZAC61954L 3.77 JFKZAC62014L 4.63 
11 JFKZAC61954L 3.79 JFKZAC62014L 7.02 
10 JFKZAC61954L 3.21 JFKZAC62014L 3.91 
50 JFKZAC71954L 20.12 JFKZAC72014L 31.65 
51 JFKZAC71954L 25.99 JFKZAC72014L 42.67 
51 JFKZAC71954L 28.04 JFKZAC72014L 39.72 
51 JFKZAC71954L 36.75 JFKZAC72014L 53.71 
51 JFKZAC71954L 38.09 JFKZAC72014L 53.93 
50 JFKZAC71954L 24.23 JFKZAC72014L 34.19 
51 JFKZAC71954L 20.36 JFKZAC72014L 24.98 
50 JFKZAC71954L 11.40 JFKZAC72014L 15.66 
51 JFKZAC71954L 8.74 JFKZAC72014L 11.68 






  Year: 1954 Year: 2014 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
25 JFKZAC81954L 7.88 JFKZAC82014L 12.21 
25 JFKZAC81954L 4.56 JFKZAC82014L 11.15 
25 JFKZAC81954L 5.56 JFKZAC82014L 9.72 
25 JFKZAC81954L 4.66 JFKZAC82014L 8.42 
26 JFKZAC81954L 5.71 JFKZAC82014L 10.66 
25 JFKZAC81954L 5.62 JFKZAC82014L 12.69 
25 JFKZAC81954L 3.39 JFKZAC82014L 9.37 
25 JFKZAC81954L 3.28 JFKZAC82014L 10.98 
25 JFKZAC81954L 3.50 JFKZAC82014L 8.14 
26 JFKZAC81954L 3.79 JFKZAC82014L 5.47 
101 JFKZAC91954L 66.90 JFKZAC92014L 79.70 
101 JFKZAC91954L 48.70 JFKZAC92014L 60.25 
100 JFKZAC91954L 56.44 JFKZAC92014L 66.11 
100 JFKZAC91954L 38.70 JFKZAC92014L 42.47 
101 JFKZAC91954L 36.94 JFKZAC92014L 44.87 
100 JFKZAC91954L 30.24 JFKZAC92014L 43.85 
100 JFKZAC91954L 45.35 JFKZAC92014L 61.29 
101 JFKZAC91954L 45.88 JFKZAC92014L 66.71 
20 JFKZAC101954L 10.20 JFKZAC102014L 14.91 
20 JFKZAC101954L 6.55 JFKZAC102014L 13.50 
20 JFKZAC101954L 6.99 JFKZAC102014L 12.36 
20 JFKZAC101954L 6.13 JFKZAC102014L 12.79 
20 JFKZAC101954L 6.07 JFKZAC102014L 12.94 
20 JFKZAC101954L 7.44 JFKZAC102014L 12.49 
20 JFKZAC101954L 9.38 JFKZAC102014L 18.61 
20 JFKZAC101954L 8.57 JFKZAC102014L 14.60 
20 JFKZAC101954L 8.00 JFKZAC102014L 14.86 
20 JFKZAC101954L 9.75 JFKZAC102014L 17.99 
15 JFKZAC111954L 5.96 JFKZAC112014L 6.72 
16 JFKZAC111954L 4.81 JFKZAC112014L 6.00 
15 JFKZAC111954L 3.85 JFKZAC112014L 6.59 
15 JFKZAC111954L 4.05 JFKZAC112014L 7.01 
16 JFKZAC111954L 4.70 JFKZAC112014L 7.76 
15 JFKZAC111954L 3.13 JFKZAC112014L 6.38 
15 JFKZAC111954L 4.09 JFKZAC112014L 5.79 






  Year: 1954 Year: 2014 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
16 JFKZAC111954L 4.23 JFKZAC112014L 3.20 
16 JFKZAC111954L 2.74 JFKZAC112014L 2.63 
21 JFKZAC121954L 8.03 JFKZAC122014L 14.11 
21 JFKZAC121954L 7.80 JFKZAC122014L 11.82 
21 JFKZAC121954L 6.43 JFKZAC122014L 10.86 
22 JFKZAC121954L 6.67 JFKZAC122014L 9.17 
21 JFKZAC121954L 6.70 JFKZAC122014L 9.06 
21 JFKZAC121954L 6.57 JFKZAC122014L 9.42 
22 JFKZAC121954L 6.25 JFKZAC122014L 10.86 
22 JFKZAC121954L 6.49 JFKZAC122014L 9.97 
21 JFKZAC121954L 6.40 JFKZAC122014L 11.53 
22 JFKZAC121954L 5.54 JFKZAC122014L 13.27 
95 JFKZAC131954L 25.10 JFKZAC132014L 33.45 
96 JFKZAC131954L 19.63 JFKZAC132014L 29.67 
95 JFKZAC131954L 22.11 JFKZAC132014L 27.75 
96 JFKZAC131954L 16.24 JFKZAC132014L 22.45 
95 JFKZAC131954L 15.24 JFKZAC132014L 19.30 
95 JFKZAC131954L 14.66 JFKZAC132014L 16.93 
95 JFKZAC131954L 12.84 JFKZAC132014L 14.66 
95 JFKZAC131954L 9.06 JFKZAC132014L 11.36 
95 JFKZAC131954L 8.67 JFKZAC132014L 11.44 
95 JFKZAC131954L 6.32 JFKZAC132014L 8.50 
51 JFKZAC141954L 9.72 JFKZAC142014L 18.03 
51 JFKZAC141954L 7.03 JFKZAC142014L 17.77 
50 JFKZAC141954L 10.80 JFKZAC142014L 17.97 
51 JFKZAC141954L 10.93 JFKZAC142014L 18.04 
51 JFKZAC141954L 9.49 JFKZAC142014L 19.03 
50 JFKZAC141954L 8.46 JFKZAC142014L 19.27 
50 JFKZAC141954L 10.15 JFKZAC142014L 20.08 
50 JFKZAC141954L 6.46 JFKZAC142014L 12.72 
51 JFKZAC141954L 8.37 JFKZAC142014L 15.60 
51 JFKZAC141954L 10.15 JFKZAC142014L 22.24 
40 JFKZAC151954L 8.23 JFKZAC152014L 9.72 
41 JFKZAC151954L 9.68 JFKZAC152014L 10.96 
40 JFKZAC151954L 6.47 JFKZAC152014L 9.42 






  Year: 1954 Year: 2014 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
40 JFKZAC151954L 7.87 JFKZAC152014L 10.18 
40 JFKZAC151954L 6.65 JFKZAC152014L 9.31 
40 JFKZAC151954L 6.03 JFKZAC152014L 9.81 
40 JFKZAC151954L 6.54 JFKZAC152014L 6.94 
41 JFKZAC151954L 4.85 JFKZAC152014L 5.23 
41 JFKZAC151954L 6.19 JFKZAC152014L 5.55 
41 JFKZAC161954L 8.67 JFKZAC162014L 23.51 
40 JFKZAC161954L 8.47 JFKZAC162014L 19.77 
41 JFKZAC161954L 9.69 JFKZAC162014L 14.99 
40 JFKZAC161954L 6.18 JFKZAC162014L 14.21 
40 JFKZAC161954L 8.24 JFKZAC162014L 12.85 
41 JFKZAC161954L 7.42 JFKZAC162014L 10.84 
40 JFKZAC161954L 6.47 JFKZAC162014L 14.50 
40 JFKZAC161954L 9.49 JFKZAC162014L 12.77 
40 JFKZAC161954L 5.97 JFKZAC162014L 10.65 
41 JFKZAC161954L 8.89 JFKZAC162014L 16.70 
16 JFKZAC171954L 3.53 JFKZAC172014L 8.33 
15 JFKZAC171954L 3.82 JFKZAC172014L 9.74 
16 JFKZAC171954L 4.26 JFKZAC172014L 6.84 
15 JFKZAC171954L 4.76 JFKZAC172014L 7.14 
15 JFKZAC171954L 3.69 JFKZAC172014L 6.46 
15 JFKZAC171954L 3.28 JFKZAC172014L 5.78 
16 JFKZAC171954L 4.15 JFKZAC172014L 7.31 
15 JFKZAC171954L 5.04 JFKZAC172014L 5.89 
15 JFKZAC171954L 2.93 JFKZAC172014L 2.86 
15 JFKZAC171954L 2.77 JFKZAC172014L 3.39 
41 JFKZAC181954L 18.15 JFKZAC182014L 34.68 
40 JFKZAC181954L 14.98 JFKZAC182014L 25.19 
41 JFKZAC181954L 9.73 JFKZAC182014L 18.06 
41 JFKZAC181954L 8.83 JFKZAC182014L 13.73 
41 JFKZAC181954L 8.86 JFKZAC182014L 11.96 
40 JFKZAC181954L 5.24 JFKZAC182014L 8.84 
40 JFKZAC181954L 3.21 JFKZAC182014L 6.56 
40 JFKZAC181954L 3.77 JFKZAC182014L 7.07 
40 JFKZAC181954L 3.63 JFKZAC182014L 5.90 






  Year: 1954 Year: 2014 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
15 JFKZAC191954L 5.03 JFKZAC192014L 9.17 
15 JFKZAC191954L 6.12 JFKZAC192014L 13.25 
15 JFKZAC191954L 5.56 JFKZAC192014L 9.83 
16 JFKZAC191954L 5.02 JFKZAC192014L 10.06 
15 JFKZAC191954L 3.77 JFKZAC192014L 7.12 
16 JFKZAC191954L 5.23 JFKZAC192014L 7.12 
15 JFKZAC191954L 3.39 JFKZAC192014L 7.12 
15 JFKZAC191954L 5.97 JFKZAC192014L 9.75 
15 JFKZAC191954L 7.42 JFKZAC192014L 12.26 
15 JFKZAC191954L 5.37 JFKZAC192014L 7.66 
39 JFKZAC201954L 16.38 JFKZAC202014L 23.34 
38 JFKZAC201954L 13.19 JFKZAC202014L 22.68 
38 JFKZAC201954L 10.36 JFKZAC202014L 17.94 
39 JFKZAC201954L 10.91 JFKZAC202014L 17.08 
39 JFKZAC201954L 9.82 JFKZAC202014L 14.72 
39 JFKZAC201954L 7.62 JFKZAC202014L 10.93 
38 JFKZAC201954L 4.90 JFKZAC202014L 7.25 
38 JFKZAC201954L 4.01 JFKZAC202014L 6.24 
39 JFKZAC201954L 3.57 JFKZAC202014L 6.29 
38 JFKZAC201954L 3.23 JFKZAC202014L 3.92 
30 JFKZAC211954L 10.17 JFKZAC212014L 15.41 
31 JFKZAC211954L 6.83 JFKZAC212014L 12.64 
31 JFKZAC211954L 9.79 JFKZAC212014L 13.10 
31 JFKZAC211954L 3.47 JFKZAC212014L 10.71 
30 JFKZAC211954L 4.54 JFKZAC212014L 11.00 
30 JFKZAC211954L 7.78 JFKZAC212014L 11.61 
31 JFKZAC211954L 6.01 JFKZAC212014L 9.77 
31 JFKZAC211954L 5.69 JFKZAC212014L 10.70 
30 JFKZAC211954L 3.81 JFKZAC212014L 8.53 
30 JFKZAC211954L 4.31 JFKZAC212014L 6.52 
66 JFKZAC221954L 12.01 JFKZAC222014L 19.76 
65 JFKZAC221954L 19.07 JFKZAC222014L 28.51 
65 JFKZAC221954L 12.93 JFKZAC222014L 20.31 
65 JFKZAC221954L 15.61 JFKZAC222014L 21.23 
66 JFKZAC221954L 12.11 JFKZAC222014L 17.75 






  Year: 1954 Year: 2014 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
65 JFKZAC221954L 7.23 JFKZAC222014L 11.59 
65 JFKZAC221954L 3.93 JFKZAC222014L 6.53 
65 JFKZAC221954L 2.64 JFKZAC222014L 3.95 
66 JFKZAC221954L 3.18 JFKZAC222014L 5.27 
20 JFKZAC231954L 5.52 JFKZAC232014L 8.37 
20 JFKZAC231954L 5.79 JFKZAC232014L 9.12 
20 JFKZAC231954L 5.33 JFKZAC232014L 6.99 
21 JFKZAC231954L 3.67 JFKZAC232014L 5.67 
20 JFKZAC231954L 4.16 JFKZAC232014L 5.01 
20 JFKZAC231954L 3.86 JFKZAC232014L 4.94 
20 JFKZAC231954L 2.63 JFKZAC232014L 4.08 
20 JFKZAC231954L 3.43 JFKZAC232014L 4.28 
20 JFKZAC231954L 1.77 JFKZAC232014L 3.41 
20 JFKZAC231954L 2.05 JFKZAC232014L 2.84 
60 JFKZAC241954L 21.92 JFKZAC242014L 36.23 
61 JFKZAC241954L 17.77 JFKZAC242014L 23.82 
60 JFKZAC241954L 13.03 JFKZAC242014L 19.95 
61 JFKZAC241954L 9.02 JFKZAC242014L 17.75 
60 JFKZAC241954L 8.47 JFKZAC242014L 16.66 
60 JFKZAC241954L 6.17 JFKZAC242014L 15.26 
61 JFKZAC241954L 6.36 JFKZAC242014L 14.54 
60 JFKZAC241954L 5.10 JFKZAC242014L 12.17 
61 JFKZAC241954L 4.87 JFKZAC242014L 9.86 
60 JFKZAC241954L 6.08 JFKZAC242014L 11.06 
31 JFKZAC251954L 9.17 JFKZAC252014L 13.13 
31 JFKZAC251954L 8.92 JFKZAC252014L 13.17 
30 JFKZAC251954L 5.30 JFKZAC252014L 8.41 
31 JFKZAC251954L 4.68 JFKZAC252014L 7.37 
30 JFKZAC251954L 4.85 JFKZAC252014L 7.96 
30 JFKZAC251954L 4.22 JFKZAC252014L 5.92 
30 JFKZAC251954L 3.52 JFKZAC252014L 6.03 
31 JFKZAC251954L 3.18 JFKZAC252014L 5.21 
30 JFKZAC251954L 3.20 JFKZAC252014L 5.95 
30 JFKZAC251954L 3.46 JFKZAC252014L 5.66 
50 JFKZAC261954L 23.57 JFKZAC262014L 34.40 






  Year: 1954 Year: 2014 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
50 JFKZAC261954L 17.34 JFKZAC262014L 28.22 
50 JFKZAC261954L 9.38 JFKZAC262014L 18.61 
51 JFKZAC261954L 8.54 JFKZAC262014L 19.43 
51 JFKZAC261954L 18.52 JFKZAC262014L 27.67 
51 JFKZAC261954L 14.86 JFKZAC262014L 25.55 
50 JFKZAC261954L 7.68 JFKZAC262014L 16.31 
51 JFKZAC261954L 5.25 JFKZAC262014L 9.30 
51 JFKZAC261954L 4.77 JFKZAC262014L 7.56 
41 JFKZAC271954L 19.86 JFKZAC272014L 31.38 
41 JFKZAC271954L 18.49 JFKZAC272014L 32.74 
40 JFKZAC271954L 13.19 JFKZAC272014L 17.89 
41 JFKZAC271954L 12.99 JFKZAC272014L 19.74 
41 JFKZAC271954L 12.37 JFKZAC272014L 19.26 
41 JFKZAC271954L 13.37 JFKZAC272014L 19.28 
40 JFKZAC271954L 18.37 JFKZAC272014L 27.84 
41 JFKZAC271954L 13.54 JFKZAC272014L 20.00 
40 JFKZAC271954L 20.12 JFKZAC272014L 29.23 
41 JFKZAC271954L 19.47 JFKZAC272014L 27.58 
65 JFKZAC281954L 9.83 JFKZAC282014L 18.33 
65 JFKZAC281954L 8.82 JFKZAC282014L 15.34 
65 JFKZAC281954L 8.35 JFKZAC282014L 16.00 
65 JFKZAC281954L 9.24 JFKZAC282014L 14.82 
65 JFKZAC281954L 7.51 JFKZAC282014L 13.64 
66 JFKZAC281954L 6.91 JFKZAC282014L 11.77 
65 JFKZAC281954L 7.50 JFKZAC282014L 13.19 
66 JFKZAC281954L 7.54 JFKZAC282014L 12.86 
65 JFKZAC281954L 8.89 JFKZAC282014L 15.01 
66 JFKZAC281954L 9.17 JFKZAC282014L 13.71 
90 JFKZAC291954L 37.66 JFKZAC292014L 42.92 
90 JFKZAC291954L 28.58 JFKZAC292014L 36.73 
91 JFKZAC291954L 24.65 JFKZAC292014L 27.54 
91 JFKZAC291954L 25.16 JFKZAC292014L 31.38 
91 JFKZAC291954L 20.39 JFKZAC292014L 28.97 
90 JFKZAC291954L 17.41 JFKZAC292014L 21.00 
91 JFKZAC291954L 12.36 JFKZAC292014L 15.24 






  Year: 1954 Year: 2014 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
91 JFKZAC291954L 10.38 JFKZAC292014L 14.67 
91 JFKZAC291954L 11.21 JFKZAC292014L 15.01 
85 JFKZAC301954L 83.18 JFKZAC302014L 94.61 
85 JFKZAC301954L 55.22 JFKZAC302014L 64.07 
85 JFKZAC301954L 38.07 JFKZAC302014L 48.72 
86 JFKZAC301954L 33.48 JFKZAC302014L 44.59 
85 JFKZAC301954L 31.79 JFKZAC302014L 42.56 
85 JFKZAC301954L 33.83 JFKZAC302014L 47.76 
86 JFKZAC301954L 20.29 JFKZAC302014L 36.75 
85 JFKZAC301954L 25.76 JFKZAC302014L 36.99 
85 JFKZAC301954L 24.54 JFKZAC302014L 39.27 
86 JFKZAC301954L 23.37 JFKZAC302014L 37.00 
80 JFKZAC311954L 11.63 JFKZAC312014L 23.58 
81 JFKZAC311954L 10.35 JFKZAC312014L 17.49 
80 JFKZAC311954L 11.26 JFKZAC312014L 19.44 
80 JFKZAC311954L 12.54 JFKZAC312014L 18.72 
81 JFKZAC311954L 10.91 JFKZAC312014L 20.53 
80 JFKZAC311954L 9.61 JFKZAC312014L 14.98 
81 JFKZAC311954L 8.14 JFKZAC312014L 15.19 
80 JFKZAC311954L 8.94 JFKZAC312014L 13.50 
81 JFKZAC311954L 6.27 JFKZAC312014L 10.49 
81 JFKZAC311954L 3.40 JFKZAC312014L 7.02 
56 JFKZAC321954L 20.23 JFKZAC322014L 27.46 
55 JFKZAC321954L 17.19 JFKZAC322014L 24.44 
55 JFKZAC321954L 8.42 JFKZAC322014L 16.42 
55 JFKZAC321954L 5.19 JFKZAC322014L 11.08 
56 JFKZAC321954L 4.83 JFKZAC322014L 9.23 
55 JFKZAC321954L 3.23 JFKZAC322014L 6.64 
56 JFKZAC321954L 3.79 JFKZAC322014L 6.90 
55 JFKZAC321954L 2.64 JFKZAC322014L 6.58 
55 JFKZAC321954L 2.59 JFKZAC322014L 5.51 
55 JFKZAC321954L 2.70 JFKZAC322014L 5.47 
25 JFKZAC331954L 3.97 JFKZAC332014L 6.58 
26 JFKZAC331954L 2.96 JFKZAC332014L 6.89 
26 JFKZAC331954L 3.90 JFKZAC332014L 7.35 






  Year: 1954 Year: 2014 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
25 JFKZAC331954L 2.90 JFKZAC332014L 7.50 
25 JFKZAC331954L 3.03 JFKZAC332014L 6.49 
25 JFKZAC331954L 2.76 JFKZAC332014L 5.64 
25 JFKZAC331954L 2.54 JFKZAC332014L 5.26 
26 JFKZAC331954L 1.62 JFKZAC332014L 3.17 
25 JFKZAC331954L 1.73 JFKZAC332014L 2.51 
111 JFKZAC341954L 46.09 JFKZAC342014L 55.77 
111 JFKZAC341954L 50.18 JFKZAC342014L 65.74 
110 JFKZAC341954L 68.75 JFKZAC342014L 78.07 
110 JFKZAC341954L 76.97 JFKZAC342014L 85.34 
110 JFKZAC341954L 58.26 JFKZAC342014L 72.81 
110 JFKZAC341954L 70.05 JFKZAC342014L 79.40 
110 JFKZAC341954L 74.59 JFKZAC342014L 83.10 
111 JFKZAC341954L 78.08 JFKZAC342014L 84.90 
110 JFKZAC341954L 58.37 JFKZAC342014L 65.79 
111 JFKZAC341954L 72.63 JFKZAC342014L 80.99 
95 JFKZAC351954L 31.68 JFKZAC352014L 37.86 
95 JFKZAC351954L 24.35 JFKZAC352014L 32.05 
95 JFKZAC351954L 27.04 JFKZAC352014L 34.33 
96 JFKZAC351954L 31.68 JFKZAC352014L 38.33 
96 JFKZAC351954L 33.73 JFKZAC352014L 40.70 
96 JFKZAC351954L 29.89 JFKZAC352014L 36.19 
95 JFKZAC351954L 20.81 JFKZAC352014L 25.83 
95 JFKZAC351954L 22.06 JFKZAC352014L 29.15 
95 JFKZAC351954L 15.81 JFKZAC352014L 20.24 
96 JFKZAC351954L 14.66 JFKZAC352014L 22.68 
50 JFKZAC361954L 9.70 JFKZAC362014L 16.25 
51 JFKZAC361954L 5.94 JFKZAC362014L 12.00 
50 JFKZAC361954L 6.56 JFKZAC362014L 11.82 
51 JFKZAC361954L 6.39 JFKZAC362014L 12.53 
51 JFKZAC361954L 6.53 JFKZAC362014L 10.33 
50 JFKZAC361954L 7.07 JFKZAC362014L 10.55 
50 JFKZAC361954L 5.60 JFKZAC362014L 11.21 
50 JFKZAC361954L 6.03 JFKZAC362014L 6.87 
51 JFKZAC361954L 4.96 JFKZAC362014L 6.15 






  Year: 1954 Year: 2014 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
30 JFKZAC371954L 16.63 JFKZAC372014L 32.05 
30 JFKZAC371954L 18.26 JFKZAC372014L 29.18 
30 JFKZAC371954L 17.74 JFKZAC372014L 30.65 
30 JFKZAC371954L 12.80 JFKZAC372014L 19.95 
31 JFKZAC371954L 9.49 JFKZAC372014L 12.62 
30 JFKZAC371954L 8.34 JFKZAC372014L 10.09 
30 JFKZAC371954L 5.50 JFKZAC372014L 9.48 
30 JFKZAC371954L 5.49 JFKZAC372014L 8.39 
30 JFKZAC371954L 3.92 JFKZAC372014L 6.80 
31 JFKZAC371954L 4.48 JFKZAC372014L 8.48 
25 JFKZAC381954L 9.92 JFKZAC382014L 22.15 
26 JFKZAC381954L 6.27 JFKZAC382014L 13.70 
26 JFKZAC381954L 8.07 JFKZAC382014L 11.64 
25 JFKZAC381954L 6.51 JFKZAC382014L 10.32 
26 JFKZAC381954L 6.99 JFKZAC382014L 7.40 
26 JFKZAC381954L 4.97 JFKZAC382014L 9.00 
25 JFKZAC381954L 4.06 JFKZAC382014L 6.70 
25 JFKZAC381954L 4.47 JFKZAC382014L 6.72 
25 JFKZAC381954L 2.43 JFKZAC382014L 3.51 
25 JFKZAC381954L 1.86 JFKZAC382014L 3.78 
61 JFKZAC391954L 17.17 JFKZAC392014L 23.41 
60 JFKZAC391954L 13.83 JFKZAC392014L 18.85 
61 JFKZAC391954L 12.51 JFKZAC392014L 17.81 
60 JFKZAC391954L 11.05 JFKZAC392014L 16.75 
61 JFKZAC391954L 10.76 JFKZAC392014L 17.22 
60 JFKZAC391954L 10.89 JFKZAC392014L 16.81 
60 JFKZAC391954L 9.76 JFKZAC392014L 15.22 
60 JFKZAC391954L 6.12 JFKZAC392014L 9.49 
61 JFKZAC391954L 3.49 JFKZAC392014L 6.13 
60 JFKZAC391954L 2.65 JFKZAC392014L 4.26 
35 JFKZAC401954L 13.83 JFKZAC402014L 17.98 
35 JFKZAC401954L 8.50 JFKZAC402014L 11.23 
36 JFKZAC401954L 5.91 JFKZAC402014L 8.96 
35 JFKZAC401954L 4.48 JFKZAC402014L 6.98 
36 JFKZAC401954L 3.92 JFKZAC402014L 6.60 






  Year: 1954 Year: 2014 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
35 JFKZAC401954L 2.52 JFKZAC402014L 5.55 
35 JFKZAC401954L 1.70 JFKZAC402014L 3.88 
35 JFKZAC401954L 1.24 JFKZAC402014L 3.20 
36 JFKZAC401954L 1.20 JFKZAC402014L 3.03 
41 JFKZAC411954L 57.10 JFKZAC412014L 65.76 
40 JFKZAC411954L 44.74 JFKZAC412014L 52.30 
40 JFKZAC411954L 31.95 JFKZAC412014L 38.93 
40 JFKZAC411954L 28.77 JFKZAC412014L 34.79 
41 JFKZAC411954L 9.46 JFKZAC412014L 15.38 
41 JFKZAC411954L 6.89 JFKZAC412014L 10.61 
40 JFKZAC411954L 10.33 JFKZAC412014L 16.26 
41 JFKZAC411954L 8.91 JFKZAC412014L 18.61 
41 JFKZAC411954L 9.18 JFKZAC412014L 16.29 
40 JFKZAC411954L 10.12 JFKZAC412014L 15.42 
50 JFKZAC421954L 104.88 JFKZAC422014L 117.83 
50 JFKZAC421954L 95.71 JFKZAC422014L 109.76 
51 JFKZAC421954L 83.58 JFKZAC422014L 98.54 
50 JFKZAC421954L 40.95 JFKZAC422014L 49.74 
51 JFKZAC421954L 27.31 JFKZAC422014L 38.49 
51 JFKZAC421954L 20.41 JFKZAC422014L 26.66 
51 JFKZAC421954L 14.58 JFKZAC422014L 19.25 
50 JFKZAC421954L 23.07 JFKZAC422014L 28.21 
50 JFKZAC421954L 15.79 JFKZAC422014L 19.08 
50 JFKZAC421954L 14.74 JFKZAC422014L 19.44 
10 JFKZAC431954L 5.64 JFKZAC432014L 8.61 
10 JFKZAC431954L 4.25 JFKZAC432014L 5.95 
10 JFKZAC431954L 3.83 JFKZAC432014L 5.55 
10 JFKZAC431954L 2.85 JFKZAC432014L 6.20 
10 JFKZAC431954L 3.06 JFKZAC432014L 6.44 
10 JFKZAC431954L 4.07 JFKZAC432014L 6.34 
11 JFKZAC431954L 2.94 JFKZAC432014L 4.44 
10 JFKZAC431954L 2.68 JFKZAC432014L 3.96 
10 JFKZAC431954L 2.57 JFKZAC432014L 3.86 
10 JFKZAC431954L 2.05 JFKZAC432014L 3.09 
40 JFKZAC441954L 15.61 JFKZAC442014L 21.22 






  Year: 1954 Year: 2014 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
40 JFKZAC441954L 9.76 JFKZAC442014L 13.09 
40 JFKZAC441954L 9.00 JFKZAC442014L 12.11 
40 JFKZAC441954L 7.57 JFKZAC442014L 11.23 
41 JFKZAC441954L 9.88 JFKZAC442014L 12.70 
40 JFKZAC441954L 7.58 JFKZAC442014L 10.09 
41 JFKZAC441954L 9.45 JFKZAC442014L 10.88 
40 JFKZAC441954L 10.78 JFKZAC442014L 12.34 
41 JFKZAC441954L 9.96 JFKZAC442014L 11.99 
10 JFKZAC451954L 10.59 JFKZAC452014L 13.52 
10 JFKZAC451954L 6.53 JFKZAC452014L 8.33 
10 JFKZAC451954L 5.62 JFKZAC452014L 7.85 
10 JFKZAC451954L 5.37 JFKZAC452014L 8.20 
11 JFKZAC451954L 6.23 JFKZAC452014L 9.58 
10 JFKZAC451954L 5.81 JFKZAC452014L 9.97 
10 JFKZAC451954L 6.98 JFKZAC452014L 8.94 
11 JFKZAC451954L 6.19 JFKZAC452014L 8.74 
10 JFKZAC451954L 4.56 JFKZAC452014L 6.08 
10 JFKZAC451954L 4.48 JFKZAC452014L 5.93 
25 JFKZAC461954L 21.95 JFKZAC462014L 28.90 
25 JFKZAC461954L 17.17 JFKZAC462014L 21.74 
25 JFKZAC461954L 18.10 JFKZAC462014L 22.23 
25 JFKZAC461954L 18.19 JFKZAC462014L 23.69 
25 JFKZAC461954L 20.48 JFKZAC462014L 25.33 
26 JFKZAC461954L 18.94 JFKZAC462014L 24.81 
25 JFKZAC461954L 7.63 JFKZAC462014L 13.81 
25 JFKZAC461954L 6.48 JFKZAC462014L 12.15 
26 JFKZAC461954L 5.49 JFKZAC462014L 10.44 
25 JFKZAC461954L 6.95 JFKZAC462014L 13.06 
13 JFKZAC471954L 3.77 JFKZAC472014L 6.60 
12 JFKZAC471954L 3.05 JFKZAC472014L 5.94 
13 JFKZAC471954L 3.22 JFKZAC472014L 5.32 
12 JFKZAC471954L 3.20 JFKZAC472014L 4.87 
12 JFKZAC471954L 3.21 JFKZAC472014L 6.02 
12 JFKZAC471954L 2.59 JFKZAC472014L 6.09 
12 JFKZAC471954L 2.57 JFKZAC472014L 4.59 






  Year: 1954 Year: 2014 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
12 JFKZAC471954L 1.46 JFKZAC472014L 3.03 
12 JFKZAC471954L 1.54 JFKZAC472014L 2.92 
16 JFKZAC481954L 4.42 JFKZAC482014L 11.95 
15 JFKZAC481954L 3.26 JFKZAC482014L 6.38 
15 JFKZAC481954L 2.49 JFKZAC482014L 4.54 
15 JFKZAC481954L 2.61 JFKZAC482014L 4.12 
15 JFKZAC481954L 2.45 JFKZAC482014L 4.08 
15 JFKZAC481954L 2.61 JFKZAC482014L 3.89 
16 JFKZAC481954L 2.61 JFKZAC482014L 4.42 
15 JFKZAC481954L 2.41 JFKZAC482014L 3.03 
15 JFKZAC481954L 2.11 JFKZAC482014L 2.67 
15 JFKZAC481954L 2.02 JFKZAC482014L 3.38 
26 JFKZAC491954L 3.57 JFKZAC492014L 10.82 
25 JFKZAC491954L 3.82 JFKZAC492014L 8.80 
25 JFKZAC491954L 3.66 JFKZAC492014L 8.44 
26 JFKZAC491954L 3.57 JFKZAC492014L 8.77 
26 JFKZAC491954L 3.46 JFKZAC492014L 7.74 
25 JFKZAC491954L 4.07 JFKZAC492014L 10.09 
25 JFKZAC491954L 3.01 JFKZAC492014L 7.86 
25 JFKZAC491954L 2.63 JFKZAC492014L 6.03 
25 JFKZAC491954L 2.41 JFKZAC492014L 6.22 
25 JFKZAC491954L 5.31 JFKZAC492014L 13.37 
36 JFKZAC501954L 37.37 JFKZAC502014L 57.47 
35 JFKZAC501954L 34.25 JFKZAC502014L 49.13 
35 JFKZAC501954L 26.94 JFKZAC502014L 40.70 
36 JFKZAC501954L 23.16 JFKZAC502014L 34.80 
36 JFKZAC501954L 20.27 JFKZAC502014L 29.51 
35 JFKZAC501954L 15.63 JFKZAC502014L 22.01 
35 JFKZAC501954L 10.35 JFKZAC502014L 15.77 
36 JFKZAC501954L 7.35 JFKZAC502014L 10.13 
35 JFKZAC501954L 4.84 JFKZAC502014L 8.58 







Table B.4 – Cape May, 1957 - 2015 
DEV 
  Year: 1957 Year: 2015 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
151 DEVZAC11957L 27.29 DEVZAC12015L 32.73 
151 DEVZAC11957L 28.04 DEVZAC12015L 25.13 
151 DEVZAC11957L 21.81 DEVZAC12015L 31.71 
151 DEVZAC11957L 27.93 DEVZAC12015L 39.78 
151 DEVZAC11957L 24.02 DEVZAC12015L 34.35 
150 DEVZAC11957L 24.94 DEVZAC12015L 34.31 
150 DEVZAC11957L 21.76 DEVZAC12015L 29.80 
151 DEVZAC11957L 19.02 DEVZAC12015L 27.50 
150 DEVZAC11957L 22.41 DEVZAC12015L 30.79 
150 DEVZAC11957L 25.31 DEVZAC12015L 29.48 
120 DEVZAC21957L 43.82 DEVZAC22015L 62.06 
120 DEVZAC21957L 46.70 DEVZAC22015L 60.05 
120 DEVZAC21957L 38.34 DEVZAC22015L 47.62 
120 DEVZAC21957L 27.92 DEVZAC22015L 36.53 
121 DEVZAC21957L 20.14 DEVZAC22015L 30.48 
121 DEVZAC21957L 19.99 DEVZAC22015L 29.88 
120 DEVZAC21957L 18.00 DEVZAC22015L 30.81 
120 DEVZAC21957L 26.38 DEVZAC22015L 37.79 
121 DEVZAC21957L 15.17 DEVZAC22015L 29.53 
120 DEVZAC21957L 18.68 DEVZAC22015L 33.44 
101 DEVZAC31957L 14.05 DEVZAC32015L 20.17 
101 DEVZAC31957L 9.38 DEVZAC32015L 20.25 
100 DEVZAC31957L 5.95 DEVZAC32015L 15.27 
101 DEVZAC31957L 8.03 DEVZAC32015L 11.19 
101 DEVZAC31957L 7.11 DEVZAC32015L 11.75 
101 DEVZAC31957L 9.86 DEVZAC32015L 15.08 
101 DEVZAC31957L 6.00 DEVZAC32015L 13.37 
101 DEVZAC31957L 6.67 DEVZAC32015L 11.72 
100 DEVZAC31957L 4.68 DEVZAC32015L 7.52 
100 DEVZAC31957L 5.07 DEVZAC32015L 6.96 
251 DEVZAC41957L 171.85 DEVZAC42015L 203.91 
251 DEVZAC41957L 113.27 DEVZAC42015L 143.72 
250 DEVZAC41957L 87.22 DEVZAC42015L 114.26 






  Year: 1957 Year: 2015 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
251 DEVZAC41957L 194.26 DEVZAC42015L 249.14 
250 DEVZAC41957L 119.08 DEVZAC42015L 154.79 
250 DEVZAC41957L 142.11 DEVZAC42015L 172.89 
251 DEVZAC41957L 161.80 DEVZAC42015L 206.13 
300 DEVZAC41957L 179.86 DEVZAC42015L 235.15 
101 DEVZAC51957L 117.34 DEVZAC52015L 158.57 
101 DEVZAC51957L 94.76 DEVZAC52015L 113.01 
100 DEVZAC51957L 87.43 DEVZAC52015L 101.51 
101 DEVZAC51957L 86.69 DEVZAC52015L 95.22 
100 DEVZAC51957L 118.63 DEVZAC52015L 137.98 
100 DEVZAC51957L 77.48 DEVZAC52015L 106.61 
100 DEVZAC51957L 90.92 DEVZAC52015L 123.26 
100 DEVZAC51957L 151.44 DEVZAC52015L 182.07 
100 DEVZAC51957L 194.71 DEVZAC52015L 226.36 
225 DEVZAC51957L 175.57 DEVZAC52015L 210.25 
80 DEVZAC61957L 13.67 DEVZAC62015L 19.45 
81 DEVZAC61957L 14.51 DEVZAC62015L 16.37 
80 DEVZAC61957L 10.19 DEVZAC62015L 15.25 
80 DEVZAC61957L 8.21 DEVZAC62015L 12.63 
81 DEVZAC61957L 6.53 DEVZAC62015L 12.65 
81 DEVZAC61957L 10.03 DEVZAC62015L 20.03 
81 DEVZAC61957L 9.06 DEVZAC62015L 15.86 
80 DEVZAC61957L 9.68 DEVZAC62015L 18.25 
81 DEVZAC61957L 12.89 DEVZAC62015L 19.72 
100 DEVZAC61957L 8.61 DEVZAC62015L 17.50 
61 DEVZAC71957L 8.23 DEVZAC72015L 14.45 
61 DEVZAC71957L 8.01 DEVZAC72015L 15.60 
60 DEVZAC71957L 9.63 DEVZAC72015L 17.46 
61 DEVZAC71957L 8.78 DEVZAC72015L 17.38 
60 DEVZAC71957L 8.39 DEVZAC72015L 14.27 
60 DEVZAC71957L 7.66 DEVZAC72015L 14.51 
60 DEVZAC71957L 4.82 DEVZAC72015L 8.84 
60 DEVZAC71957L 7.45 DEVZAC72015L 9.70 
61 DEVZAC71957L 5.71 DEVZAC72015L 7.80 
61 DEVZAC71957L 4.19 DEVZAC72015L 6.15 






  Year: 1957 Year: 2015 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
50 DEVZAC81957L 66.89 DEVZAC82015L 96.66 
50 DEVZAC81957L 55.46 DEVZAC82015L 77.85 
50 DEVZAC81957L 54.54 DEVZAC82015L 71.79 
50 DEVZAC81957L 50.87 DEVZAC82015L 72.99 
50 DEVZAC81957L 47.24 DEVZAC82015L 64.36 
50 DEVZAC81957L 35.37 DEVZAC82015L 50.88 
50 DEVZAC81957L 31.11 DEVZAC82015L 39.58 
50 DEVZAC81957L 27.57 DEVZAC82015L 33.16 
82 DEVZAC81957L 24.79 DEVZAC82015L 35.64 
130 DEVZAC91957L 97.23 DEVZAC92015L 120.83 
130 DEVZAC91957L 93.84 DEVZAC92015L 127.36 
130 DEVZAC91957L 102.99 DEVZAC92015L 134.05 
130 DEVZAC91957L 109.60 DEVZAC92015L 145.54 
131 DEVZAC91957L 122.23 DEVZAC92015L 148.51 
130 DEVZAC91957L 133.77 DEVZAC92015L 149.72 
131 DEVZAC91957L 93.76 DEVZAC92015L 111.01 
131 DEVZAC91957L 65.50 DEVZAC92015L 70.29 
130 DEVZAC91957L 74.27 DEVZAC92015L 81.65 
170 DEVZAC91957L 83.30 DEVZAC92015L 109.46 
301 DEVZAC101957L 45.93 DEVZAC102015L 59.66 
300 DEVZAC101957L 48.85 DEVZAC102015L 58.89 
301 DEVZAC101957L 29.78 DEVZAC102015L 42.84 
300 DEVZAC101957L 35.92 DEVZAC102015L 50.31 
300 DEVZAC101957L 27.57 DEVZAC102015L 38.46 
301 DEVZAC101957L 29.56 DEVZAC102015L 40.39 
300 DEVZAC101957L 31.24 DEVZAC102015L 43.53 
300 DEVZAC101957L 34.18 DEVZAC102015L 47.50 
301 DEVZAC101957L 28.19 DEVZAC102015L 44.19 
301 DEVZAC101957L 25.10 DEVZAC102015L 45.92 
225 DEVZAC111957L 66.26 DEVZAC112015L 80.92 
226 DEVZAC111957L 55.44 DEVZAC112015L 74.59 
225 DEVZAC111957L 86.94 DEVZAC112015L 113.31 
225 DEVZAC111957L 62.83 DEVZAC112015L 93.01 
226 DEVZAC111957L 116.22 DEVZAC112015L 154.63 
225 DEVZAC111957L 74.67 DEVZAC112015L 92.29 






  Year: 1957 Year: 2015 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
225 DEVZAC111957L 66.49 DEVZAC112015L 92.17 
226 DEVZAC111957L 76.15 DEVZAC112015L 101.25 
225 DEVZAC111957L 80.09 DEVZAC112015L 115.96 
100 DEVZAC121957L 17.74 DEVZAC122015L 21.12 
100 DEVZAC121957L 19.46 DEVZAC122015L 20.59 
101 DEVZAC121957L 15.37 DEVZAC122015L 20.67 
101 DEVZAC121957L 17.86 DEVZAC122015L 22.62 
101 DEVZAC121957L 21.18 DEVZAC122015L 27.18 
100 DEVZAC121957L 17.70 DEVZAC122015L 24.63 
100 DEVZAC121957L 14.33 DEVZAC122015L 20.92 
101 DEVZAC121957L 7.67 DEVZAC122015L 15.26 
101 DEVZAC121957L 11.68 DEVZAC122015L 16.97 
100 DEVZAC121957L 10.69 DEVZAC122015L 15.35 
226 DEVZAC131957L 30.75 DEVZAC132015L 38.97 
226 DEVZAC131957L 31.35 DEVZAC132015L 39.05 
226 DEVZAC131957L 27.75 DEVZAC132015L 36.98 
225 DEVZAC131957L 29.70 DEVZAC132015L 40.49 
225 DEVZAC131957L 27.49 DEVZAC132015L 33.78 
226 DEVZAC131957L 13.98 DEVZAC132015L 19.01 
225 DEVZAC131957L 11.46 DEVZAC132015L 16.89 
226 DEVZAC131957L 11.30 DEVZAC132015L 18.70 
226 DEVZAC131957L 13.39 DEVZAC132015L 16.54 
225 DEVZAC131957L 14.65 DEVZAC132015L 16.26 
131 DEVZAC141957L 35.76 DEVZAC142015L 43.07 
130 DEVZAC141957L 27.65 DEVZAC142015L 31.63 
131 DEVZAC141957L 23.90 DEVZAC142015L 31.53 
130 DEVZAC141957L 22.07 DEVZAC142015L 31.98 
130 DEVZAC141957L 21.41 DEVZAC142015L 29.41 
131 DEVZAC141957L 20.62 DEVZAC142015L 28.89 
130 DEVZAC141957L 18.21 DEVZAC142015L 29.79 
131 DEVZAC141957L 21.81 DEVZAC142015L 35.07 
130 DEVZAC141957L 22.62 DEVZAC142015L 36.47 
131 DEVZAC141957L 13.52 DEVZAC142015L 23.30 
126 DEVZAC151957L 26.72 DEVZAC152015L 42.87 
126 DEVZAC151957L 24.93 DEVZAC152015L 41.04 






  Year: 1957 Year: 2015 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
126 DEVZAC151957L 22.25 DEVZAC152015L 38.97 
126 DEVZAC151957L 19.62 DEVZAC152015L 43.74 
125 DEVZAC151957L 21.85 DEVZAC152015L 33.05 
126 DEVZAC151957L 14.03 DEVZAC152015L 21.43 
126 DEVZAC151957L 24.86 DEVZAC152015L 26.51 
126 DEVZAC151957L 17.32 DEVZAC152015L 35.95 
125 DEVZAC151957L 11.60 DEVZAC152015L 24.99 
150 DEVZAC161957L 65.15 DEVZAC162015L 107.64 
151 DEVZAC161957L 86.79 DEVZAC162015L 112.35 
151 DEVZAC161957L 86.95 DEVZAC162015L 107.31 
151 DEVZAC161957L 61.30 DEVZAC162015L 76.49 
151 DEVZAC161957L 42.77 DEVZAC162015L 60.65 
150 DEVZAC161957L 41.21 DEVZAC162015L 59.94 
151 DEVZAC161957L 53.83 DEVZAC162015L 68.03 
151 DEVZAC161957L 65.10 DEVZAC162015L 73.01 
151 DEVZAC161957L 56.47 DEVZAC162015L 73.20 
201 DEVZAC161957L 68.71 DEVZAC162015L 91.88 
151 DEVZAC171957L 64.86 DEVZAC172015L 80.90 
150 DEVZAC171957L 47.08 DEVZAC172015L 61.98 
151 DEVZAC171957L 52.36 DEVZAC172015L 65.40 
150 DEVZAC171957L 43.38 DEVZAC172015L 53.61 
150 DEVZAC171957L 40.89 DEVZAC172015L 50.55 
151 DEVZAC171957L 51.57 DEVZAC172015L 59.03 
150 DEVZAC171957L 36.11 DEVZAC172015L 44.21 
150 DEVZAC171957L 23.95 DEVZAC172015L 40.26 
150 DEVZAC171957L 32.08 DEVZAC172015L 42.59 
151 DEVZAC171957L 28.07 DEVZAC172015L 33.49 
150 DEVZAC181957L 116.51 DEVZAC182015L 131.38 
150 DEVZAC181957L 111.48 DEVZAC182015L 128.60 
150 DEVZAC181957L 105.98 DEVZAC182015L 132.36 
150 DEVZAC181957L 92.29 DEVZAC182015L 123.82 
150 DEVZAC181957L 89.53 DEVZAC182015L 115.14 
151 DEVZAC181957L 117.64 DEVZAC182015L 150.13 
150 DEVZAC181957L 125.16 DEVZAC182015L 147.69 
151 DEVZAC181957L 133.77 DEVZAC182015L 161.65 






  Year: 1957 Year: 2015 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
261 DEVZAC181957L 243.02 DEVZAC182015L 287.58 
100 DEVZAC191957L 33.80 DEVZAC192015L 72.16 
100 DEVZAC191957L 27.28 DEVZAC192015L 52.52 
100 DEVZAC191957L 25.85 DEVZAC192015L 45.21 
101 DEVZAC191957L 19.02 DEVZAC192015L 41.52 
101 DEVZAC191957L 31.36 DEVZAC192015L 52.13 
101 DEVZAC191957L 46.21 DEVZAC192015L 57.08 
100 DEVZAC191957L 34.76 DEVZAC192015L 43.85 
100 DEVZAC191957L 41.50 DEVZAC192015L 53.04 
101 DEVZAC191957L 32.14 DEVZAC192015L 52.07 
101 DEVZAC191957L 28.30 DEVZAC192015L 46.55 
130 DEVZAC201957L 39.38 DEVZAC202015L 54.00 
130 DEVZAC201957L 33.48 DEVZAC202015L 48.17 
130 DEVZAC201957L 35.54 DEVZAC202015L 49.74 
131 DEVZAC201957L 30.80 DEVZAC202015L 49.18 
131 DEVZAC201957L 28.78 DEVZAC202015L 43.77 
131 DEVZAC201957L 18.18 DEVZAC202015L 27.64 
130 DEVZAC201957L 14.27 DEVZAC202015L 19.67 
130 DEVZAC201957L 13.34 DEVZAC202015L 17.50 
131 DEVZAC201957L 13.61 DEVZAC202015L 16.82 
130 DEVZAC201957L 13.35 DEVZAC202015L 17.67 
110 DEVZAC211957L 120.34 DEVZAC212015L 146.54 
111 DEVZAC211957L 116.34 DEVZAC212015L 146.62 
111 DEVZAC211957L 132.13 DEVZAC212015L 168.26 
111 DEVZAC211957L 93.91 DEVZAC212015L 109.03 
110 DEVZAC211957L 71.24 DEVZAC212015L 95.21 
110 DEVZAC211957L 71.69 DEVZAC212015L 88.32 
111 DEVZAC211957L 50.69 DEVZAC212015L 67.49 
111 DEVZAC211957L 43.82 DEVZAC212015L 63.90 
110 DEVZAC211957L 43.31 DEVZAC212015L 57.08 
111 DEVZAC211957L 44.83 DEVZAC212015L 57.04 
250 DEVZAC221957L 323.18 DEVZAC222015L 364.28 
250 DEVZAC221957L 339.22 DEVZAC222015L 388.07 
250 DEVZAC221957L 299.73 DEVZAC222015L 347.63 
250 DEVZAC221957L 251.91 DEVZAC222015L 292.75 






  Year: 1957 Year: 2015 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
250 DEVZAC221957L 119.46 DEVZAC222015L 155.76 
251 DEVZAC221957L 117.76 DEVZAC222015L 164.08 
251 DEVZAC221957L 177.11 DEVZAC222015L 221.24 
250 DEVZAC221957L 306.07 DEVZAC222015L 377.67 
250 DEVZAC221957L 509.21 DEVZAC222015L 574.53 
111 DEVZAC231957L 50.34 DEVZAC232015L 63.94 
110 DEVZAC231957L 40.72 DEVZAC232015L 52.07 
111 DEVZAC231957L 32.53 DEVZAC232015L 44.61 
110 DEVZAC231957L 28.00 DEVZAC232015L 42.70 
110 DEVZAC231957L 41.29 DEVZAC232015L 64.40 
110 DEVZAC231957L 78.37 DEVZAC232015L 101.27 
110 DEVZAC231957L 56.44 DEVZAC232015L 75.80 
111 DEVZAC231957L 40.57 DEVZAC232015L 56.67 
111 DEVZAC231957L 29.68 DEVZAC232015L 46.69 
111 DEVZAC231957L 21.15 DEVZAC232015L 32.48 
151 DEVZAC241957L 17.17 DEVZAC242015L 28.16 
150 DEVZAC241957L 13.34 DEVZAC242015L 26.34 
151 DEVZAC241957L 12.83 DEVZAC242015L 24.91 
151 DEVZAC241957L 14.38 DEVZAC242015L 26.53 
151 DEVZAC241957L 14.26 DEVZAC242015L 22.29 
151 DEVZAC241957L 9.55 DEVZAC242015L 19.50 
151 DEVZAC241957L 12.65 DEVZAC242015L 20.53 
150 DEVZAC241957L 10.83 DEVZAC242015L 19.70 
150 DEVZAC241957L 10.04 DEVZAC242015L 19.07 
150 DEVZAC241957L 12.73 DEVZAC242015L 22.68 
100 DEVZAC251957L 34.48 DEVZAC252015L 48.99 
100 DEVZAC251957L 24.90 DEVZAC252015L 37.43 
101 DEVZAC251957L 25.18 DEVZAC252015L 35.40 
100 DEVZAC251957L 28.31 DEVZAC252015L 38.57 
100 DEVZAC251957L 24.14 DEVZAC252015L 38.64 
110 DEVZAC251957L 25.41 DEVZAC252015L 35.57 
100 DEVZAC251957L 28.79 DEVZAC252015L 41.03 
101 DEVZAC251957L 38.86 DEVZAC252015L 47.79 
100 DEVZAC251957L 45.19 DEVZAC252015L 51.04 
100 DEVZAC251957L 42.03 DEVZAC252015L 58.91 






  Year: 1957 Year: 2015 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
31 DEVZAC261957L 14.47 DEVZAC262015L 23.02 
30 DEVZAC261957L 17.67 DEVZAC262015L 25.14 
31 DEVZAC261957L 15.26 DEVZAC262015L 24.70 
30 DEVZAC261957L 10.25 DEVZAC262015L 17.06 
30 DEVZAC261957L 7.83 DEVZAC262015L 14.60 
30 DEVZAC261957L 9.07 DEVZAC262015L 14.09 
31 DEVZAC261957L 7.06 DEVZAC262015L 9.00 
31 DEVZAC261957L 5.16 DEVZAC262015L 7.01 
30 DEVZAC261957L 7.04 DEVZAC262015L 12.45 
51 DEVZAC271957L 18.51 DEVZAC272015L 36.47 
50 DEVZAC271957L 11.57 DEVZAC272015L 21.20 
50 DEVZAC271957L 10.45 DEVZAC272015L 11.96 
51 DEVZAC271957L 6.32 DEVZAC272015L 7.02 
50 DEVZAC271957L 5.31 DEVZAC272015L 5.85 
50 DEVZAC271957L 5.40 DEVZAC272015L 6.66 
51 DEVZAC271957L 2.65 DEVZAC272015L 7.29 
51 DEVZAC271957L 3.15 DEVZAC272015L 4.77 
51 DEVZAC271957L 4.01 DEVZAC272015L 6.40 
51 DEVZAC271957L 4.09 DEVZAC272015L 5.98 
200 DEVZAC281957L 33.43 DEVZAC282015L 51.91 
200 DEVZAC281957L 32.13 DEVZAC282015L 47.20 
200 DEVZAC281957L 31.68 DEVZAC282015L 46.88 
201 DEVZAC281957L 34.12 DEVZAC282015L 52.73 
201 DEVZAC281957L 28.15 DEVZAC282015L 47.68 
201 DEVZAC281957L 33.26 DEVZAC282015L 48.11 
201 DEVZAC281957L 26.99 DEVZAC282015L 46.69 
201 DEVZAC281957L 30.27 DEVZAC282015L 45.54 
201 DEVZAC281957L 24.07 DEVZAC282015L 42.27 
201 DEVZAC281957L 17.95 DEVZAC282015L 42.50 
151 DEVZAC291957L 112.47 DEVZAC292015L 148.04 
150 DEVZAC291957L 79.50 DEVZAC292015L 108.87 
150 DEVZAC291957L 49.68 DEVZAC292015L 81.18 
150 DEVZAC291957L 37.47 DEVZAC292015L 55.68 
150 DEVZAC291957L 35.04 DEVZAC292015L 48.26 
151 DEVZAC291957L 34.27 DEVZAC292015L 52.56 






  Year: 1957 Year: 2015 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
151 DEVZAC291957L 31.15 DEVZAC292015L 45.87 
151 DEVZAC291957L 17.65 DEVZAC292015L 26.71 
150 DEVZAC291957L 14.99 DEVZAC292015L 23.28 
201 DEVZAC301957L 51.83 DEVZAC302015L 62.47 
200 DEVZAC301957L 38.14 DEVZAC302015L 47.79 
201 DEVZAC301957L 35.62 DEVZAC302015L 43.64 
201 DEVZAC301957L 36.01 DEVZAC302015L 51.25 
201 DEVZAC301957L 35.29 DEVZAC302015L 54.04 
200 DEVZAC301957L 24.91 DEVZAC302015L 40.39 
201 DEVZAC301957L 23.90 DEVZAC302015L 33.28 
201 DEVZAC301957L 23.49 DEVZAC302015L 31.46 
201 DEVZAC301957L 16.05 DEVZAC302015L 30.07 
200 DEVZAC301957L 26.34 DEVZAC302015L 32.59 
101 DEVZAC311957L 17.16 DEVZAC312015L 26.07 
101 DEVZAC311957L 20.92 DEVZAC312015L 33.82 
101 DEVZAC311957L 17.97 DEVZAC312015L 27.32 
101 DEVZAC311957L 16.16 DEVZAC312015L 23.36 
100 DEVZAC311957L 15.89 DEVZAC312015L 24.95 
100 DEVZAC311957L 19.38 DEVZAC312015L 24.44 
101 DEVZAC311957L 25.95 DEVZAC312015L 35.76 
100 DEVZAC311957L 21.85 DEVZAC312015L 25.11 
100 DEVZAC311957L 20.69 DEVZAC312015L 26.58 
101 DEVZAC311957L 14.86 DEVZAC312015L 26.00 
300 DEVZAC321957L 31.53 DEVZAC322015L 48.76 
301 DEVZAC321957L 30.02 DEVZAC322015L 45.26 
301 DEVZAC321957L 28.30 DEVZAC322015L 43.44 
301 DEVZAC321957L 25.04 DEVZAC322015L 40.31 
301 DEVZAC321957L 27.15 DEVZAC322015L 39.19 
301 DEVZAC321957L 21.61 DEVZAC322015L 36.02 
301 DEVZAC321957L 23.87 DEVZAC322015L 34.48 
301 DEVZAC321957L 20.67 DEVZAC322015L 35.16 
300 DEVZAC321957L 18.97 DEVZAC322015L 31.49 
300 DEVZAC321957L 19.00 DEVZAC322015L 26.56 
161 DEVZAC331957L 43.50 DEVZAC332015L 91.43 
160 DEVZAC331957L 35.70 DEVZAC332015L 67.38 






  Year: 1957 Year: 2015 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
160 DEVZAC331957L 31.37 DEVZAC332015L 58.20 
160 DEVZAC331957L 28.51 DEVZAC332015L 57.32 
161 DEVZAC331957L 20.95 DEVZAC332015L 53.05 
161 DEVZAC331957L 19.76 DEVZAC332015L 44.37 
161 DEVZAC331957L 37.31 DEVZAC332015L 68.66 
161 DEVZAC331957L 35.89 DEVZAC332015L 57.82 
161 DEVZAC331957L 11.95 DEVZAC332015L 43.31 
201 DEVZAC341957L 69.88 DEVZAC342015L 86.23 
200 DEVZAC341957L 62.70 DEVZAC342015L 73.62 
200 DEVZAC341957L 55.35 DEVZAC342015L 67.89 
201 DEVZAC341957L 55.47 DEVZAC342015L 82.74 
200 DEVZAC341957L 63.32 DEVZAC342015L 80.97 
200 DEVZAC341957L 59.46 DEVZAC342015L 81.42 
200 DEVZAC341957L 49.65 DEVZAC342015L 82.79 
151 DEVZAC341957L 46.90 DEVZAC342015L 71.70 
201 DEVZAC341957L 23.78 DEVZAC342015L 41.24 
200 DEVZAC341957L 16.41 DEVZAC342015L 34.37 
125 DEVZAC351957L 21.09 DEVZAC352015L 28.81 
125 DEVZAC351957L 14.95 DEVZAC352015L 20.78 
125 DEVZAC351957L 9.97 DEVZAC352015L 18.34 
126 DEVZAC351957L 15.23 DEVZAC352015L 21.47 
125 DEVZAC351957L 13.37 DEVZAC352015L 20.35 
126 DEVZAC351957L 12.93 DEVZAC352015L 23.61 
126 DEVZAC351957L 13.92 DEVZAC352015L 19.63 
125 DEVZAC351957L 11.33 DEVZAC352015L 18.99 
126 DEVZAC351957L 10.99 DEVZAC352015L 16.26 
126 DEVZAC351957L 8.62 DEVZAC352015L 13.35 
176 DEVZAC361957L 82.46 DEVZAC362015L 112.52 
175 DEVZAC361957L 46.58 DEVZAC362015L 60.33 
175 DEVZAC361957L 51.06 DEVZAC362015L 71.81 
176 DEVZAC361957L 43.68 DEVZAC362015L 65.60 
176 DEVZAC361957L 28.63 DEVZAC362015L 40.05 
176 DEVZAC361957L 28.62 DEVZAC362015L 39.62 
175 DEVZAC361957L 51.97 DEVZAC362015L 66.82 
176 DEVZAC361957L 78.16 DEVZAC362015L 120.26 






  Year: 1957 Year: 2015 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
176 DEVZAC361957L 59.17 DEVZAC362015L 72.99 
71 DEVZAC371957L 21.59 DEVZAC372015L 26.49 
70 DEVZAC371957L 18.39 DEVZAC372015L 27.42 
70 DEVZAC371957L 17.55 DEVZAC372015L 34.00 
70 DEVZAC371957L 19.29 DEVZAC372015L 36.71 
71 DEVZAC371957L 14.23 DEVZAC372015L 31.37 
71 DEVZAC371957L 12.43 DEVZAC372015L 31.90 
70 DEVZAC371957L 15.88 DEVZAC372015L 23.57 
70 DEVZAC371957L 14.52 DEVZAC372015L 27.46 
71 DEVZAC371957L 16.27 DEVZAC372015L 26.62 
125 DEVZAC371957L 13.83 DEVZAC372015L 20.02 
101 DEVZAC381957L 15.60 DEVZAC382015L 17.40 
100 DEVZAC381957L 20.15 DEVZAC382015L 22.49 
101 DEVZAC381957L 26.02 DEVZAC382015L 38.30 
100 DEVZAC381957L 27.19 DEVZAC382015L 35.49 
100 DEVZAC381957L 22.43 DEVZAC382015L 33.86 
100 DEVZAC381957L 24.66 DEVZAC382015L 32.77 
101 DEVZAC381957L 25.32 DEVZAC382015L 40.85 
100 DEVZAC381957L 27.46 DEVZAC382015L 36.96 
100 DEVZAC381957L 25.14 DEVZAC382015L 42.21 
100 DEVZAC381957L 9.64 DEVZAC382015L 19.13 
50 DEVZAC391957L 37.61 DEVZAC392015L 43.19 
50 DEVZAC391957L 23.33 DEVZAC392015L 29.07 
50 DEVZAC391957L 23.16 DEVZAC392015L 24.92 
51 DEVZAC391957L 15.86 DEVZAC392015L 15.59 
51 DEVZAC391957L 18.53 DEVZAC392015L 20.54 
51 DEVZAC391957L 10.69 DEVZAC392015L 19.55 
50 DEVZAC391957L 10.11 DEVZAC392015L 15.99 
51 DEVZAC391957L 7.57 DEVZAC392015L 11.53 
51 DEVZAC391957L 10.01 DEVZAC392015L 10.97 
51 DEVZAC391957L 6.25 DEVZAC392015L 10.72 
81 DEVZAC401957L 18.09 DEVZAC402015L 35.50 
80 DEVZAC401957L 16.67 DEVZAC402015L 23.24 
80 DEVZAC401957L 19.38 DEVZAC402015L 24.75 
80 DEVZAC401957L 19.59 DEVZAC402015L 27.99 






  Year: 1957 Year: 2015 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
81 DEVZAC401957L 19.53 DEVZAC402015L 36.30 
81 DEVZAC401957L 21.39 DEVZAC402015L 35.42 
80 DEVZAC401957L 15.75 DEVZAC402015L 24.00 
81 DEVZAC401957L 13.82 DEVZAC402015L 23.70 







Table B.5 – Virginia North, 1959 - 2013 
VIRN 
  Year: 1959 Year: 2013 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
400 VIRNZAC11959L 278.76 VIRNZAC12013L 294.98 
400 VIRNZAC11959L 234.54 VIRNZAC12013L 259.34 
400 VIRNZAC11959L 155.67 VIRNZAC12013L 168.89 
400 VIRNZAC11959L 206.30 VIRNZAC12013L 230.27 
400 VIRNZAC11959L 195.93 VIRNZAC12013L 219.22 
400 VIRNZAC11959L 141.35 VIRNZAC12013L 158.15 
400 VIRNZAC11959L 162.68 VIRNZAC12013L 182.50 
401 VIRNZAC11959L 161.89 VIRNZAC12013L 188.10 
401 VIRNZAC11959L 192.25 VIRNZAC12013L 213.26 
400 VIRNZAC11959L 130.83 VIRNZAC12013L 155.62 
150 VIRNZAC21959L 23.88 VIRNZAC22013L 29.50 
150 VIRNZAC21959L 21.02 VIRNZAC22013L 25.52 
150 VIRNZAC21959L 20.04 VIRNZAC22013L 21.25 
150 VIRNZAC21959L 18.85 VIRNZAC22013L 20.91 
150 VIRNZAC21959L 15.37 VIRNZAC22013L 22.85 
151 VIRNZAC21959L 17.52 VIRNZAC22013L 23.60 
151 VIRNZAC21959L 20.06 VIRNZAC22013L 23.11 
150 VIRNZAC21959L 19.09 VIRNZAC22013L 24.01 
151 VIRNZAC21959L 18.33 VIRNZAC22013L 21.04 
226 VIRNZAC21959L 17.10 VIRNZAC22013L 19.74 
200 VIRNZAC31959L 124.02 VIRNZAC32013L 149.44 
200 VIRNZAC31959L 123.70 VIRNZAC32013L 138.87 
200 VIRNZAC31959L 122.83 VIRNZAC32013L 138.30 
200 VIRNZAC31959L 132.36 VIRNZAC32013L 154.13 
201 VIRNZAC31959L 112.98 VIRNZAC32013L 125.35 
200 VIRNZAC31959L 114.24 VIRNZAC32013L 123.65 
201 VIRNZAC31959L 91.04 VIRNZAC32013L 104.18 
201 VIRNZAC31959L 109.73 VIRNZAC32013L 133.48 
200 VIRNZAC31959L 117.56 VIRNZAC32013L 142.76 
201 VIRNZAC31959L 98.67 VIRNZAC32013L 118.94 
76 VIRNZAC41959L 56.95 VIRNZAC42013L 65.28 
75 VIRNZAC41959L 48.45 VIRNZAC42013L 60.38 
75 VIRNZAC41959L 39.45 VIRNZAC42013L 52.45 






  Year: 1959 Year: 2013 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
75 VIRNZAC41959L 39.06 VIRNZAC42013L 45.16 
75 VIRNZAC41959L 38.18 VIRNZAC42013L 49.62 
76 VIRNZAC41959L 38.79 VIRNZAC42013L 45.22 
76 VIRNZAC41959L 36.26 VIRNZAC42013L 43.78 
75 VIRNZAC41959L 37.54 VIRNZAC42013L 49.12 
75 VIRNZAC41959L 37.44 VIRNZAC42013L 55.23 
275 VIRNZAC51959L 53.53 VIRNZAC52013L 74.13 
275 VIRNZAC51959L 61.44 VIRNZAC52013L 79.77 
275 VIRNZAC51959L 52.97 VIRNZAC52013L 69.77 
276 VIRNZAC51959L 55.73 VIRNZAC52013L 69.92 
276 VIRNZAC51959L 58.99 VIRNZAC52013L 78.28 
276 VIRNZAC51959L 49.92 VIRNZAC52013L 67.06 
275 VIRNZAC51959L 31.93 VIRNZAC52013L 44.97 
275 VIRNZAC51959L 33.74 VIRNZAC52013L 46.38 
275 VIRNZAC51959L 34.80 VIRNZAC52013L 47.77 
375 VIRNZAC51959L 32.91 VIRNZAC52013L 45.80 
200 VIRNZAC61959L 44.64 VIRNZAC62013L 65.95 
201 VIRNZAC61959L 45.75 VIRNZAC62013L 56.83 
201 VIRNZAC61959L 43.77 VIRNZAC62013L 57.17 
200 VIRNZAC61959L 44.38 VIRNZAC62013L 58.11 
201 VIRNZAC61959L 36.21 VIRNZAC62013L 49.42 
201 VIRNZAC61959L 37.91 VIRNZAC62013L 52.73 
201 VIRNZAC61959L 41.04 VIRNZAC62013L 54.37 
201 VIRNZAC61959L 40.33 VIRNZAC62013L 49.67 
201 VIRNZAC61959L 39.12 VIRNZAC62013L 44.98 
201 VIRNZAC61959L 35.38 VIRNZAC62013L 46.69 
150 VIRNZAC71959L 36.84 VIRNZAC72013L 59.22 
150 VIRNZAC71959L 33.73 VIRNZAC72013L 44.10 
150 VIRNZAC71959L 33.88 VIRNZAC72013L 43.64 
151 VIRNZAC71959L 34.13 VIRNZAC72013L 36.98 
150 VIRNZAC71959L 20.68 VIRNZAC72013L 30.81 
150 VIRNZAC71959L 18.58 VIRNZAC72013L 26.60 
151 VIRNZAC71959L 15.87 VIRNZAC72013L 22.25 
150 VIRNZAC71959L 18.95 VIRNZAC72013L 26.84 
151 VIRNZAC71959L 18.62 VIRNZAC72013L 26.49 






  Year: 1959 Year: 2013 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
150 VIRNZAC81959L 26.51 VIRNZAC82013L 31.58 
150 VIRNZAC81959L 22.54 VIRNZAC82013L 30.38 
151 VIRNZAC81959L 24.80 VIRNZAC82013L 28.88 
151 VIRNZAC81959L 21.69 VIRNZAC82013L 26.96 
151 VIRNZAC81959L 27.94 VIRNZAC82013L 40.58 
151 VIRNZAC81959L 27.50 VIRNZAC82013L 37.55 
150 VIRNZAC81959L 30.34 VIRNZAC82013L 39.13 
151 VIRNZAC81959L 27.08 VIRNZAC82013L 35.82 
151 VIRNZAC81959L 20.03 VIRNZAC82013L 29.86 
151 VIRNZAC81959L 17.21 VIRNZAC82013L 24.22 
326 VIRNZAC91959L 135.18 VIRNZAC92013L 167.75 
325 VIRNZAC91959L 102.65 VIRNZAC92013L 123.16 
326 VIRNZAC91959L 84.77 VIRNZAC92013L 112.06 
325 VIRNZAC91959L 90.27 VIRNZAC92013L 110.73 
325 VIRNZAC91959L 100.85 VIRNZAC92013L 115.50 
326 VIRNZAC91959L 66.55 VIRNZAC92013L 92.24 
325 VIRNZAC91959L 96.10 VIRNZAC92013L 121.93 
326 VIRNZAC91959L 90.66 VIRNZAC92013L 105.84 
326 VIRNZAC91959L 78.94 VIRNZAC92013L 97.73 
326 VIRNZAC91959L 28.96 VIRNZAC92013L 42.29 
200 VIRNZAC101959L 42.50 VIRNZAC102013L 66.07 
201 VIRNZAC101959L 35.26 VIRNZAC102013L 52.85 
201 VIRNZAC101959L 46.51 VIRNZAC102013L 58.34 
200 VIRNZAC101959L 41.70 VIRNZAC102013L 57.56 
201 VIRNZAC101959L 35.90 VIRNZAC102013L 52.99 
200 VIRNZAC101959L 35.40 VIRNZAC102013L 50.62 
201 VIRNZAC101959L 31.77 VIRNZAC102013L 47.99 
201 VIRNZAC101959L 34.40 VIRNZAC102013L 43.38 
200 VIRNZAC101959L 33.09 VIRNZAC102013L 45.61 
200 VIRNZAC101959L 32.62 VIRNZAC102013L 45.56 
125 VIRNZAC111959L 34.30 VIRNZAC112013L 48.55 
126 VIRNZAC111959L 35.31 VIRNZAC112013L 42.53 
125 VIRNZAC111959L 30.12 VIRNZAC112013L 44.56 
125 VIRNZAC111959L 27.10 VIRNZAC112013L 32.99 
125 VIRNZAC111959L 26.99 VIRNZAC112013L 27.75 






  Year: 1959 Year: 2013 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
126 VIRNZAC111959L 26.82 VIRNZAC112013L 37.53 
126 VIRNZAC111959L 24.65 VIRNZAC112013L 27.30 
126 VIRNZAC111959L 23.18 VIRNZAC112013L 26.44 







Table B.6 – Virginia South, 1952 - 2013 
VIR 
  Year: 1952 Year: 2013 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
200 VIRZAC11952L 32.04 VIRZAC12013L 41.27 
200 VIRZAC11952L 22.40 VIRZAC12013L 20.06 
200 VIRZAC11952L 29.04 VIRZAC12013L 17.13 
201 VIRZAC11952L 18.10 VIRZAC12013L 13.17 
200 VIRZAC11952L 26.21 VIRZAC12013L 16.00 
201 VIRZAC11952L 13.51 VIRZAC12013L 10.38 
200 VIRZAC11952L 18.90 VIRZAC12013L 11.10 
200 VIRZAC11952L 17.37 VIRZAC12013L 11.55 
200 VIRZAC11952L 22.37 VIRZAC12013L 9.15 
201 VIRZAC11952L 14.60 VIRZAC12013L 9.72 
150 VIRZAC21952L 45.46 VIRZAC22013L 41.27 
150 VIRZAC21952L 41.11 VIRZAC22013L 36.98 
150 VIRZAC21952L 40.34 VIRZAC22013L 37.26 
150 VIRZAC21952L 40.33 VIRZAC22013L 38.82 
150 VIRZAC21952L 43.53 VIRZAC22013L 34.49 
150 VIRZAC21952L 40.69 VIRZAC22013L 32.79 
150 VIRZAC21952L 37.47 VIRZAC22013L 30.30 
150 VIRZAC21952L 27.33 VIRZAC22013L 26.28 
150 VIRZAC21952L 19.62 VIRZAC22013L 17.06 
150 VIRZAC21952L 21.49 VIRZAC22013L 20.36 
50 VIRZAC31952L 29.16 VIRZAC32013L 29.11 
50 VIRZAC31952L 22.40 VIRZAC32013L 23.57 
50 VIRZAC31952L 22.68 VIRZAC32013L 22.31 
51 VIRZAC31952L 21.34 VIRZAC32013L 21.07 
50 VIRZAC31952L 15.09 VIRZAC32013L 14.51 
51 VIRZAC31952L 14.56 VIRZAC32013L 14.10 
51 VIRZAC31952L 14.86 VIRZAC32013L 12.67 
51 VIRZAC31952L 8.79 VIRZAC32013L 11.68 
50 VIRZAC31952L 13.08 VIRZAC32013L 9.76 
51 VIRZAC31952L 10.86 VIRZAC32013L 10.02 
201 VIRZAC41952L 37.64 VIRZAC42013L 49.94 
200 VIRZAC41952L 32.58 VIRZAC42013L 38.98 
200 VIRZAC41952L 29.15 VIRZAC42013L 34.67 






  Year: 1952 Year: 2013 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
201 VIRZAC41952L 30.49 VIRZAC42013L 39.77 
200 VIRZAC41952L 30.88 VIRZAC42013L 34.51 
200 VIRZAC41952L 31.12 VIRZAC42013L 35.77 
200 VIRZAC41952L 33.31 VIRZAC42013L 39.21 
200 VIRZAC41952L 28.79 VIRZAC42013L 44.04 
201 VIRZAC41952L 28.67 VIRZAC42013L 42.25 
180 VIRZAC51952L 34.44 VIRZAC52013L 35.25 
181 VIRZAC51952L 28.71 VIRZAC52013L 28.53 
180 VIRZAC51952L 30.24 VIRZAC52013L 30.56 
181 VIRZAC51952L 29.92 VIRZAC52013L 30.79 
181 VIRZAC51952L 28.04 VIRZAC52013L 27.87 
180 VIRZAC51952L 28.19 VIRZAC52013L 30.36 
180 VIRZAC51952L 24.76 VIRZAC52013L 25.54 
180 VIRZAC51952L 15.73 VIRZAC52013L 16.82 
180 VIRZAC51952L 14.14 VIRZAC52013L 10.74 
180 VIRZAC51952L 15.09 VIRZAC52013L 10.67 
401 VIRZAC61952L 997.48 VIRZAC62013L 989.74 
401 VIRZAC61952L 796.28 VIRZAC62013L 812.84 
400 VIRZAC61952L 662.28 VIRZAC62013L 676.34 
400 VIRZAC61952L 648.40 VIRZAC62013L 623.81 
400 VIRZAC61952L 734.06 VIRZAC62013L 679.02 
401 VIRZAC61952L 829.48 VIRZAC62013L 756.29 
401 VIRZAC61952L 944.17 VIRZAC62013L 906.43 
400 VIRZAC61952L 686.38 VIRZAC62013L 663.60 
401 VIRZAC61952L 435.80 VIRZAC62013L 404.47 
400 VIRZAC61952L 336.96 VIRZAC62013L 321.12 
100 VIRZAC71952L 32.14 VIRZAC72013L 31.77 
100 VIRZAC71952L 26.31 VIRZAC72013L 24.07 
101 VIRZAC71952L 27.71 VIRZAC72013L 24.83 
100 VIRZAC71952L 28.98 VIRZAC72013L 24.01 
100 VIRZAC71952L 32.28 VIRZAC72013L 30.43 
100 VIRZAC71952L 27.38 VIRZAC72013L 22.55 
100 VIRZAC71952L 25.05 VIRZAC72013L 21.42 
100 VIRZAC71952L 21.53 VIRZAC72013L 19.79 
101 VIRZAC71952L 13.41 VIRZAC72013L 11.64 






  Year: 1952 Year: 2013 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
251 VIRZAC81952L 94.31 VIRZAC82013L 109.99 
251 VIRZAC81952L 76.02 VIRZAC82013L 85.90 
251 VIRZAC81952L 79.57 VIRZAC82013L 93.52 
251 VIRZAC81952L 74.35 VIRZAC82013L 86.82 
251 VIRZAC81952L 67.46 VIRZAC82013L 83.37 
251 VIRZAC81952L 94.39 VIRZAC82013L 112.75 
251 VIRZAC81952L 91.91 VIRZAC82013L 104.92 
250 VIRZAC81952L 55.31 VIRZAC82013L 73.02 
251 VIRZAC81952L 74.50 VIRZAC82013L 59.66 
251 VIRZAC81952L 61.57 VIRZAC82013L 72.72 
80 VIRZAC91952L 49.77 VIRZAC92013L 58.26 
80 VIRZAC91952L 55.83 VIRZAC92013L 60.91 
80 VIRZAC91952L 33.76 VIRZAC92013L 51.61 
80 VIRZAC91952L 65.13 VIRZAC92013L 75.20 
80 VIRZAC91952L 41.12 VIRZAC92013L 50.61 
80 VIRZAC91952L 28.85 VIRZAC92013L 44.33 
80 VIRZAC91952L 23.59 VIRZAC92013L 38.20 
80 VIRZAC91952L 17.76 VIRZAC92013L 26.68 
81 VIRZAC91952L 22.93 VIRZAC92013L 21.38 
80 VIRZAC91952L 10.98 VIRZAC92013L 16.58 
101 VIRZAC101952L 13.40 VIRZAC102013L 17.69 
101 VIRZAC101952L 13.95 VIRZAC102013L 14.59 
100 VIRZAC101952L 12.33 VIRZAC102013L 12.52 
101 VIRZAC101952L 9.82 VIRZAC102013L 10.88 
101 VIRZAC101952L 8.99 VIRZAC102013L 8.79 
101 VIRZAC101952L 7.84 VIRZAC102013L 9.71 
101 VIRZAC101952L 6.72 VIRZAC102013L 11.85 
100 VIRZAC101952L 7.06 VIRZAC102013L 9.24 
101 VIRZAC101952L 5.78 VIRZAC102013L 7.09 
100 VIRZAC101952L 4.97 VIRZAC102013L 8.52 
126 VIRZAC111952L 52.85 VIRZAC112013L 74.07 
125 VIRZAC111952L 71.30 VIRZAC112013L 82.01 
126 VIRZAC111952L 103.34 VIRZAC112013L 89.59 
126 VIRZAC111952L 114.21 VIRZAC112013L 90.14 
126 VIRZAC111952L 84.41 VIRZAC112013L 74.61 






  Year: 1952 Year: 2013 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
126 VIRZAC111952L 85.25 VIRZAC112013L 80.76 
125 VIRZAC111952L 89.13 VIRZAC112013L 92.86 
125 VIRZAC111952L 89.91 VIRZAC112013L 103.39 
125 VIRZAC111952L 122.48 VIRZAC112013L 100.48 
71 VIRZAC121952L 11.17 VIRZAC122013L 9.04 
70 VIRZAC121952L 8.58 VIRZAC122013L 8.98 
70 VIRZAC121952L 8.96 VIRZAC122013L 8.46 
70 VIRZAC121952L 6.85 VIRZAC122013L 8.60 
71 VIRZAC121952L 9.80 VIRZAC122013L 9.25 
71 VIRZAC121952L 8.02 VIRZAC122013L 9.62 
71 VIRZAC121952L 8.11 VIRZAC122013L 8.80 
70 VIRZAC121952L 6.30 VIRZAC122013L 7.86 
70 VIRZAC121952L 6.11 VIRZAC122013L 7.03 
71 VIRZAC121952L 5.39 VIRZAC122013L 6.45 
70 VIRZAC131952L 19.02 VIRZAC132013L 17.51 
70 VIRZAC131952L 17.65 VIRZAC132013L 15.33 
71 VIRZAC131952L 19.20 VIRZAC132013L 17.23 
71 VIRZAC131952L 17.20 VIRZAC132013L 17.86 
71 VIRZAC131952L 18.30 VIRZAC132013L 18.60 
71 VIRZAC131952L 15.84 VIRZAC132013L 19.38 
71 VIRZAC131952L 12.50 VIRZAC132013L 15.31 
70 VIRZAC131952L 12.08 VIRZAC132013L 12.63 
71 VIRZAC131952L 7.80 VIRZAC132013L 10.03 
71 VIRZAC131952L 8.74 VIRZAC132013L 9.77 
101 VIRZAC141952L 15.69 VIRZAC142013L 19.48 
100 VIRZAC141952L 15.78 VIRZAC142013L 18.83 
101 VIRZAC141952L 21.65 VIRZAC142013L 25.80 
101 VIRZAC141952L 20.78 VIRZAC142013L 22.44 
101 VIRZAC141952L 17.65 VIRZAC142013L 19.63 
101 VIRZAC141952L 21.09 VIRZAC142013L 22.54 
100 VIRZAC141952L 16.06 VIRZAC142013L 17.10 
100 VIRZAC141952L 12.86 VIRZAC142013L 14.76 
100 VIRZAC141952L 21.11 VIRZAC142013L 18.11 
100 VIRZAC141952L 18.43 VIRZAC142013L 14.47 
325 VIRZAC151952L 146.20 VIRZAC152013L 148.75 






  Year: 1952 Year: 2013 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
325 VIRZAC151952L 68.65 VIRZAC152013L 58.64 
325 VIRZAC151952L 84.84 VIRZAC152013L 74.19 
326 VIRZAC151952L 69.06 VIRZAC152013L 52.16 
325 VIRZAC151952L 64.55 VIRZAC152013L 55.22 
326 VIRZAC151952L 64.63 VIRZAC152013L 58.14 
326 VIRZAC151952L 63.45 VIRZAC152013L 52.95 
326 VIRZAC151952L 56.69 VIRZAC152013L 38.73 
351 VIRZAC151952L 58.12 VIRZAC152013L 36.83 
510 VIRZAC161952L 223.85 VIRZAC162013L 264.36 
510 VIRZAC161952L 224.02 VIRZAC162013L 168.86 
510 VIRZAC161952L 239.40 VIRZAC162013L 204.40 
510 VIRZAC161952L 230.82 VIRZAC162013L 175.73 
512 VIRZAC161952L 210.86 VIRZAC162013L 160.25 
511 VIRZAC161952L 174.25 VIRZAC162013L 105.63 
510 VIRZAC161952L 180.76 VIRZAC162013L 70.20 
511 VIRZAC161952L 97.84 VIRZAC162013L 40.35 
511 VIRZAC161952L 83.80 VIRZAC162013L 43.95 
511 VIRZAC161952L 76.03 VIRZAC162013L 36.65 
71 VIRZAC171952L 35.78 VIRZAC172013L 40.15 
71 VIRZAC171952L 48.63 VIRZAC172013L 36.18 
70 VIRZAC171952L 46.43 VIRZAC172013L 30.65 
71 VIRZAC171952L 37.14 VIRZAC172013L 26.04 
70 VIRZAC171952L 33.14 VIRZAC172013L 27.71 
70 VIRZAC171952L 32.05 VIRZAC172013L 26.61 
70 VIRZAC171952L 28.30 VIRZAC172013L 22.91 
71 VIRZAC171952L 23.66 VIRZAC172013L 25.50 
70 VIRZAC171952L 30.00 VIRZAC172013L 34.53 
70 VIRZAC171952L 16.53 VIRZAC172013L 21.19 
400 VIRZAC181952L 185.70 VIRZAC182013L 239.25 
401 VIRZAC181952L 181.12 VIRZAC182013L 204.52 
401 VIRZAC181952L 140.54 VIRZAC182013L 137.61 
401 VIRZAC181952L 125.22 VIRZAC182013L 115.68 
400 VIRZAC181952L 127.38 VIRZAC182013L 148.01 
401 VIRZAC181952L 139.25 VIRZAC182013L 135.79 
401 VIRZAC181952L 85.67 VIRZAC182013L 73.81 






  Year: 1952 Year: 2013 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
400 VIRZAC181952L 59.78 VIRZAC182013L 68.93 
401 VIRZAC181952L 56.95 VIRZAC182013L 84.81 
51 VIRZAC191952L 23.08 VIRZAC192013L 16.41 
50 VIRZAC191952L 17.38 VIRZAC192013L 15.71 
51 VIRZAC191952L 15.67 VIRZAC192013L 17.35 
50 VIRZAC191952L 13.96 VIRZAC192013L 15.49 
50 VIRZAC191952L 12.36 VIRZAC192013L 16.23 
50 VIRZAC191952L 11.69 VIRZAC192013L 14.04 
51 VIRZAC191952L 10.26 VIRZAC192013L 14.23 
51 VIRZAC191952L 10.28 VIRZAC192013L 13.38 
50 VIRZAC191952L 12.78 VIRZAC192013L 15.35 
50 VIRZAC191952L 13.64 VIRZAC192013L 14.55 
100 VIRZAC201952L 36.36 VIRZAC202013L 22.41 
101 VIRZAC201952L 20.46 VIRZAC202013L 15.65 
101 VIRZAC201952L 18.55 VIRZAC202013L 22.00 
101 VIRZAC201952L 17.23 VIRZAC202013L 12.45 
101 VIRZAC201952L 9.46 VIRZAC202013L 12.47 
100 VIRZAC201952L 7.20 VIRZAC202013L 13.27 
100 VIRZAC201952L 6.08 VIRZAC202013L 11.98 
101 VIRZAC201952L 7.60 VIRZAC202013L 13.44 
100 VIRZAC201952L 9.70 VIRZAC202013L 9.86 
100 VIRZAC201952L 7.00 VIRZAC202013L 7.19 
25 VIRZAC211952L 21.22 VIRZAC212013L 31.69 
25 VIRZAC211952L 19.37 VIRZAC212013L 23.00 
25 VIRZAC211952L 12.80 VIRZAC212013L 17.97 
26 VIRZAC211952L 12.03 VIRZAC212013L 17.54 
25 VIRZAC211952L 16.17 VIRZAC212013L 15.28 
26 VIRZAC211952L 16.95 VIRZAC212013L 14.56 
26 VIRZAC211952L 15.31 VIRZAC212013L 14.42 
25 VIRZAC211952L 12.25 VIRZAC212013L 13.71 
25 VIRZAC211952L 11.31 VIRZAC212013L 13.34 
26 VIRZAC211952L 13.29 VIRZAC212013L 14.90 
200 VIRZAC221952L 27.91 VIRZAC222013L 28.37 
201 VIRZAC221952L 22.55 VIRZAC222013L 22.88 
200 VIRZAC221952L 16.34 VIRZAC222013L 19.20 






  Year: 1952 Year: 2013 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
200 VIRZAC221952L 14.08 VIRZAC222013L 16.93 
200 VIRZAC221952L 14.68 VIRZAC222013L 17.42 
201 VIRZAC221952L 12.97 VIRZAC222013L 16.19 
201 VIRZAC221952L 11.75 VIRZAC222013L 14.54 
200 VIRZAC221952L 13.08 VIRZAC222013L 13.58 
201 VIRZAC221952L 16.22 VIRZAC222013L 10.30 
200 VIRZAC231952L 65.88 VIRZAC232013L 96.69 
201 VIRZAC231952L 62.11 VIRZAC232013L 73.91 
200 VIRZAC231952L 60.94 VIRZAC232013L 60.94 
200 VIRZAC231952L 47.31 VIRZAC232013L 41.21 
201 VIRZAC231952L 50.33 VIRZAC232013L 45.63 
201 VIRZAC231952L 43.72 VIRZAC232013L 45.89 
200 VIRZAC231952L 55.23 VIRZAC232013L 59.44 
200 VIRZAC231952L 60.51 VIRZAC232013L 55.87 
200 VIRZAC231952L 65.13 VIRZAC232013L 65.01 
201 VIRZAC231952L 50.12 VIRZAC232013L 55.42 
125 VIRZAC241952L 27.62 VIRZAC242013L 33.31 
126 VIRZAC241952L 22.19 VIRZAC242013L 28.20 
126 VIRZAC241952L 24.63 VIRZAC242013L 30.36 
126 VIRZAC241952L 23.27 VIRZAC242013L 29.08 
126 VIRZAC241952L 26.21 VIRZAC242013L 34.61 
125 VIRZAC241952L 27.71 VIRZAC242013L 40.88 
125 VIRZAC241952L 21.73 VIRZAC242013L 23.17 
125 VIRZAC241952L 19.64 VIRZAC242013L 18.99 
126 VIRZAC241952L 23.43 VIRZAC242013L 22.05 
125 VIRZAC241952L 19.29 VIRZAC242013L 21.43 
61 VIRZAC251952L 15.10 VIRZAC252013L 18.87 
60 VIRZAC251952L 16.31 VIRZAC252013L 16.59 
60 VIRZAC251952L 11.06 VIRZAC252013L 12.55 
60 VIRZAC251952L 9.13 VIRZAC252013L 13.48 
61 VIRZAC251952L 12.24 VIRZAC252013L 17.81 
60 VIRZAC251952L 8.61 VIRZAC252013L 16.10 
60 VIRZAC251952L 10.20 VIRZAC252013L 15.89 
60 VIRZAC251952L 6.06 VIRZAC252013L 9.88 
60 VIRZAC251952L 6.63 VIRZAC252013L 7.55 





Table B.7 – LUMCON, 1963 - 2015 
LUM 
  Year: 1963 Year: 2015 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
35 LUMZAC11963L 20.23 LUMZAC12015L 51.06 
35 LUMZAC11963L 20.25 LUMZAC12015L 47.83 
36 LUMZAC11963L 28.18 LUMZAC12015L 62.49 
36 LUMZAC11963L 22.90 LUMZAC12015L 46.66 
36 LUMZAC11963L 23.90 LUMZAC12015L 48.10 
35 LUMZAC11963L 25.97 LUMZAC12015L 51.66 
35 LUMZAC11963L 26.79 LUMZAC12015L 56.34 
35 LUMZAC11963L 36.27 LUMZAC12015L 62.83 
35 LUMZAC11963L 32.82 LUMZAC12015L 54.93 
36 LUMZAC11963L 32.32 LUMZAC12015L 58.18 
96 LUMZAC21963L 44.46 LUMZAC22015L 74.47 
96 LUMZAC21963L 41.60 LUMZAC22015L 71.06 
95 LUMZAC21963L 35.35 LUMZAC22015L 61.76 
96 LUMZAC21963L 32.10 LUMZAC22015L 58.25 
96 LUMZAC21963L 34.89 LUMZAC22015L 53.46 
95 LUMZAC21963L 36.00 LUMZAC22015L 57.28 
95 LUMZAC21963L 40.11 LUMZAC22015L 66.05 
96 LUMZAC21963L 36.92 LUMZAC22015L 60.43 
95 LUMZAC21963L 36.08 LUMZAC22015L 60.53 
95 LUMZAC21963L 36.30 LUMZAC22015L 54.98 
66 LUMZAC31963L 29.17 LUMZAC32015L 61.99 
66 LUMZAC31963L 24.27 LUMZAC32015L 54.73 
66 LUMZAC31963L 21.42 LUMZAC32015L 47.17 
66 LUMZAC31963L 19.49 LUMZAC32015L 46.13 
65 LUMZAC31963L 19.53 LUMZAC32015L 41.96 
65 LUMZAC31963L 15.55 LUMZAC32015L 38.60 
66 LUMZAC31963L 13.37 LUMZAC32015L 43.00 
66 LUMZAC31963L 16.32 LUMZAC32015L 38.62 
66 LUMZAC31963L 15.55 LUMZAC32015L 36.99 
65 LUMZAC31963L 16.20 LUMZAC32015L 36.52 
35 LUMZAC41963L 8.39 LUMZAC42015L 31.35 
35 LUMZAC41963L 8.58 LUMZAC42015L 16.14 
35 LUMZAC41963L 6.50 LUMZAC42015L 14.54 






  Year: 1963 Year: 2015 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
35 LUMZAC41963L 5.01 LUMZAC42015L 17.66 
35 LUMZAC41963L 7.01 LUMZAC42015L 18.07 
36 LUMZAC41963L 7.78 LUMZAC42015L 18.37 
36 LUMZAC41963L 28.24 LUMZAC42015L 41.15 
36 LUMZAC41963L 14.59 LUMZAC42015L 22.81 
35 LUMZAC41963L 26.32 LUMZAC42015L 42.80 
115 LUMZAC51963L 31.31 LUMZAC52015L 50.25 
116 LUMZAC51963L 26.20 LUMZAC52015L 42.52 
116 LUMZAC51963L 27.17 LUMZAC52015L 40.49 
116 LUMZAC51963L 26.44 LUMZAC52015L 44.04 
115 LUMZAC51963L 23.04 LUMZAC52015L 42.45 
116 LUMZAC51963L 22.54 LUMZAC52015L 39.03 
115 LUMZAC51963L 23.05 LUMZAC52015L 42.14 
115 LUMZAC51963L 22.92 LUMZAC52015L 42.48 
116 LUMZAC51963L 22.31 LUMZAC52015L 41.95 
116 LUMZAC51963L 28.12 LUMZAC52015L 46.07 
80 LUMZAC61963L 34.76 LUMZAC62015L 53.78 
81 LUMZAC61963L 26.34 LUMZAC62015L 38.77 
81 LUMZAC61963L 24.31 LUMZAC62015L 32.88 
81 LUMZAC61963L 20.83 LUMZAC62015L 30.04 
80 LUMZAC61963L 20.97 LUMZAC62015L 26.62 
80 LUMZAC61963L 18.08 LUMZAC62015L 26.33 
81 LUMZAC61963L 28.54 LUMZAC62015L 28.92 
81 LUMZAC61963L 17.15 LUMZAC62015L 40.13 
80 LUMZAC61963L 37.59 LUMZAC62015L 55.22 
80 LUMZAC61963L 37.33 LUMZAC62015L 46.60 
80 LUMZAC71963L 35.12 LUMZAC72015L 71.11 
81 LUMZAC71963L 38.26 LUMZAC72015L 64.04 
80 LUMZAC71963L 40.37 LUMZAC72015L 60.69 
80 LUMZAC71963L 43.00 LUMZAC72015L 66.57 
81 LUMZAC71963L 48.66 LUMZAC72015L 67.27 
81 LUMZAC71963L 60.93 LUMZAC72015L 84.05 
80 LUMZAC71963L 74.02 LUMZAC72015L 92.47 
80 LUMZAC71963L 96.00 LUMZAC72015L 117.04 
80 LUMZAC71963L 82.52 LUMZAC72015L 108.30 






  Year: 1963 Year: 2015 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
150 LUMZAC81963L 43.41 LUMZAC82015L 55.73 
151 LUMZAC81963L 49.93 LUMZAC82015L 59.23 
150 LUMZAC81963L 50.11 LUMZAC82015L 58.67 
151 LUMZAC81963L 44.18 LUMZAC82015L 54.03 
151 LUMZAC81963L 51.13 LUMZAC82015L 64.31 
151 LUMZAC81963L 54.82 LUMZAC82015L 79.76 
150 LUMZAC81963L 59.62 LUMZAC82015L 82.37 
150 LUMZAC81963L 63.10 LUMZAC82015L 79.76 
151 LUMZAC81963L 59.30 LUMZAC82015L 71.44 
151 LUMZAC81963L 45.98 LUMZAC82015L 59.13 
200 LUMZAC91963L 41.75 LUMZAC92015L 82.83 
201 LUMZAC91963L 61.10 LUMZAC92015L 101.62 
200 LUMZAC91963L 50.29 LUMZAC92015L 80.83 
200 LUMZAC91963L 38.00 LUMZAC92015L 67.26 
200 LUMZAC91963L 38.89 LUMZAC92015L 77.12 
200 LUMZAC91963L 43.06 LUMZAC92015L 76.26 
200 LUMZAC91963L 51.41 LUMZAC92015L 87.33 
201 LUMZAC91963L 51.53 LUMZAC92015L 72.22 
201 LUMZAC91963L 50.37 LUMZAC92015L 78.52 
201 LUMZAC91963L 54.00 LUMZAC92015L 73.53 
40 LUMZAC101963L 22.83 LUMZAC102015L 44.86 
41 LUMZAC101963L 23.61 LUMZAC102015L 42.56 
40 LUMZAC101963L 16.08 LUMZAC102015L 30.69 
40 LUMZAC101963L 22.61 LUMZAC102015L 39.84 
41 LUMZAC101963L 25.63 LUMZAC102015L 35.95 
40 LUMZAC101963L 23.37 LUMZAC102015L 36.30 
41 LUMZAC101963L 33.03 LUMZAC102015L 48.45 
40 LUMZAC101963L 19.96 LUMZAC102015L 36.29 
40 LUMZAC101963L 27.10 LUMZAC102015L 40.86 
41 LUMZAC101963L 21.34 LUMZAC102015L 28.72 
90 LUMZAC111963L 28.03 LUMZAC112015L 51.14 
90 LUMZAC111963L 28.02 LUMZAC112015L 58.71 
90 LUMZAC111963L 33.63 LUMZAC112015L 67.27 
91 LUMZAC111963L 30.55 LUMZAC112015L 80.93 
91 LUMZAC111963L 31.05 LUMZAC112015L 59.11 






  Year: 1963 Year: 2015 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
91 LUMZAC111963L 25.97 LUMZAC112015L 67.83 
91 LUMZAC111963L 25.93 LUMZAC112015L 56.09 
91 LUMZAC111963L 27.91 LUMZAC112015L 70.89 
91 LUMZAC111963L 41.26 LUMZAC112015L 84.47 
100 LUMZAC121963L 18.48 LUMZAC122015L 42.26 
100 LUMZAC121963L 21.77 LUMZAC122015L 45.16 
101 LUMZAC121963L 23.65 LUMZAC122015L 49.86 
101 LUMZAC121963L 26.35 LUMZAC122015L 60.26 
101 LUMZAC121963L 30.16 LUMZAC122015L 59.56 
101 LUMZAC121963L 23.86 LUMZAC122015L 58.54 
101 LUMZAC121963L 39.44 LUMZAC122015L 75.80 
100 LUMZAC121963L 29.29 LUMZAC122015L 61.76 
101 LUMZAC121963L 15.39 LUMZAC122015L 47.54 
101 LUMZAC121963L 51.38 LUMZAC122015L 80.73 
80 LUMZAC131963L 21.57 LUMZAC132015L 27.74 
80 LUMZAC131963L 22.25 LUMZAC132015L 33.50 
80 LUMZAC131963L 33.22 LUMZAC132015L 43.77 
81 LUMZAC131963L 59.22 LUMZAC132015L 72.91 
80 LUMZAC131963L 36.69 LUMZAC132015L 53.38 
81 LUMZAC131963L 39.62 LUMZAC132015L 52.55 
80 LUMZAC131963L 48.70 LUMZAC132015L 61.03 
81 LUMZAC131963L 15.16 LUMZAC132015L 20.44 
80 LUMZAC131963L 16.30 LUMZAC132015L 25.80 
80 LUMZAC131963L 15.61 LUMZAC132015L 17.86 
75 LUMZAC141963L 31.93 LUMZAC142015L 49.32 
76 LUMZAC141963L 27.92 LUMZAC142015L 44.04 
76 LUMZAC141963L 27.20 LUMZAC142015L 46.57 
76 LUMZAC141963L 41.82 LUMZAC142015L 60.81 
76 LUMZAC141963L 41.75 LUMZAC142015L 64.06 
76 LUMZAC141963L 57.85 LUMZAC142015L 78.73 
75 LUMZAC141963L 33.07 LUMZAC142015L 54.73 
76 LUMZAC141963L 31.36 LUMZAC142015L 55.55 
76 LUMZAC141963L 32.13 LUMZAC142015L 51.97 
76 LUMZAC141963L 39.28 LUMZAC142015L 60.32 
70 LUMZAC151963L 16.48 LUMZAC152015L 33.96 






  Year: 1963 Year: 2015 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
70 LUMZAC151963L 17.08 LUMZAC152015L 27.10 
70 LUMZAC151963L 14.76 LUMZAC152015L 25.30 
70 LUMZAC151963L 17.32 LUMZAC152015L 25.39 
70 LUMZAC151963L 14.12 LUMZAC152015L 21.70 
71 LUMZAC151963L 15.55 LUMZAC152015L 21.09 
70 LUMZAC151963L 12.12 LUMZAC152015L 20.81 
70 LUMZAC151963L 13.13 LUMZAC152015L 21.78 
70 LUMZAC151963L 17.19 LUMZAC152015L 24.77 
111 LUMZAC161963L 13.63 LUMZAC162015L 28.77 
110 LUMZAC161963L 15.52 LUMZAC162015L 30.28 
110 LUMZAC161963L 19.58 LUMZAC162015L 30.33 
110 LUMZAC161963L 25.35 LUMZAC162015L 43.65 
111 LUMZAC161963L 17.29 LUMZAC162015L 33.39 
110 LUMZAC161963L 18.35 LUMZAC162015L 33.22 
110 LUMZAC161963L 17.61 LUMZAC162015L 24.40 
111 LUMZAC161963L 19.28 LUMZAC162015L 32.95 
111 LUMZAC161963L 16.53 LUMZAC162015L 35.53 
110 LUMZAC161963L 12.47 LUMZAC162015L 19.78 
111 LUMZAC171963L 38.68 LUMZAC172015L 56.29 
111 LUMZAC171963L 33.30 LUMZAC172015L 47.27 
110 LUMZAC171963L 35.36 LUMZAC172015L 46.78 
110 LUMZAC171963L 40.58 LUMZAC172015L 56.11 
111 LUMZAC171963L 47.24 LUMZAC172015L 61.88 
111 LUMZAC171963L 29.15 LUMZAC172015L 41.78 
111 LUMZAC171963L 35.87 LUMZAC172015L 48.42 
110 LUMZAC171963L 29.24 LUMZAC172015L 41.56 
111 LUMZAC171963L 28.64 LUMZAC172015L 45.92 
110 LUMZAC171963L 26.98 LUMZAC172015L 39.05 
60 LUMZAC181963L 19.45 LUMZAC182015L 33.25 
60 LUMZAC181963L 24.81 LUMZAC182015L 27.01 
60 LUMZAC181963L 22.83 LUMZAC182015L 27.91 
60 LUMZAC181963L 18.09 LUMZAC182015L 28.33 
61 LUMZAC181963L 25.29 LUMZAC182015L 29.77 
60 LUMZAC181963L 23.47 LUMZAC182015L 25.73 
60 LUMZAC181963L 17.17 LUMZAC182015L 22.35 






  Year: 1963 Year: 2015 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
60 LUMZAC181963L 33.12 LUMZAC182015L 34.96 
61 LUMZAC181963L 31.33 LUMZAC182015L 33.65 
450 LUMZAC191963L 95.11 LUMZAC192015L 126.88 
450 LUMZAC191963L 89.03 LUMZAC192015L 125.87 
451 LUMZAC191963L 83.85 LUMZAC192015L 113.91 
451 LUMZAC191963L 79.97 LUMZAC192015L 109.03 
451 LUMZAC191963L 65.42 LUMZAC192015L 89.48 
451 LUMZAC191963L 75.22 LUMZAC192015L 103.14 
450 LUMZAC191963L 71.72 LUMZAC192015L 97.64 
451 LUMZAC191963L 66.42 LUMZAC192015L 90.91 
451 LUMZAC191963L 59.43 LUMZAC192015L 82.21 
450 LUMZAC191963L 49.47 LUMZAC192015L 70.16 
151 LUMZAC201963L 21.91 LUMZAC202015L 51.08 
150 LUMZAC201963L 35.54 LUMZAC202015L 49.25 
150 LUMZAC201963L 35.05 LUMZAC202015L 55.18 
150 LUMZAC201963L 46.18 LUMZAC202015L 55.00 
150 LUMZAC201963L 37.92 LUMZAC202015L 51.34 
150 LUMZAC201963L 35.51 LUMZAC202015L 50.89 
150 LUMZAC201963L 35.11 LUMZAC202015L 49.90 
150 LUMZAC201963L 31.71 LUMZAC202015L 42.57 
150 LUMZAC201963L 23.89 LUMZAC202015L 40.52 
151 LUMZAC201963L 19.53 LUMZAC202015L 50.90 
126 LUMZAC211963L 55.55 LUMZAC212015L 102.52 
126 LUMZAC211963L 46.65 LUMZAC212015L 70.72 
126 LUMZAC211963L 43.29 LUMZAC212015L 69.57 
126 LUMZAC211963L 52.10 LUMZAC212015L 75.03 
125 LUMZAC211963L 44.05 LUMZAC212015L 68.50 
125 LUMZAC211963L 31.77 LUMZAC212015L 53.07 
126 LUMZAC211963L 27.70 LUMZAC212015L 56.91 
126 LUMZAC211963L 16.84 LUMZAC212015L 34.86 
125 LUMZAC211963L 26.02 LUMZAC212015L 52.99 
126 LUMZAC211963L 15.00 LUMZAC212015L 31.04 
201 LUMZAC221963L 38.07 LUMZAC222015L 66.08 
201 LUMZAC221963L 34.15 LUMZAC222015L 46.86 
200 LUMZAC221963L 29.75 LUMZAC222015L 44.67 






  Year: 1963 Year: 2015 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
200 LUMZAC221963L 25.53 LUMZAC222015L 54.04 
200 LUMZAC221963L 30.50 LUMZAC222015L 50.25 
201 LUMZAC221963L 21.63 LUMZAC222015L 43.06 
201 LUMZAC221963L 33.70 LUMZAC222015L 54.54 
200 LUMZAC221963L 31.59 LUMZAC222015L 60.70 
201 LUMZAC221963L 26.42 LUMZAC222015L 50.24 
90 LUMZAC231963L 32.98 LUMZAC232015L 66.84 
91 LUMZAC231963L 20.90 LUMZAC232015L 45.00 
91 LUMZAC231963L 23.90 LUMZAC232015L 44.49 
90 LUMZAC231963L 23.15 LUMZAC232015L 50.22 
91 LUMZAC231963L 24.73 LUMZAC232015L 48.65 
90 LUMZAC231963L 33.95 LUMZAC232015L 62.67 
90 LUMZAC231963L 20.24 LUMZAC232015L 40.00 
90 LUMZAC231963L 20.50 LUMZAC232015L 33.34 
91 LUMZAC231963L 29.16 LUMZAC232015L 43.36 
90 LUMZAC231963L 18.99 LUMZAC232015L 33.83 
70 LUMZAC241963L 61.33 LUMZAC242015L 99.32 
70 LUMZAC241963L 48.24 LUMZAC242015L 78.57 
71 LUMZAC241963L 37.51 LUMZAC242015L 62.39 
70 LUMZAC241963L 28.83 LUMZAC242015L 69.50 
71 LUMZAC241963L 32.04 LUMZAC242015L 63.30 
70 LUMZAC241963L 31.41 LUMZAC242015L 57.18 
70 LUMZAC241963L 25.89 LUMZAC242015L 50.11 
71 LUMZAC241963L 27.30 LUMZAC242015L 50.23 
70 LUMZAC241963L 33.96 LUMZAC242015L 60.16 
71 LUMZAC241963L 26.20 LUMZAC242015L 54.26 
120 LUMZAC251963L 110.63 LUMZAC252015L 158.25 
120 LUMZAC251963L 145.56 LUMZAC252015L 181.97 
121 LUMZAC251963L 164.05 LUMZAC252015L 221.75 
120 LUMZAC251963L 96.76 LUMZAC252015L 136.09 
121 LUMZAC251963L 56.15 LUMZAC252015L 102.31 
121 LUMZAC251963L 62.41 LUMZAC252015L 96.92 
121 LUMZAC251963L 72.62 LUMZAC252015L 97.99 
120 LUMZAC251963L 60.34 LUMZAC252015L 86.29 
201 LUMZAC251963L 47.44 LUMZAC252015L 90.14 






  Year: 1963 Year: 2015 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
125 LUMZAC261963L 20.69 LUMZAC262015L 41.83 
126 LUMZAC261963L 24.34 LUMZAC262015L 47.92 
125 LUMZAC261963L 22.97 LUMZAC262015L 44.95 
126 LUMZAC261963L 17.04 LUMZAC262015L 38.49 
125 LUMZAC261963L 19.84 LUMZAC262015L 41.42 
126 LUMZAC261963L 20.02 LUMZAC262015L 36.86 
126 LUMZAC261963L 19.40 LUMZAC262015L 37.99 
125 LUMZAC261963L 19.99 LUMZAC262015L 39.58 
126 LUMZAC261963L 20.64 LUMZAC262015L 37.03 
150 LUMZAC261963L 20.90 LUMZAC262015L 35.37 
141 LUMZAC271963L 33.72 LUMZAC272015L 63.07 
140 LUMZAC271963L 26.48 LUMZAC272015L 46.23 
140 LUMZAC271963L 18.42 LUMZAC272015L 32.84 
140 LUMZAC271963L 24.70 LUMZAC272015L 40.87 
140 LUMZAC271963L 19.48 LUMZAC272015L 35.51 
140 LUMZAC271963L 18.33 LUMZAC272015L 33.46 
140 LUMZAC271963L 18.62 LUMZAC272015L 35.23 
141 LUMZAC271963L 13.84 LUMZAC272015L 28.87 
141 LUMZAC271963L 10.46 LUMZAC272015L 24.32 
141 LUMZAC271963L 12.06 LUMZAC272015L 28.65 
51 LUMZAC281963L 10.67 LUMZAC282015L 28.50 
51 LUMZAC281963L 11.28 LUMZAC282015L 24.97 
51 LUMZAC281963L 10.46 LUMZAC282015L 23.59 
51 LUMZAC281963L 8.86 LUMZAC282015L 20.71 
50 LUMZAC281963L 8.39 LUMZAC282015L 20.72 
51 LUMZAC281963L 10.34 LUMZAC282015L 25.40 
50 LUMZAC281963L 5.11 LUMZAC282015L 21.93 
50 LUMZAC281963L 7.12 LUMZAC282015L 18.03 
50 LUMZAC281963L 7.48 LUMZAC282015L 17.23 
51 LUMZAC281963L 7.83 LUMZAC282015L 19.29 
40 LUMZAC291963L 46.38 LUMZAC292015L 105.81 
41 LUMZAC291963L 51.07 LUMZAC292015L 90.48 
41 LUMZAC291963L 58.90 LUMZAC292015L 85.97 
40 LUMZAC291963L 33.44 LUMZAC292015L 57.05 
41 LUMZAC291963L 20.21 LUMZAC292015L 36.93 






  Year: 1963 Year: 2015 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
40 LUMZAC291963L 16.83 LUMZAC292015L 33.77 
41 LUMZAC291963L 18.35 LUMZAC292015L 27.20 
40 LUMZAC291963L 26.77 LUMZAC292015L 43.18 
40 LUMZAC291963L 18.32 LUMZAC292015L 26.01 
250 LUMZAC301963L 42.46 LUMZAC302015L 90.72 
251 LUMZAC301963L 35.52 LUMZAC302015L 60.04 
251 LUMZAC301963L 39.20 LUMZAC302015L 73.49 
250 LUMZAC301963L 31.48 LUMZAC302015L 69.29 
250 LUMZAC301963L 25.84 LUMZAC302015L 49.46 
250 LUMZAC301963L 25.01 LUMZAC302015L 48.65 
250 LUMZAC301963L 22.68 LUMZAC302015L 44.47 
251 LUMZAC301963L 21.96 LUMZAC302015L 45.44 
250 LUMZAC301963L 28.27 LUMZAC302015L 46.07 
251 LUMZAC301963L 28.51 LUMZAC302015L 41.47 
70 LUMZAC311963L 13.57 LUMZAC312015L 23.02 
70 LUMZAC311963L 10.26 LUMZAC312015L 22.23 
70 LUMZAC311963L 12.78 LUMZAC312015L 29.35 
71 LUMZAC311963L 14.43 LUMZAC312015L 29.05 
70 LUMZAC311963L 15.62 LUMZAC312015L 25.62 
71 LUMZAC311963L 20.60 LUMZAC312015L 36.10 
71 LUMZAC311963L 20.62 LUMZAC312015L 32.49 
71 LUMZAC311963L 13.66 LUMZAC312015L 22.68 
71 LUMZAC311963L 12.02 LUMZAC312015L 34.18 
70 LUMZAC311963L 15.56 LUMZAC312015L 27.02 
150 LUMZAC321963L 9.62 LUMZAC322015L 42.06 
150 LUMZAC321963L 10.44 LUMZAC322015L 35.18 
150 LUMZAC321963L 11.26 LUMZAC322015L 38.09 
150 LUMZAC321963L 9.82 LUMZAC322015L 33.82 
150 LUMZAC321963L 9.14 LUMZAC322015L 35.10 
151 LUMZAC321963L 9.34 LUMZAC322015L 33.13 
151 LUMZAC321963L 8.72 LUMZAC322015L 32.71 
150 LUMZAC321963L 7.87 LUMZAC322015L 27.90 
150 LUMZAC321963L 8.53 LUMZAC322015L 30.51 
151 LUMZAC321963L 7.02 LUMZAC322015L 29.77 
200 LUMZAC331963L 9.35 LUMZAC332015L 25.59 






  Year: 1963 Year: 2015 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
201 LUMZAC331963L 12.58 LUMZAC332015L 21.36 
200 LUMZAC331963L 17.69 LUMZAC332015L 24.36 
200 LUMZAC331963L 21.00 LUMZAC332015L 33.30 
201 LUMZAC331963L 11.54 LUMZAC332015L 20.23 
200 LUMZAC331963L 15.50 LUMZAC332015L 20.19 
201 LUMZAC331963L 9.95 LUMZAC332015L 17.79 
201 LUMZAC331963L 14.59 LUMZAC332015L 23.62 
200 LUMZAC331963L 12.26 LUMZAC332015L 20.15 
250 LUMZAC341963L 54.37 LUMZAC342015L 71.59 
250 LUMZAC341963L 42.43 LUMZAC342015L 59.60 
251 LUMZAC341963L 45.03 LUMZAC342015L 65.53 
250 LUMZAC341963L 41.25 LUMZAC342015L 81.02 
251 LUMZAC341963L 38.93 LUMZAC342015L 65.10 
250 LUMZAC341963L 33.02 LUMZAC342015L 53.81 
250 LUMZAC341963L 32.24 LUMZAC342015L 46.80 
251 LUMZAC341963L 34.37 LUMZAC342015L 54.56 
251 LUMZAC341963L 20.28 LUMZAC342015L 39.59 
250 LUMZAC341963L 21.62 LUMZAC342015L 37.19 
180 LUMZAC351963L 7.56 LUMZAC352015L 30.65 
180 LUMZAC351963L 8.65 LUMZAC352015L 33.89 
181 LUMZAC351963L 11.06 LUMZAC352015L 39.52 
181 LUMZAC351963L 11.17 LUMZAC352015L 36.23 
181 LUMZAC351963L 12.17 LUMZAC352015L 35.73 
181 LUMZAC351963L 10.45 LUMZAC352015L 23.00 
181 LUMZAC351963L 10.04 LUMZAC352015L 16.42 
180 LUMZAC351963L 9.61 LUMZAC352015L 12.40 
180 LUMZAC351963L 8.16 LUMZAC352015L 12.49 
181 LUMZAC351963L 7.94 LUMZAC352015L 11.78 
50 LUMZAC361963L 6.79 LUMZAC362015L 42.34 
51 LUMZAC361963L 7.49 LUMZAC362015L 29.60 
51 LUMZAC361963L 8.16 LUMZAC362015L 31.99 
50 LUMZAC361963L 6.81 LUMZAC362015L 49.56 
51 LUMZAC361963L 7.51 LUMZAC362015L 29.76 
50 LUMZAC361963L 7.18 LUMZAC362015L 27.68 
50 LUMZAC361963L 5.89 LUMZAC362015L 20.46 






  Year: 1963 Year: 2015 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
50 LUMZAC361963L 7.36 LUMZAC362015L 20.85 
71 LUMZAC361963L 6.36 LUMZAC362015L 21.72 
50 LUMZAC371963L 42.34 LUMZAC372015L 16.44 
51 LUMZAC371963L 29.60 LUMZAC372015L 15.84 
51 LUMZAC371963L 31.99 LUMZAC372015L 14.87 
50 LUMZAC371963L 49.56 LUMZAC372015L 18.86 
51 LUMZAC371963L 29.76 LUMZAC372015L 22.58 
50 LUMZAC371963L 27.68 LUMZAC372015L 26.04 
50 LUMZAC371963L 20.46 LUMZAC372015L 17.99 
50 LUMZAC371963L 21.09 LUMZAC372015L 18.17 
50 LUMZAC371963L 20.85 LUMZAC372015L 18.74 
71 LUMZAC371963L 21.72 LUMZAC372015L 22.28 
551 LUMZAC381963L 51.42 LUMZAC382015L 86.94 
550 LUMZAC381963L 29.35 LUMZAC382015L 61.10 
551 LUMZAC381963L 22.86 LUMZAC382015L 47.72 
550 LUMZAC381963L 21.52 LUMZAC382015L 43.93 
550 LUMZAC381963L 25.26 LUMZAC382015L 42.77 
551 LUMZAC381963L 26.16 LUMZAC382015L 37.80 
550 LUMZAC381963L 31.14 LUMZAC382015L 44.71 
550 LUMZAC381963L 33.61 LUMZAC382015L 50.75 
550 LUMZAC381963L 27.88 LUMZAC382015L 41.85 
550 LUMZAC381963L 21.03 LUMZAC382015L 33.60 
81 LUMZAC391963L 51.72 LUMZAC392015L 94.38 
80 LUMZAC391963L 57.03 LUMZAC392015L 108.83 
81 LUMZAC391963L 58.23 LUMZAC392015L 90.90 
80 LUMZAC391963L 56.54 LUMZAC392015L 80.74 
80 LUMZAC391963L 57.75 LUMZAC392015L 88.19 
81 LUMZAC391963L 57.42 LUMZAC392015L 93.71 
81 LUMZAC391963L 46.22 LUMZAC392015L 91.20 
81 LUMZAC391963L 49.93 LUMZAC392015L 91.39 
81 LUMZAC391963L 53.33 LUMZAC392015L 104.80 
81 LUMZAC391963L 60.79 LUMZAC392015L 105.20 
150 LUMZAC401963L 47.31 LUMZAC402015L 69.79 
151 LUMZAC401963L 44.37 LUMZAC402015L 63.15 
150 LUMZAC401963L 42.45 LUMZAC402015L 61.44 






  Year: 1963 Year: 2015 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
151 LUMZAC401963L 48.71 LUMZAC402015L 70.61 
151 LUMZAC401963L 20.51 LUMZAC402015L 42.34 
150 LUMZAC401963L 36.94 LUMZAC402015L 56.18 
150 LUMZAC401963L 32.70 LUMZAC402015L 48.77 
151 LUMZAC401963L 41.19 LUMZAC402015L 59.12 







Table B.8 – Wax Lake, 1972 - 2012 
WLD 
  Year: 1972 Year: 2012 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
351 WLDZAC11972L 143.82 WLDZAC12012L 184.99 
350 WLDZAC11972L 126.17 WLDZAC12012L 149.47 
350 WLDZAC11972L 156.13 WLDZAC12012L 180.54 
351 WLDZAC11972L 139.43 WLDZAC12012L 170.61 
351 WLDZAC11972L 108.75 WLDZAC12012L 131.31 
351 WLDZAC11972L 113.97 WLDZAC12012L 136.42 
350 WLDZAC11972L 143.63 WLDZAC12012L 158.22 
350 WLDZAC11972L 134.26 WLDZAC12012L 148.24 
351 WLDZAC11972L 127.75 WLDZAC12012L 142.35 
350 WLDZAC11972L 110.82 WLDZAC12012L 117.46 
351 WLDZAC11972L 127.74 WLDZAC12012L 132.28 
350 WLDZAC11972L 145.59 WLDZAC12012L 158.55 
351 WLDZAC11972L 151.27 WLDZAC12012L 164.50 
351 WLDZAC11972L 117.78 WLDZAC12012L 129.41 
350 WLDZAC11972L 113.72 WLDZAC12012L 123.17 
351 WLDZAC11972L 111.48 WLDZAC12012L 118.24 
351 WLDZAC11972L 101.39 WLDZAC12012L 109.24 
351 WLDZAC11972L 86.81 WLDZAC12012L 91.87 
351 WLDZAC11972L 80.29 WLDZAC12012L 87.50 
605 WLDZAC11972L 77.61 WLDZAC12012L 87.67 
250 WLDZAC21972L 64.03 WLDZAC22012L 63.19 
250 WLDZAC21972L 62.48 WLDZAC22012L 72.36 
251 WLDZAC21972L 67.64 WLDZAC22012L 70.32 
251 WLDZAC21972L 74.56 WLDZAC22012L 84.30 
250 WLDZAC21972L 36.84 WLDZAC22012L 39.05 
250 WLDZAC21972L 31.14 WLDZAC22012L 30.13 
251 WLDZAC21972L 31.07 WLDZAC22012L 30.76 
250 WLDZAC21972L 32.03 WLDZAC22012L 23.68 
250 WLDZAC21972L 24.30 WLDZAC22012L 23.17 
251 WLDZAC21972L 23.87 WLDZAC22012L 20.44 
251 WLDZAC31972L 64.58 WLDZAC32012L 75.00 
250 WLDZAC31972L 50.35 WLDZAC32012L 57.75 
250 WLDZAC31972L 47.21 WLDZAC32012L 55.06 






  Year: 1972 Year: 2012 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
250 WLDZAC31972L 45.86 WLDZAC32012L 51.01 
251 WLDZAC31972L 51.13 WLDZAC32012L 49.59 
251 WLDZAC31972L 44.03 WLDZAC32012L 46.65 
250 WLDZAC31972L 50.36 WLDZAC32012L 50.41 
250 WLDZAC31972L 49.43 WLDZAC32012L 46.40 
250 WLDZAC31972L 49.53 WLDZAC32012L 47.87 
250 WLDZAC41972L 29.21 WLDZAC42012L 31.54 
250 WLDZAC41972L 28.81 WLDZAC42012L 26.43 
250 WLDZAC41972L 36.66 WLDZAC42012L 41.76 
250 WLDZAC41972L 42.07 WLDZAC42012L 42.89 
251 WLDZAC41972L 53.43 WLDZAC42012L 56.85 
251 WLDZAC41972L 49.49 WLDZAC42012L 52.94 
250 WLDZAC41972L 38.25 WLDZAC42012L 39.41 
250 WLDZAC41972L 38.56 WLDZAC42012L 36.53 
251 WLDZAC41972L 31.71 WLDZAC42012L 31.70 
250 WLDZAC41972L 33.27 WLDZAC42012L 30.70 
426 WLDZAC51972L 136.32 WLDZAC52012L 158.29 
426 WLDZAC51972L 118.09 WLDZAC52012L 137.01 
425 WLDZAC51972L 118.59 WLDZAC52012L 140.60 
426 WLDZAC51972L 137.78 WLDZAC52012L 160.23 
426 WLDZAC51972L 124.79 WLDZAC52012L 150.25 
425 WLDZAC51972L 123.72 WLDZAC52012L 142.31 
425 WLDZAC51972L 115.55 WLDZAC52012L 129.81 
425 WLDZAC51972L 119.23 WLDZAC52012L 132.31 
426 WLDZAC51972L 127.74 WLDZAC52012L 146.46 
425 WLDZAC51972L 127.51 WLDZAC52012L 145.02 
426 WLDZAC51972L 136.50 WLDZAC52012L 148.83 
426 WLDZAC51972L 121.64 WLDZAC52012L 136.82 
426 WLDZAC51972L 91.32 WLDZAC52012L 98.79 
426 WLDZAC51972L 90.47 WLDZAC52012L 101.61 
426 WLDZAC51972L 85.09 WLDZAC52012L 93.12 
426 WLDZAC51972L 75.27 WLDZAC52012L 83.67 
426 WLDZAC51972L 65.83 WLDZAC52012L 67.49 
426 WLDZAC51972L 92.86 WLDZAC52012L 103.08 
426 WLDZAC51972L 57.37 WLDZAC52012L 60.05 






  Year: 1972 Year: 2012 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
150 WLDZAC61972L 15.77 WLDZAC62012L 15.36 
151 WLDZAC61972L 16.44 WLDZAC62012L 15.99 
150 WLDZAC61972L 19.12 WLDZAC62012L 17.61 
151 WLDZAC61972L 16.96 WLDZAC62012L 14.19 
151 WLDZAC61972L 15.81 WLDZAC62012L 16.34 
150 WLDZAC61972L 15.57 WLDZAC62012L 16.05 
150 WLDZAC61972L 17.53 WLDZAC62012L 15.56 
150 WLDZAC61972L 22.98 WLDZAC62012L 17.23 
150 WLDZAC61972L 17.23 WLDZAC62012L 15.45 
150 WLDZAC61972L 12.95 WLDZAC62012L 13.60 
70 WLDZAC71972L 19.12 WLDZAC72012L 10.98 
70 WLDZAC71972L 16.87 WLDZAC72012L 7.47 
71 WLDZAC71972L 17.75 WLDZAC72012L 7.00 
70 WLDZAC71972L 18.91 WLDZAC72012L 7.06 
71 WLDZAC71972L 21.86 WLDZAC72012L 7.15 
71 WLDZAC71972L 17.49 WLDZAC72012L 7.30 
71 WLDZAC71972L 19.91 WLDZAC72012L 5.79 
71 WLDZAC71972L 15.71 WLDZAC72012L 5.60 
70 WLDZAC71972L 16.06 WLDZAC72012L 7.69 
70 WLDZAC71972L 15.48 WLDZAC72012L 8.72 
126 WLDZAC81972L 30.88 WLDZAC82012L 19.13 
125 WLDZAC81972L 27.19 WLDZAC82012L 20.64 
125 WLDZAC81972L 28.69 WLDZAC82012L 19.42 
125 WLDZAC81972L 26.71 WLDZAC82012L 17.06 
125 WLDZAC81972L 25.98 WLDZAC82012L 18.32 
125 WLDZAC81972L 30.11 WLDZAC82012L 15.47 
126 WLDZAC81972L 17.27 WLDZAC82012L 13.21 
125 WLDZAC81972L 34.94 WLDZAC82012L 16.91 
126 WLDZAC81972L 18.75 WLDZAC82012L 14.51 
126 WLDZAC81972L 20.16 WLDZAC82012L 13.17 
101 WLDZAC91972L 22.26 WLDZAC92012L 14.66 
100 WLDZAC91972L 21.59 WLDZAC92012L 9.12 
101 WLDZAC91972L 21.04 WLDZAC92012L 11.86 
101 WLDZAC91972L 19.97 WLDZAC92012L 14.70 
100 WLDZAC91972L 21.12 WLDZAC92012L 14.78 






  Year: 1972 Year: 2012 
Length (m) Name Width (m) Name Width (m) 
101 WLDZAC91972L 20.08 WLDZAC92012L 14.77 
101 WLDZAC91972L 16.01 WLDZAC92012L 15.06 
100 WLDZAC91972L 16.32 WLDZAC92012L 11.49 
101 WLDZAC91972L 18.75 WLDZAC92012L 10.75 
301 WLDZAC101972L 65.22 WLDZAC102012L 40.28 
400 WLDZAC101972L 51.89 WLDZAC102012L 30.27 
350 WLDZAC101972L 34.16 WLDZAC102012L 18.70 
351 WLDZAC101972L 29.62 WLDZAC102012L 19.70 
350 WLDZAC101972L 35.46 WLDZAC102012L 23.93 
350 WLDZAC101972L 32.30 WLDZAC102012L 24.75 
351 WLDZAC101972L 27.99 WLDZAC102012L 26.85 
351 WLDZAC101972L 24.42 WLDZAC102012L 16.85 
350 WLDZAC101972L 27.32 WLDZAC102012L 19.80 







APPENDIX C: INDIVIDUAL SITE GIS POLYGONS 
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